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I1

I1 I1

I1 am

I1

CROSS CULTURAL conversion narratives AN AMERICAN

missionary IN TAICHUNG TAIWAN

telling the story my way

I1 hope they call me on a missionwhenmissionlwhenmission I1When have grown afoot or two I1 hope by then

I1 will be readytoreadyltoready teachTo and preach and work as missionaries do I1 hope that I1

can share the gospelwithgospellwithgospel thosewith who want to know the cruthitruthitruth1itru wantthI to be a

missionaryandmissionarylandmissionarymission serveAndarylAnd and help the lord while lamiam in my youth

lyrics taken from the song I1 hope they

call me on a mission anthologized in the

LDS primary children s songbook

missionary development

I1 was baptized a member of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday when

I1 was eight years old you could say I1 was sort of bomborn into it as my father mother

seven other siblings and both sets of grandparents are all members as well I1 grew up in

a small rural town in southern idaho where vegetation is almost as sparse as non LDS

families As children we were never quite sure which denomination these families

belonged to that they were not mormon was the only distinction we made As I1 was

growing up my parents saw to it that I1 attended the threehourthree longhour church services every

sunday the weekly youth activities and our local fouryearfour seminaryyear program after

andpreach
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I1

completing high school I1 chose to pursue my academic studies at two churchownedchurch andowned

operated institutions of higher learning first at ricks college and then brigham young

university but it seemed that the pinnacle of my church education would take place

when my twenty first birthday finally enabled me to become a missionary for the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

my parents taught my brothers and me about missionary work at a very young age

and anything we forgot was repeated every sunday in primary when all the children met

together and sang songs like I1 hope they call me on a mission and jesus wants me

for a sunbeam we soon advanced to sunday school where our teachers would

constantly encourage us to share the gospel with our friends and neighbors thus instilling

in us the desire to one day become a fulltimefull missionarytime for the LDS church

probably better known to people in most parts of the world by its nickname the

mormonscormonsMor themons LDS church began as a congregation of six members in upper new york

state in 1830 but has now grown to over ten million strong most of this growth has

occurred within the last twentyfivetwenty yearsfive due in large part to the churchs concerted and

well orchestrated missionary effort there are approximately 56500 missionaries serving

in countries all over the world and within the last twentyfivetwenty yearsfive in particular the

churchs population has not only welcomed many new converts into the church but has

welcomed converts from many different countries and nationalities as more church

members now reside outside of the united states than within its boundaries

while in theory the decision to serve a mission is completely voluntary on the part

2
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of the individual church leaders strongly encourage every young man who is both

worthy and physically able to serve for the allotted two years the female members of

the church are not held to the same obligation but are allowed to serve if they desire my

parents followed this law to the letter when church leaders strongly encouraged missions

for men my parents strongly insisted from the time they were still shooting marbles

my six brothers all had plans to serve missions and only the youngest still waits to do so

As the first of my parents only two daughters however I1 was neither told to go or stay

but as my twenty first birthday neared I1 had already made the decision a mission was

not for me

I1 cant remember why I1 so opposed serving a mission at the start perhaps because

I1 never quite understood this repulsion myself missions were no mystery to me as my

four older brothers were replete with stories of the good old mission days As the two

years ended and each brother returned home from his different assignment missionary

folklore seemed to fall from their lips as we flipped through stacks of picture albums and

I1 fingered the tattered mission mementos I1 remember once when mark became so

frustrated he actually yelled at his investigator while serving in milwaukee wisconsin

kurt related his runinrun within a topless housewife while tracting a small neighborhood in

sweden the two travellingvellingtra missionaries were also in greggs mission as they left japan

and spent a week in taiwan their travel plans only foiled by the unsuspecting ward clerk

who mailed both weeks statistics to the mission president during the same week of

course my brother brett the social worker was replete with stories of wayward

3
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companions whom he eventually managed to save from certain dismissal from the cold

canadian frontier mission although I1 often listened to their stories with rapt attention

perhaps it was an inner desire to be different from my brothers or an inner fear of being

labeled a religious fanatic which spurred my decision to stay home maybe I1 thought it

would be too taxing both physically and mentally or that preaching the gospel was just

plain unattractive however I1 defined the real impetus to stay it was the thought of

donning a dress every day for eighteen months and my longtimelong feartime of being called to

serve in south america which solidified the decision for me and despite all other

factors I1 had just been begun my masters studies at brigham young university and

wasnt about to trade my academic pursuits for some gigantic boa constrictors a grass

hut and a few little buddies to keep my large intestine company

but meanwhile as my younger brother prepared to serve his mission I1 began to

reevaluate this worstcaseworst scenariocase while the chances to end up in the south american

amazon still loomed the world was large and I1 wanted to see it this mission could be

my chance to use the russian I1 had majored in at college or better yet my ticket to my

beloved and exotic italy where I1 would have the opportunity to not only serve my

church but become better acquainted with the antiquity I1 had only read about in my

literature studies and as I1 thought about how a mission to italy could further these same

studies on my return to the university the whole proposition became most appealing ah

yes I1 thought to myself venice would be kind to me

perhaps it will be I1 have yet to visit the weeks before my call arrived were

4
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filled with visions of such happy european vacations places of a certain familiarity and

places of personal interest the morning I1 opened my call however brought all new

visions to my head as I1 sat in my apartment in provo utah and tried to stare the words of

my call into oblivion

dear sister nelson

you are hereby called to serve as a missionary of the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday you are assigned to labor in the taiwan taichunglaichungTai

mission

chung

it is anticipated that you will serve for a period of 18 months

you should report to the missionary training center MTC in provo

utah on wednesday 14 february 1996 you will leamlearn the discussions in

mandarin

somehow someone had made a big mistake A year and a half in taiwan and I1

didnt even like asia of course I1 couldnt truthfully admit my dislike as I1 knew almost

less about the island than did my young nephew who on hearing where I1 was going

promptly informed me that was where all his toys were made although I1 did leamlearn it was

religiously stable the first LDS missionaries had arrived on the island about forty years

earlier and our church had built a temple in taipei this knowledge did little to allay my

fears of living there for eighteen months it was almost unimaginable I1 wondered what

kind of members could live in taiwan people so far away from mainstream mormonism

and how they would respond to me as an american missionary and although learning

chinese intimidated me as well it wasnt so much I1 wouldnt be able to understand what

5
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they were saying but that I1 wouldnt be able to understand what they meant most of all

I1 just longed for something more familiar I1 longed to be the sister missionary who was

bored in the MTC russian classes or the newly arrived missionary in moscow with the

phenomenal grasp of grammar and vocabulary I1 didnt long for the humility I1 knew

would accompany my asian experience and the communication barrier I1 faced

my attitude toward taiwan was to get worse before it got better however since

my younger brother and I1 received our calls on the same day it was only fitting we both

received our deadly disease shots together the list of our combined shots for sao paulo

brazil and taichunglaichungTai taiwanchung seemed to reach high into the teens and while I1 assured

myself there were no grass huts the words serving in more primitive areas from my call

filled me with apprehension and uneasiness I1 could only bide my time and anticipate the

worst my mother began to stalk the sale racks shopping for us both while my brother

and I1 sat together at home making marks in our new leatherboundleather copiesbound of the bible

and the book of mormon and said goodbyegood tobye friends and family and to a few of those

rare people who are both in the traditional LDS fashion a week or two before

missionaries leave for the MTC the first hour of our normal church service becomes a

farewell meeting in which departing missionaries either bestow some final words of

wisdom on the congregation or just admit how scared they really are to leave home my

brother and I1 were saved from a similar fate by a monstrous idaho snowstorm the night

before which piled enough snow in everyones driveway to cancel all church meetings

although we never shared a farewell meeting and bid the congregation goodbyegood webye still

6
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left for the MTC my brother a short three days later and 1I two weeks behind him

I1 entered the MTC on february 14 1996 to be exact when I1 first arrived I1 was

put into a district of other missionaries who would be leaving for taiwan the same day I1

would and then our group spent almost every minute of the next two months together

attending various chinese language classes these classes were scheduled in three hour

increments three times a day and usually consisted of me and the other seven

missionaries in my district making strange chirps and guttural noises which our kindly

teachers all of them returned missionaries from taiwan themselves allowed us to believe

was chinese while learning language basics we also simultaneously tried to memorize

a set of six standardized discussions first in english and later in chinese which every

missionary was required to know and teach although we were given one day each week

to do our laundry write letters home clean our room and enjoy a little free time we had

absolutely no time alone as mission rules state missionaries must always stay with their

designated same sex companion twentyfourtwenty hoursfour a day for safety and other reasons

and while the MTC is full of missionaries all dressed in white shirts and ties or dresses

you could make friends in the sea effaces by reading their nametags to be worn the

duration of their missions the men were always elders the women sisters

although the stories of taiwan our teachers occasionally told us built my

excitement to actually experience the island I1 still wasnt quite as excited as the rest of

my district appeared some days I1 longed to go anywhere but asia whenever I1 notice a

russian speaking district pass by I1 would try and strike up a conversation with them if

of faces

7
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the encounter didnt serve to make me feel a little better about my awful chinese I1

figured our chat at least made them feel worse about their terrible russian I1 either gave

the italianbounditalian missionariesbound a wistful look or a dirty glare depending on how my

chinese was that day but as the two months of language classes passed by in a blur

interspersed with the MTCs lucky charms chicken cordon bleu and a few hours in the

gym I1 found myself not just anxious to leave the MTC but excited to enter taiwan As

my chinese seemed to be improving daily and we were constantly learning more about

taiwanese culture and customs my desire to understand the people was greatly

heightened and then at ten oclock in the morning of april 171996 my district and I1

boarded a plane at the salt lake airport a mere thirteen hours later we were watching the

atlantic ocean become smaller and smaller and the lights of the taipei runway become

brighter and brighter

our mission president president koerner met us at the airport and as we

commenced to travel south to taichunglaichungTai andchung mission headquarters he told us his story

although he had served a mission in taiwan many years ago while still a young man he

had been living in logan utah practicing dentistry when he was called by the quorum

of the twelve apostles and asked to serve as a mission president in taichunglaichungTai forchung the

standard three year increment As the call was totally unexpected the koemerskoernersboemersKo

immediately

emers

sold their dental practice and their home and then he his wife who spoke

less than 10 words of chinese and his sixteenyearoldsixteen sonyear whoold wanted to return home

before he even left it moved to taiwan about six months before our arrival As I1 was to

8
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discover in the next few months president koerner had come to taiwan with some tough

shoes to fill the previous mission president and his family had resided in asia for

several years before they were called to serve as mission presidents his chinese was

impeccable and not only could he understand what the chinese people said he could

understand the chinese people As we remained in taichunglaichungTai forchung training the next few

days I1 noticed that president koerner spoke good chinese as well but seemed much

more comfortable when speaking english with the nonnativenon missionariesnative and a lot more

comfortable spending time with them

at the end of our two days in taichunglaichungTai I1chung met my new companion sister leo the

first of several native taiwanese companions although her english was pretty good and

my chinese was slowly getting better we often had a hard time understanding each other

not only the words we both spoke but how those words were spoken and what they

represented to both of us the communication barrier on both levels was just as

frightening as I1 had feared but we were only together for one month before I1 was

transferred to another part of the island and another native companion As my second

companion sister wang had recently returned to taiwan from studies at brigham young

university she was much easier for me to understand and it was much easier for her to

understand me although we constantly spoke chinese while serving as companions she

spoke the best english in our mission barring the native english speakers As my ability

to speak and interact with chinese people improved so too did my understanding of

chinese culture and customs but just at the moment I1 began to confuse independence

9
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with intelligence I1 was given the opportunity to learn the difference

in march of 1997 almost a year after arriving in taiwan I1 experienced a severe

case of appendicitis and underwent removal surgery As surgery left me unable to

proselyte president koerner suggested that I1 remain in the mission office and produce a

book of chinese LDS conversion narratives shortly after my arrival to the mission

office he sat down with me and related several conversion stories he had heard and noted

as quite remarkable stories mainly related to him by missionaries and other members of

the church in taiwan he then asked me to begin collecting other conversion

experiences and write them up into a book to be used as a proselytizing tool in the

conversion of the chinese people as well as in building missionaries testimonies

A month later as the project neared completion both president koerner and I1 had

become quite excited and satisfied with the project results three days before I1 finished

the book and was preparing to leave the office and move to another part of the island I1

was sitting with sister wang my former companion who was now serving as the

projects translator discussing one of the stories in particular when she casually asked

why did you write the story from the american missionarymissionarys point of view his

chinese companion was the more experienced missionary how come you didnt write it

from his point of view she did not pose the question in an offensive or reprimanding

way but her words seemed to open up a conduit of thought for me and one question

began to lead to many many others at the moment of inquisition however her question

became overshadowed by an even larger one why had I1 avoided speaking with that

10
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I1 I1

chinese missionary altogether

at first I1 tried to dismiss the matter as I1 remembered this particular american

missionary and his more than thorough recount of the experience I1 had already spoken

with the convert herself as well and felt that the information gathered was adequate for

composing the story there was also a very stringent time constraint the entire project

was scheduled to be completed in just one months time even as I1 told myself it wasnt

feasible to interview everybody I1 also admitted that collecting stories from american

missionaries had been much easier as well as enjoyable as I1 didnt have to translate

chinese over the phone and I1 was also allowed to speak english for a change but the

project had already been completed and as I1 was transferred and began regular

proselytizing work again the questions sister wang had raised were soon forgotten and

left unanswered

the questions raised by the project resurfaced foremost in my mind however

after I1 arrived home and continued my english studies at brigham young university

these questions only seemed to raise many larger questions with particular regard to the

ethics and methodology of the project how could I1 as an american write a reliable

account of a chinese personal conversion experience how much of how I1 chose to

present the narratives exemplified the way I1 had been taught to communicate how do

people in a society which doesnt highly value the art of personal expression share

personal experiences these questions led me to examine other ethical questions as well

what was our real motive for collecting the stories who possessed rightful ownership

11
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of the stories if my job was to collect chinese conversion narratives why were they

first written in english by me and then translated back into chinese ethical questions of

how to define culture and religion also arose do the narratives I1 wrote help chinese

people better understand the chinese LDS experience or do they better help chinese

people understand an american missionarys fears and biases of their culture are the

chinese people who read the stories going away with a better understanding of american

culture or of their own after I1 began to attending various folklore classes other

questions about the uses and motives of folklore in general began to concern me if

forms of folklore particularly the conversion narrative articulate the feelings of a group

toward an event or person described where are the boundaries of that group determined

and how might their reactions to specific events and persons be influenced by the

presentation of that event or person can folklore also be used as an outlet of a group or

individuals fear and misunderstandings of another culture

As I1 tried to make connections between these questions and my experiences

collecting and editing a book of conversion narratives this thesis was bomborn barre

toelkenstielkensToel observationkens that many people when working for a fair pluralism in america

have remained generally ignorant of their own worldviewworld andview its effects upon their own

reactions to others including those they have sought to help 267 sounded harsh to me

at first but as I1 was able to accept his critique of what seemed my own experience as a

missionary and apply it to the project I1 had just finished my thesis began to take shape

this thesis has helped me recognize my own embedded ethnocentric values and biases

12
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and has proven indeed as toelken notes that people are taught by their societies zow to

see265see not265 only does the conversion narrative as a text serve several functions within

different cultures close analysis of the collecting process and performance of these

narratives serves to reveal both the collector and taletellerstale psychosocialtellers pressures and

intrinsic value systems it has been interesting to note the differences and surprising

similarities between the two cultures and their communication modes their definition of

the narrative as well as their differing communicative values this thesis is more than

just an intense look into the LDS psyche as it addresses even the basic questions of

narrative communication and crossculturalcross understandingcultural

project development

in my own naive way I1 was very much concerned from the beginning that these

stories be as truthful as possible my own sense of responsibility to at least try and make

text represent event was perhaps heightened by the sense of truthtellingtruth inherenttelling

within the natures of autobiography and biography according to theorist elizabeth

bruss autobiographysautobiographys fundamental conventions can be seen as a series of promises

qtd in couser 36 and although marxist critics may be uncomfortable with the idea of

autobiography as a pact or contract I1 personally like brusss stance although I1 do feel

the reader and text should take a more prominent place in literature than the author

traditionally held I1 also agree with jeffrey wallen as he responds to roland barthes

theory with the following A too quick acceptance of the death of the author only blinds

us to the ways in which the author continues to function and to all the questions which

13
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these functions raise 51 wallen goes on to suggest that an abdication of

interpretative responsibility by biographers leads to the blurring between fact and fiction

and ignores questions of meaning and literature 51 As an idealist I1 still see the need for

literature to instill a feeling of trust in readers especially in the genres of autobiography

and biography as well as folklore collecting and analysis of personal experience

narratives As I1 noticed the impact that communicative forms and motives often have on

a biographers ability to portray a truthful representation of any subject or self

however I1 discovered just how quickly the external can taint inherent aims at

representing that purity

I1 feel this sense of responsibility was also heightened because of my role as a

missionary As missionaries are taught that obedience is imperative to success these

teachings work to hopefully further ones integrity and instill in every missionary the

need to gain gods approval As I1 was still recovering from surgery president koerner

commented several times on how strange it was that he had decided to move me to the

office and complete the project days before I1 was even taken ill and his confession

served to convert me further to the project I1 felt a great need to interpret my illness as

gods approval of my work and of the project itself inasmuch as I1 would have greatly

resented being forced to trade my precious proselytizing time to complete the project had

I1 been healthy and able to perform everyday missionary work

As I1 came to view this project as one ordained of god I1 was naturally concerned

with representing the stories as truthfully as possible an attitude exemplified in the

14
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short blurb I1 included at the beginning of the book these interviews were very

thorough in nature and the important events and basic storylines of each story were

written according to the content of these interviews the writer was very careful to

follow the storylines with exactness and included all the details given project

preface through precise explanation of the literary license I1 had taken I1 also tried to

justify to the reader any and all changes I1 made to the actual oral narratives recited to me

another attempt to validate my interpretation and presentation of these narratives is

exemplified by the inclusion of scripture citations at the beginning of each story these

citations validate my writing inasmuch as they connect the narratives to a higher source

of authority which not only forces my audience to value the individual narratives more

but respect the project in general

the basic collection process described below was documented in a personal

interview on october 1997 between myself and english professor phillip snyder

president koerner or other missionaries related to me most of the stories I1 collected

when starting a new story the first thing I1 would do is sit down and make a list of people

I1 knew or thought might have something to do with the story and then I1 would call most

of the names on the list until I1 felt I1 had an adequate feel for the narrative and enough

pages of dictation to write it up it was easier for me to collect from my english speaking

informants as the need to translate was gone but I1 also found a distinction between the

chinese members and the chinese missionaries whether it was their interaction with the

nonnativenon missionariesnative or their desire for missionary work as a whole to succeed the

15
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chinese missionaries were in general more willing and enthusiastic to relate their stories

to me and help me in any way I1 might need

A typical conversation would follow the following format I1 would call and ask

the person to tell me the story translating the chinese in my head and then typing their

responses into the computer in english and interrupting them when I1 didnt understand

the content of what they had just said or I1 wanted to ask them questions based on the

particular storys thematicsthe formatics instance if I1 was writing a story about parental

opposition to a young adult trying to join the church I1 would stop and interrupt their

narrative to find out the parents response to everything that was said or done by the

youth whether my informant felt it was an important detail to include or not

so thats how we did that I1 would just type up the whole conversation just

pages and pages of manuscript ofjust what they said to me and then I1 would go

back through and reread the stories so with the english missionaries it was a

little bit easier because it was in english coming over the phone interview

1017

in our interview I1 continued to describe the collection process to snyder as follows

after I1 interviewed people on the phone id get everything in the computer and

then id go back through and id pick out the parts of the story that were really

important I1 guess to me you know the important climatic point or the important

things they had to overcome and id focus on those and id do those kind of like a

scene at a time and so as I1 was talking to these people I1 tried to use the

16
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experiences that seemed to be the most the parts of the stories that seemed to be

the most important to them and those are the ones I1 just focus on interview

10114

A treatment of our motives is imperative here as it was the projects motives

which ultimately determined collection criteria when the president and I1 first sat down

and discussed the project motives and goals we decided on the following three to build

missionaries faith to build members faith and to help investigators view the gospel not

as a collection of vague concepts but as problem solving lifechanginglife principleschanging

missionaries would often meet chinese people who partly because of translation

discrepancies and the elevated language of holy writ a problem much exaggerated by

their nonchristiannon backgroundschristian couldnt understand the scriptures and even if they did

they often had trouble making connections between what they read and their own lives I1

selected most of the stories based on their content and didactic meaning when faced

with two stories illustrating parental opposition to baptism I1 would choose the story

which contained the more extreme opposition and then find another story which focused

on a different obstacle or challenge to conversion in this way no matter who or what the

teaching situation the missionaries could turn to this collection and find a relevant

example I1 also created the topical index in order to make the book more user friendly to

benefit our missionary audience by outlining which stories illustrated which principles or

concepts and how these stories could better be used as a teaching tool
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narrative development and plot synopses

A mustard seed although the topical index summarizes the first story A

mustard seed as A penghupeng membershu faith to be baptized it actually tells the story

of a missionary who is struggling with his assignment to begin preaching the gospel on a

remote island off the coast of taiwan and china called peng hu the missionarys faith

is eventually strengthened as he meets and converts the member mentioned above

perhaps mostly because of our close relationship my main informant for this story was

the american elder who is represented by the narrator in the story the subsequent

confidence I1 had in my ability predict his situational responses both as a missionary and

as an individual made him an easy character to develop and thus he becomes a major

presence in the story and while the member related only the bare facts of her conversion

story to me the colorful conversation which existed between myself and this particular

missionary seems to continue into the written text

while it is true this elder did tell me he had been discouraged at the time of the

story I1 decided to develop this theme in such detail throughout the story thus changing

the focus from the member to the missionary and how could I1 resist the irony of the

struggling missionary who is taught by his own investigator for example in the first

scene of this story the speaker picks up a book with the word faith in the title which

prompts him to think about faith and analyze his lack of it while my informant did

mention experiencing a lack of faith he never mentioned picking up a book which

caused him to go into a long meditation about faith and the meeting and teaching of the
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young lady who was to be baptized however this fictitious experience in the first scene

serves as the glue which binds the whole story together thematically as well as

eventfully it triggers the missionarymissionarys musing prompts him to action when he leaves his

reverie and ties the story together in the end as a didactic teaching tool this analysis

serves as an example of how in reality a pact between reader and writer is not often

achieved because of the inherent structure and form to which a genre must give heed and

ideas must be communicated

the thawing 55 president koerner again suggested that I1 collect the story the

thawing from a sister missionary who was serving in our mission at the time the story

first relates her and her brothers simultaneous conversions to the church and then both

her mother and fathers this sister missionary was my chief informant as her mother

referred me to her husband and he did not take my project seriously he ignored all of

my messages and consented to a brief telephone conversation only after I1 caught him at

work one night

when hearts prepare 55 at first I1 was stubbornly opposed to collecting when

hearts prepare a story about a group of missionaries who through their diligent work

faith and prayers become successful in finding a man willing to listen to the gospel I1

felt the story blatantly focused more on the personal efforts and righteousness of the

missionaries than on the converts own narrative and I1 felt its presence was defeating the

purpose as well as the structure of our project this story is controlled by missionaries on

another level as well as the storys main informant the convert was almost completely
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unwilling to express his narrative to me I1 tried to follow his scanty details later fleshing

out these details with narratives collected from the missionaries involved in the situation

the sweetness of the fruitfruit9fruita and A road prepared the sweetness of the

fruit and A road prepared were both related to me by a single informant in a

personal interview the sweetness of the fruit relates my informants experience as he

gives a book of mormon to a nonmember acquaintance on a bus and later discovers that

the man and his family have been baptized A road prepared tells the story of my

informants own conversion and his subsequent courage in obeying the standards of the

church during his two years of service in the taiwanese army my informant had been a

strong active member of the church for quite some time longer than any of my other

informants and had weekly interaction with the missionaries As he had experienced

some rather unusual spiritual events he had written them down and consequently

published them in church magazines president koerner first suggested I1 talk to this man

and gave me a copy of some stories he had already written out I1 read through the stories

a few times to understand the main points but as he sat in person and related the stories

to me there were obvious discrepancies between the story he had told me and the written

copy for example in the written draft the man said that the mob of men approached him

just after dark as he was outside lying on the ground thinking but in the oral interview

we held he told me that he was asleep in his barracks in his cot when the men

apprehended him and dragged him off I1 decided to use his oral version since I1 collected

it in person its performance making it more vibrant and alive to me
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the search 59 the search became a sensational story while this project was in

process and my informants were both willing and varied the story relates how a

nonmember woman who had been investigating the church for almost three years and her

husband take a trip to utah where both of them are converted and baptized on the same

weekend they see the salt lake temple for the first time they returned home to taiwan

just as I1 was beginning the project so I1 was able to speak with the mother who was quite

willing to relate the whole narrative to me inasmuch as the chinese family had been

staying in utah with my former companions family my companion and her family were

both very willing to share their parts in the story through both letters and telephone

conversations I1 was also able to speak with the very first missionary who had met sister

jyanayan and began teaching her family the gospel and I1 also spoke with other missionaries

still serving in the mission who had known her and helped to teach her family the gospel

as well

the heart and a willing mind I1 first heard the heart and a willing mind

in a sunday church service president koerner was implementing a new member

missionary program at the time and to excite members about sharing the gospel

members would be asked to share stories of their successes I1 was intrigued as this

member stood and related how she had called up an old friend from years before and

asked him if she could invite the missionaries over she did not know at the time that he

had just suffered a bad car accident and it was in this state of mind that he became

receptive to the gospel and was later baptized As I1 learned more about this members
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background as a convert herself I1 decided to use her narrative she came to the office for

two personal interviews and was my only informant

small and simple things the story small and simple things is about a

young taiwanese woman who wants to serve a mission but must first overcome her

parents opposition not only to the church in general but to her desire to serve she is

able to meet the prophet of the church gordon B hinckley as he is in taiwan for a brief

stay and draws strength and faith from his promise that one day she will be able to serve

sister wang the projects translator related this story to me as she had just finished

serving with the informant As the sister missionary was my only informant for the story

I1 called her several times trying to collect her narrative but each time she was either too

busy or didnt think the project was very important she was finally able to record her

narrative and send the tape to me since I1 found her account very thorough the audio

tape she recorded for me was my only source for this story

A fathers truth president koerner suggested I1 collect the story A fathers

truth and seemed to be rather particular about this one as he had played a small role in

its as well the story tells of a taoist priest who is able to overcome tradition and help

his two children and himself receive baptism the convert as well as the missionary who

was planning his baptism at the time served as my only informants

coming back to him coming back to him relates the story of a young

woman who is reactivated into the church I1 met my informant while recuperating from

my surgery in the mission home she had just arrived as a new missionary and we
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shared a room for two nights at the time I1 had not been informed as to all the logistics

of the project but thought her story remarkable I1 didnt officially collect her narrative

until later when I1 was able to call her and type it up over the phone

thesis development

especially because of my role in first collecting these narratives and then

presenting them in short story form I1 am a large subjective part of this process as a

whole I1 also realize that my insider status as a mormon may bring my own objectivity

under scrutiny as I1 analyze aspects of the LDS culture however I1 feel that my role as an

outsider to the chinese culture will aid me in my analysis of this project As jan walsh

hokenson states in response to M M bakhtins model ofinterculturalintercultural autobiography

when one is not wholly embedded in a culture but fluent in different languages one can

see the cultures from without 107 although I1 do not claim fluency in the chinese

culture and communication modes I1 feel that my own personal experience living among

the chinese people as well as the research accomplished since my return home have

instilled in me greater desire to share the insights I1 have gained with others I1 am

comfortable in writing this thesis as an american mormon who has been deeply and

indelibly touched in many ways by the chinese people and their way of life this thesis

was almost accidental in its conception but it has answered for me many of the ethical

and cultural questions raised by one tiny chinese woman

the remainder of my paper will be structured around three different categories

the nature of conversion narratives in both american and chinese cultures the collecting
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process and some general implications of my project and analysis the nature of

conversion narratives describes the conversion narrative both by definition and also by

function within both american and chinese cultures my analysis of the collecting

process addresses the roles of both audience and taletellertale andteller takes an individualistic

approach to the study of these roles and their function within the conversion narrative

my last section deals with the church as a cross cultural worldwideworld entitywide and how

through a better understanding of communication modes we can fully utilize conversion

narratives according to their several functions

analyzing the nature of conversion narratives

when we speak of knowingofknowing god it must be understood with reference to the

imperfect comprehension of man for to know god as he really is far transcends

the powers ofmanmans thoughts much more of his perception

john milton the christian doctrine

definitional classification

in the 167th semiannual general conference of the LDS church president

gordon B hinckley the churchs 15th prophet announced the following observations

from the pulpit

something my brothers and sisters is happening in this church something

wonderful As we walk in the small world of our individual wards and branches
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we are scarcely aware of it and yet it is real and it is tremendous we are

growing we are expanding A month from now we will reach the 10 million

mark in membership more of our members now live outside the US than in

the US 67

president hinckleys announcement is certainly exciting to members of the church all

over the world it is astonishing indeed to note the LDS church rise from its humble six

member homogenous congregation of upper new york state farmers and become such a

large and diverse group of people as each member hails from various backgrounds and

cultural codes to form a folk group which has running through it a linking factor or as

alan dundes describes it in the study of folklore a common core of traditions which

every member of the group knows and believes qtd in bauman 99 and what is that

common beliefbellefbeilen what is the core tradition which binds the members of the LDS church

together in unity it is the deep and irrefutable belief in a young boys simple conversion

narrative

from the first time joseph smith orally recounted his glorious vision of heavenly

father and jesus christ to the countless times a day missionaries all over the world relate

that same story the conversion narrative seems to be an important tool in helping people

from any background and culture gain a testimony of the LDS church inherent in this

statement is the persuasive function conversion narratives serve within and without the

latterdaylatter saintday ethnicity but do these narratives serve the same function for different

cultures which collide within this LDS ethnic group and perhaps an even more relevant
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question follows Is any narrated event even capable of such a goal

in order to answer either of the two questions posed above folklorists must first

be agreed upon the definition of a conversion narrative regardless of its narrowness or

breadth this definition determines which personal narratives can be considered

conversion narratives and which narratives must be excluded from this genre

unfortunately there has been little done in the field offolkloristicsfolkloristics with concern to

defining conversion narratives as a genre for example peter stromberg in his book

language and seifsefselfsea transformation writes about his experiences gathering evangelical

conversion narratives as he analyzes both congregational sharing and individual

testimonies due to the specific focus of his project stromberg is not able to address

many important questions raised by his research in relation to the development of

conversion narratives as a genre in general and their subsequent ability or inability to

express personal experience although eric eliasons introductory work on LDS

conversion narratives as a genre is specific to one religious groups conversion narratives

I1 think his essay toward the folkloristic study of latterdaylatter saintday conversion

narratives addresses the broader question of what counts as a conversion narrative as

well eliason taking notes from neal lambert and richard cracrofts essay literary

form and historical understanding joseph smiths first vision forms their

observations about conversion narratives into a specific rubric using joseph smiths own

written narrative as a model for other conversion narratives

many LDS latter day saint conversion narratives share with the joseph smith
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oftheodthe

story the following sequential main motifs or building blocks

1 individual finds self in a situation that raises concern about the lack of

correct religious knowledge revival or immigration

2 a long frustrating search for true religion

3 an epiphany that suggests the seeker is on the right track

4 the adversarys failed dissuasive intervention

5 finally the gift of true religious knowledge and union with god 787

eliasons

8

rubric seems based upon the concept of conversion as explained in the

following definition from the 1989 2nd edition oxford english dictionary to cause to

turn to and embrace a specified religious faith usually implying that the turning is to

truth from error or ignorance without qualification usually to convert to

christianity while this more narrow definition is certainly valid if indeed all the

stories I1 collected are to be considered conversion narratives a much broader definition

of conversion is required the definition I1 am seeking is by no means prescriptive as I1

am trying to find a definition that is broad enough to merely describe and encompass all

of the narratives collected

while several of the stories included in my collection tend to follow eliasons

pattern there are also many notable variations although in the story A fathers truth

the birth of mr wangs daughter and his simultaneous move into fatherhood did raise

some religious concerns for him the event did not spur the beginning of a long

frustrating search but merely whetted his desire to know the truth and while four years
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passed between the time mr wang heard the truth and was baptized there was no frantic

searching between the initial event of his daughters birth and his first meeting with the

missionaries fourteen years later rather than an epiphany defined within this essay as

revelation from god which confirmed for him he was doing the right thing by meeting

with the missionaries mr wang merely stated there came a day when he knew the

gospel to be true while mr wang feels that the adversary did try to intervene this

opposition was in the form of his fathers devotion to taoism a belief so strong mr

wang never even spoke of his conversion with his father it was only after his father died

that mr wang considered joining the church but it is only his realization immediately

before baptism of the decisions implications upon his life which can be seen as a specific

intervention by the adversary after setting those doubts aside however mr wang was

baptized and reaffirmed his union with god in his baptism testimonial

although mr wangs narrative follows the above pattern and definition of

conversion6conversion quite nicely there are other narratives which according to this definition

would be excluded from the genre for example in the story coming back to him the

woman protagonist is baptized when she is very young falls into inactivity and

eventually not only comes back to church but serves a mission as well fangtingsfang

reactivation

tings

account could also be considered a conversion narrative but only if measured

by the following definition of the conversion concept to turn back cause to return

sometimes to bring back restore oxford english dictionary the structure of fang

tings narrative also differs a bit from the previously stated rubric when relating her
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narrative to me fangtingfang beganting her version by telling me about the day she saw the

temple in taipei again after a very long time however this event did not raise in her a

desire to know the truth but rather a type of curiosity as to what had been happening in

the church all this time fangtingfang doesting go through a long and frustrating time as she

tries to become active again even attending church and trying to share her beliefs with

her boyfriend but as she revisits the chapel she does not have a kind of epiphany which

reaffirms her decision to return indeed just the opposite happens she has a terrible

experience at church and decides to stay away most members would be reluctant to

suggest that fangtingsfang attendancetings at a church meeting heightened the devils

intervention on her behalf but as the guilt she felt at church was too strong for her to

deal with she told me she had to leave the meeting by the very nature of inactivity we

can tell that satan had been influencing fangtingsfang individualtings desires for quite some

time fangtingsfang acceptancereacceptanceretings of the truth is acknowledged at the end of her story as

she relates to the sister missionaries that not only does she remember how to pray she has

been praying even while not actively attending church although varying in substantial

ways from the standard model suggested I1 think fangtingsfang storytings can also be classified

as a conversion narrative if our classification is based upon the above definition of

conversion

while classifying conversion narratives we must also decide whether this

category should include those personal narratives in which an individual has already been

baptized a member of a specific religion but then gains a strong testimony of a particular
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doctrine or idea embraced by that religion experiencing a conversion to that doctrine

this type of conversion is included in the following definition again from the oxford

english dictionary to cause to adopt a better opinion belief party or to turn or

change in character nature form or function and is best exemplified in the story the

sweetness of the fruit the storys protagonist through his willingness to share the

gospel with others gains a testimony of the principle of missionary work my informant

said he finally found himself in a position to explain correct religious principles to

another person as he had been trying to give away a book of mormon for quite awhile

with not very much success As the informant bears his own testimony about the book of

mormon he experiences an epiphany of righteousness the adversarys intervention can

be seen at the beginning of the story as the protagonist must quell his own fears and talk

about the gospel with someone else finally in this story the conversion of the entire

family validates the fact that the member possesses true religious knowledge and is in

union with god

LDS folklore is replete with these types of conversion stories as they are often

shared to strengthen members testimonies of certain religious beliefs or commandments

commandments often unique to the LDS religion for example there have been many

variants told about the unfortunate family without enough money to buy food for the

week but because they pay their tithing to the church anyway somehow there is food for

them to eat that week in general these stories of conversions to principles are similar to

those of complete religious conversion in that both must end in a physical act total
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religious conversions usually end in a physical baptism of some sort and while the

physical results of conversion to principles often differ they are almost always didactic

giving dramatic closure to the story and exemplifying the protagonists relationship with

god or at least with a specific commandment the story A road prepared deals with

this idea as it tells the story of a member who through some difficult experiences in the

army gains a testimony of scripture reading obeying the word of wisdom exclusively

the commandment to abstain from drinking alcohol and the importance of attending

church because the story begins with a conversation about gospel principles between a

missionary and his mission president its initial focus seems centers around the

protagonist gaining a testimony of these specific gospel principles

when I1 collected kai mings story he first related his conversion to the church as

a religion and then told me the story of his conversion to certain principles of the church

he had joined the fact that he is required to enlist in the taiwanese army for two years

sets the stage on which he must decide whether he believes the principles of the gospel or

not kaimingkai facesming not one long struggle but several frustrating experiences which all

work together to confirm for him the truths of specific principles his epiphanies come

throughout the narrative after his book of mormon is taken from him he is able to figure

out a way to read scriptures everyday after his life is threatened he has a scriptural

epiphany that not only strengthens his own testimony but convinces the other men to

spare his life after he cannot find a chapel in which to attend church he prays only to

realize he is kneeling beside the missing chapel again the adversarys greatest influence
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can be seen sooner in the story than the model suggests perhaps in the events that lead up

to kai mings climactic life and death experience but even then the adversarys

influence is best exemplified in kai mings personal discouragement the only aspect of

kai mings story where satanssatan s influence can be identified as a specific force of evil is

when all the men who do disobey the word of wisdom want to kill kaimingkai thusming

creating a disturbing eitheror paradigm between good and evil the righteous obedient

member and those people who do not obey gods commandments

often missionaries themselves will experience a type of conversion to the

principles they are teaching these conversions are best described by the following

definition to turn in mind feeling or conduct to bring into another state OED the

protagonist in the story the mustard seed is not the young girl who is baptized but

rather the missionary who tells her story although a testimony of hisheraisher religion or

denomination is inherent in a missionarys very nature this story can be viewed as a

conversion to principle as the missionarys understanding of faith and ability to exercise

it increases it is the same nonmembernon themember missionary ironically hopes to convert who

brings the missionarys attitude and ability into another state

functional classification

it is only by broadening the definition of conversion to include all of the

aforementioned definitions that the personal narratives in my collection can be considered

conversion narratives besides the model and definition eliason suggests for cataloguing

conversion narratives we can also look at the function the narratives serve within the
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LDS religion as well as the motives behind collecting them in an effort to further define

and categorize this genre I1 think conversion narratives can more easily be categorized

into one of the two following genres thematic and functional in his book folklore

genres dan benamosben definitionamos of the thematic approach to folklore is as follows

comparative folklore research concerns itself with the diffusion of themes in

different traditions the touchstone for such a generic classification of texts is the

answer to the question what is it about underlying such an approach to folk

literature is the premise that thematic similarity implies universal generic

identity 26

obviously this classification becomes troublesome when the folklorist tries to examine

texts from different time periods or from different cultures and fit them into a thematic

mold for example iffolkloristsfolklorists define a conversion narrative thematically as a narrative

in which someone experiencing a reconcilement between christianity and self leads to a

lifealteringlife outcomealtering they would be forcing all of the nonchristiannon conversionchristian

narratives into a separate genre as well as those stories in which an individual is able to

reconcile self with religion or god but this reconcilement does not necessarily lead to

action on the part of the converted if we then define it more simplistically as a life

changing encounter with a godlikegod orlike supernatural force we would be intruding into

the genre of the chinese ghost story or if our interpretation of the change in an

individuals life becomes extremely didactic we intrude into the world of the cautionary

tale although there can be and usually are similar themes running through different
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cultures folklore it would seem that a thematic approach to crossculturalcross folklorecultural

becomes confusing and somewhat ineffective in understanding the folklores culture but

benamosben goesamos on to offer us an alternative category that of functionality

the functional approach has focused upon the relationship between forms of

verbal art and existing cultural psychological and social needs their

anthropologists distinction of genre is based not upon any intrinsic qualities of

oral literary forms but upon the perception and identification of their attributes by

the people themselves the functional approach is concerned not with what

genres are but with what the members of the society say they are thus the

taxonomy of verbal art has become actually a categorization of cultural

experiences 223

As the functions of a cultures folklore are defined by what the members of that society

say they are the folklore can better reflect the values of that particular society folklore

if defined by the individuals who use it can then be utilized by those individuals

according to the functions they have assigned it in the following section I1 analyze the

different ways conversion narratives function in american and chinese cultures in order

to better understand the effects and their usefulness within the two cultures

persuading others the western idea of the conversion narrative can be seen as having

four distinct functions to persuade others to build personal testimony to reconfirm ones

social standing within the religious ethnicity and as a means for furthering individual

definition and identity the sharing of the joseph smith conversion narrative by
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missionaries is a prime example of the conversion narrative as a persuasive tool

missionaries are told that an investigator has a basic testimony of the LDS church when

they believe that christ is their personal savior and that joseph smith saw god the

father and jesus christ and that he was called by them to be a prophet if these are the

fundamentals of a testimony or a belief in the LDS church it would appear that smiths

narrative inasmuch as it is a representation of this divine vision serves as a thread which

binds mormons together as a specific ethnic group and the narrative event can be seen as

a tool for persuading others to believe in the narrated event and other basic doctrines of

the LDS church but how does smiths narrative event or any narrative event for that

matter persuade others to believe in the actual event inasmuch as olshen reminds us that

existence66existence is entirely different from textuality that it is too complex for textuality to

capture that it is not the task of textuality to capture it 14

in answering this question it is important for readers to realize that it is not the

textual authority of the conversion narrative itself which will plant the seeds of a

testimony but rather an interaction between god reader and text it is the godly

manifestation of truth a reader may receive when reading an account of joseph smiths

first vision and not the text or narrated event itself which is divine and as readers

come in contact with multiple versions of joseph smiths narrative it is imperative that

they also realize as folklorist sandra stahl notes it is the combination of both

nontraditionalairiontraditional content the tellers unique expedienceexperience and the traditional aspects of

form style and function 268 which constitute the basic elements of a personal
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experience story in their essay lambert and cracroft address this combination of

content and form within the various texts of joseph smiths first vision experience the

authors begin by explaining how the content and form of other conversion accounts

spoken and written by his contemporaries 94 influenced josephs own representation of

his sacred conversion experience of josephs first written account inl832 of his

remarkable first vision lambert and cracroft write the following young joseph then

very conscious of the importance of his account could not resist the temptation to attempt

to match his rhetoric to the event particularly when doctors of divinity were recounting

events of less importance in even highersoundinghigher phrasessounding 94 As the authors continue

to follow subsequent recordings of smiths narrative they note substantial changes in

josephs prose and voice and in the overallover presentationall of the experience indeed by

the time joseph had written the 1838 version the transition from plowboyplow toboy prophet

was complete 96 smiths constant personal development supporting olshensolszensOls notehens

that the autobiographical account presents the autobiographer with an I1 never his

own because it makes present what remains past to himhimy 9

although as a mormon I1 believe that joseph smith experienced a vision in which

he saw god the father and jesus christ as a literary theorist I1 also know that language is

incapable of truthfully representing any event whether historically based or purely

fictitious this idea that the best we as journal writers or autobiographers can hope to

create is ultimately a fictitious persona trying to represent the sense of us as a subject

however can be scary for some people in his essay subject persona and self in the
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theory of autobiography olshen states the following

I1 for one am still committed to the idea that as subject I1 have a privileged position

with regard to myself a position that enables me to recreate myself in my self

made persona more fully more intimately than anyone else can or will a position

in which my testimony may be authoritative in a way another authors can never

be 10

while olshen may take great comfort in this thought he must be willing to examine the

not so privileged aspects of an autobiographers memory and introspection as suggested

by G thomas cousers article entitled authority

even if individuals are privileged witnesses of their internal lives however they

cannot be counted on to give candid uncensored views of themselves

unfortunately neither of the autobiographers two unique resources memory and

introspection is inherently reliable or unmediated current views of memory

suggest that it is a highly selective and subjective version of the past which

undergoes constant and unconscious revision in light of subsequent events and

changing self concept since human beings are proficient unconscious

rationalizers of their acts self knowledge is often illusory 35

how can any text joseph smith writes about his experience of seeing jesus christ and

heavenly father in the flesh represent the complete truth of that event which took

place especially as his present identity tries to write about his past how can any

rhetoric he may use match the power and significance of meeting divinity how can the
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true essence of anything divine be captured by something as base as language william

epstein as quoted by jeffrey wallen in his essay between text and image the literary

portrait notes that most biographies implicitly or explicitly claim that they can change

life into text and then back into life again 54 because of the vast limitations of self

expression this kind of linguistic fusion is simply not possible an event cannot become a

text

although textual as well as oral limitations exist within the world of

representation regardless of the limitations which also exist in the oral presentation of

events there are a few fundamental differences between the oral performance of an event

and the textual representation of that same event the LDS church favors the oral

retelling of the joseph smith story as a conversion tool as eliason notes that the

churchs missionary force may relate the joseph smith story and personal conversion

stories upwards of a hundred thousand times a day 6 my own missionary experiences

support these findings like most other foreignboundforeign LDSbound missionaries I1 spent the first

two months of my mission in the missionary training center memorizing and practicing

the standard discussions we would later teach to investigators joseph smiths narrative

was not only one of the first passages we memorized both in english and then in

chinese but it was also the passage most practiced and delivered during our training on

discouraging days I1 sometimes wondered why the church required us to personally

deliver this narrative and if it wouldnt be just as effective to stand on the street comer

and hand out pamphlets entitled joseph smiths first vision in the hopes that people
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would go home and have a conversion experience as they read the account As I1 became a

more experienced missionary however and constantly experienced that performing the

narrative was more effective that sending it home as homework I1 realized that my own

testimony and conviction of the truthfulness of josephs experience could be felt by

investigators as I1 orally recounted the event to them

folklorist richard baumans research on oral performance has yielded many

important observations concerning the dynamics of the oral presentation in regard to

audience and performer interaction bauman quoting walter benjamin also supports his

following observations about the oral storytelling experience the storyteller takes what

he tells from experience his own or that reported by others and he in turn makes it the

experience of those who are listening to his tale 2 but bauman is not suggesting that

the oral performance is free from such external formalistic elements which limit textual

representation as well indeed baumans studies exist mainly to understand and make

others aware of those formalistic constrictions forced upon modes of communication by

different cultures and societies baumans theory also addresses the sometimes unnoted

power an audience may exert over an individuals performance

from the point of view of the audience the act of expression on the part of the

performer is thus laid open to evaluation for the way it is done for the relative

skill and effectiveness of the performersperfonferfon displayners performance thus calls forth

special attention to and heightened awareness of both the act of expression and the

performer 3
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thus it would seem that the ability of the conversion narrative to persuade others greatly

depends upon the speakers ability to follow those acts of expression which are

condoned or are natural to hisheraisher audience and their respective culture learning what

other culturescultures9 acts of expression are then would seem to insure more effective

communication between speaker and audience

building personal testimony despite the limitations and cultural differences inherent

in both written and oral presentations of actual events joseph smiths narrative whether

as a written text or the oral performance of that text is used daily by missionaries all over

the world to persuade others to experience a conversion themselves but how effective

are other members conversion narratives when used as tools of persuasion eliason

goes on to speculate that the telling of other conversion narratives may be more useful in

strengthening the taletellerstale owntellers testimony than in persuading others to adopt a certain

ideology

while few tellings of a conversion story directly result in a convert baptism most

of the conversion narrative transcriptions I1 have studied and interviews I1 have

conducted suggest that the telling of conversion stories almost always has a

powerful effect on the teller recalling the same emotions and spirit present at the

time of the events described fostering the telling of conversion stories in faith

affirming contexts would aid in convert retention perhaps even to a greater degree

than in proselytizing 13

much as an audience can feel a missionarys own belief in josephs experience so too
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does the performance of a conversion narrative help the speaker recall those feelings

present at the time they experienced their own conversion eliasons conclusions of the

effectiveness and possible uses of the conversion narrative seem to support baumans

findings regarding the power of oral narrative performance while others may not

necessarily become converted through our presentation of our conversion story our own

testimony as taletellertale isteller greatly strengthened as the recitation recalls the feelings

present for us at the actual event while it may seem paradoxical that a missionarys

relation of joseph smiths conversion experience more easily persuades others than

hisheraisher own it is still the speakers unique belief in smiths narrative almost equal to the

belief they have in their own which is felt by the investigator although eliason wonders

if these individual conversion narratives might be more effective for building the tellers

own testimony he is not suggesting they are useless in proselytizing work much as the

churchs training programs seem to support

apart from the focus upon memorizing and performing joseph smiths first

vision a large part of the training ofldsoflas missionaries is devoted to the presentation of

their own conversion narrative inherent within this training is the belief that

investigators can and will realize the truthfulness of a missionarys own conversion

experience if effectively presented therefore furthering their desire to believe the

missionarys presentation of other church doctrines As inexperienced missionaries with

very minimal chinese skills arrive on taiwan their senior companions will always ask

them the bear their testimony or tell their own conversion story to the investigator
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inasmuch as bearing personal testimony is one of the few things missionaries learned how

to do in chinese in the MTC bearing personal testimony is seen as vitally important

even from the beginning for missionaries to do and for investigators to hear

reaffirming religious status As with many other christian religions the telling of

LDS conversion narratives also serves to strengthen the tellers spiritual and social status

in relation to other members of the religious group in her book transformations of

power margaret brady addresses one attitude of mormons in view of professed personal

revelation

A final aspect of mormon worldviewworld thatview is relevant here is the significance of

personal revelation A personal revelation from god is a special blessing a

significant affirmation of ones spirituality such experiences are encouraged

within the community for one who has experienced a personal revelation is

clearly marked as a spiritual individual in the eyes of many mormonscormonsMor 465mons

the most dramatic personal revelation from god may come to believers in the form of a

conversion narrative as god directly reveals to an individual whether or not to believe a

specific spiritual doctrine and is viewed as one of the most sacred of LDS experiences

other religions also manifest the need for this type of spiritual sharing stromberg in his

work with american evangelical conversions makes the following observations

on this view it is no coincidence that I1 encountered a remarkable high level of

cooperation as I1 sought out believers who would be willing to tell me their

conversion stories to do so was for these believers not a chore but rather a
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central ritual of their faith the conversion narrative offered an opportunity to

celebrate and reaffirm the dual effect of the conversion the strengthening of their

faith and the transformation of their lives 3

As strombergsstromberghStrom informantsbergs believe the relating of their conversion stories are central

rituals of their faith likewise LDS believers are traditionally known for their same

willingness to share their testimony with other members viewing it not only as a duty but

also an opportunity in which to reaffirm their faith in the presence of other members

presenting the individual A fourth function of the conversion narrative exists inherent

in strombergsstromberghStrom findingsbergs the chance the conversion narrative provides for individual

identity and definition strombergsstromberghStrom informantsbergs shared their conversions with him

because it was a way for them to celebrate transformations unique only to their lifestyle

transformations which helped them stand out from others in some special way definitions

of who they were as individuals according to toelken

the angloamericananglo isamerican very much concerned with personal identity and

especially today with doing his own thing as well as looking out for number

one he is encouraged thus to be competitive to measure his worth against

other by besting them or being bested by them he measures the length of his life

very carefully 270

for example about three weeks ago my roommates and I1 were sitting around exchanging stories

and arguing over who had driven the fortyfiveforty milesfive from provo to salt lake city in the shortest

amount of time answers varied forty minutes thirty five and finally a mere half an hour an
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impressive feat indeed my childhood was filled with many such storytellingstory competitionstelling

usually consisting of anything from girlfriends to close scrapes with my parents discipline in

which my six brothers would try and verbally best each others stories my brothers now tend to

sit around at family reunions and tell old mission stories in an attempt to outtellout thetell last story

told although religion in general now seems a topical taboo in our stridently independent

american culture even the telling of conversion narratives are still viewed by those outside any

religious group as an acceptable form of communication if these narratives are not valued for

their religious content they at least serve as a representation of the speakers ability for

individual and personal experience

contrasting conversion narratives across cultures

the japanese have a saying that goes something like this the stick that sticks

out needs to be pushed down with 125 million people inhabiting islands that

together total less than the land mass of montana in the united states the

japanese have had to learn howhov to get along withmth each other very well they

have a strong sense of community and sometimes church members are perceived

as unsettling that community by being it sticks that stick out we are striving to

change that perception by helping the japanese see that church members among

them are sticks that strengthen the fiber of the whole

LDS asian area president david E sorensen the ensign

of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
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definitional classification

american culture most likely values the personal narrative as a mode of

communication because of the vast and varied functions the narrative has served within

the culture accordingly it is little wonder that the numerous functions of joseph

smiths narrative within the LDS culture make it a thread which binds members together

as the church continues to spread across the globe As the LDS church becomes a

worldwideworld entitywide now embracing numerous cultures and societies it is important to

examine the strictly american functions of the conversion narrative in an effort to more

effectively and properly understand and utilize this communication mode within other

cultures only by understanding how the conversion narrative is indigenously defined

and functions within other cultures are we able to share our narratives with differing

audiences in a way which will help them respond with understanding and conversely

desire to share their narratives with us in a way which is both comfortable and logical

according to their learned communication behaviors

inasmuch as chinese literature in general is didactic and only rationalized as an

educative tool to alter perceptions and behavior gunn 309 it appears hard at first to

define the conversion narrative by its persuasive function and still differentiate the form

from the bulk of chinese literature but an important distinction does exist inasmuch as

chinese writing persuades readers to follow a certain good which is accepted by the

community as a whole but not necessarily considered an individual belief if we define
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the concept of conversion specifically as a conversion to christianity the conversion

narrative can be immediately viewed in direct opposition with other chinese stories

meant to persuade readers to follow the already standardized traditional value system

but even as we define conversion narratives in a broader sense as a change in character

or the adoption of a better opinion the genre of conversion narratives is still unique in

relation to the rest of chinese literature as it favors an individuals conversion to a

doctrine and the direct effect of that doctrine upon the personal rather than the communal

belief

functional classification

persuading others inasmuch as mormonism is still a fairly new religion in taiwan

chinese members have many opportunities for sharing their conversion narratives with

nonmembersmembersnon while serving as a missionary in taiwan however 1I along with most

other missionaries on the island would often become frustrated at the reluctance of

members to share their conversion narratives with nonmembersmembersnon on those rare occasions

when members would surprise us and volunteer their narrative they immediately

commenced to relate some bizarre metaphor which seemed to us to have little to do with

their actual experience

I1 think there are couple of reasons for this reluctance and misunderstanding

regarding the conversion narrative in the chinese culture As chinese members watch

the missionaries continually use the personal narrative form to couch their own

conversion stories they conclude that it must be the correct way LDS members present
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their conversion narratives and because of their reluctance to use the same modes they

either become reluctant to share at all or do so by using a communicative form they are

more familiar with within chinese communicative modes allegory is usually used to

express intimate personal experience as it not only represents the individual but the

individual is replaced by metaphor using extended metaphors to explain personal

feelings and experiences is also a common practice in chinese literature as evidenced in

the famous historian ssu ma chienschiefsChi historiographyens in his own autobiography the

following is the only representation of his many years in prison written in his chosen

mode of communication the metaphor when the fierce tiger dwells in the deep hills

all the other beasts tremble with fear but when he is in the trap of the cage he wags his

tail and begs for food for he has been gradually overawed and broken 63 chien then

gives another example of a man who has suffered in a like manner in prison but without

directly connecting this mans experience with his own after sharing the second mans

experience chien ends with a question which is asked directly of the unknown mans

story and only vaguely connects with his own what respect could people have for such

a man 64

the use this metaphorical language exists at least twice within my own collection

the protagonist in the sweetness of the fruit shares a book of mormon metaphor with

the man on the bus in order to help him understand why sharing the book of mormon

with others is important to the protagonist and members in general the metaphor

compares the doctrines of the LDS church found within the book of mormon to a tree
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whose fruit brings so much joy to the partaker he or she immediately wishes to share it

with everyone they meet my informant expressed to me that it just felt natural for him to

couch his own feelings for the book in that that way this metaphorical mode of

communication is perhaps best exemplified in A fathers story As brother wang tries

to relate his feelings after learning about the gospel he couches them in the following

metaphor

this squaredsquare9 he began represents my brain and right now my head is full of

these he took the chalk and drew many squiggly lines inside the box its

filled with untruthsun confusiontruths and symbols that dont mean anything to me to

anybody they have no purpose they draw no picture they only take up space so

that the real things cant come in he reached again and drew a tiny wooden

horse and then he turned and looked at me when something real comes in

something true I1 cannot recognize it and I1 dont know what it is I1 cant tell its

any different from the squigglessqui becauseggles everything has just been squiggles for as

long as I1 can remember 86

brother wang then goes on to share another metaphor this one a representation of the

taoist religion he has just rejected

its like having two best friends and youve known them since you were small

you grew up with them you played with them you trusted them and then one

day someone comes up to you and tells you that all this time they have been

lying to you and all the things you gave them and the things they had given
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you the secrets you told them the experiences you shared with them are worth

nothing they are wasted time because it was all a lie 8687

either unable to or uncomfortable in expressing his feelings about such a personal

conversion my informant opted to couch it in the form of a metaphor thus explaining

himself without existing as himself within the narrated text this metaphorical

representation of the self can be seen as individual expression insomuch as it is a product

of my informants brain but it serves to couch his individuality behind a universal

representation thus his narrative becomes a representation of a representation presented

primarily to the reader as his conversation with a missionary about his conversion

feelings and only secondly as the feelings he experienced when learning about the truth

while chinese members may recognize their own conversion narratives as

effective tools in persuading others to investigate the church and may want to share these

narratives they remain uncomfortable trying to couch their experiences in those

communicative modes valued by americans but not by the chinese thus the fears most

western missionaries possess when inviting chinese members to tell their conversion

stories begin to appear quite foolish for who is to say that the native chinese investigator

would not better understand this chinese metaphorical form of expression perhaps the

missionarys uncomfortable silence is so loud he or she cannot hear the communication

which is taking place between both chinese participants A thorough understanding of

the way chinese members choose to express their conversion narratives more effectively

utilizes the conversion narrative as a proselytizing tool As members are allowed to tell
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canbecabbe

their stories in ways which make more sense to them they will become more willing to

share and ultimately provide the chinese nonmember with a more accurate representation

of their feelings toward the church

building personal testimony because of the question and answer nature of the

standardized discussions each missionary hopes and expects mutual communication and

discussion during the teaching situation often due to the hierarchical studentteacherstudent

relationshiplationship

teacher

between the missionary and the investigator as well as the standardized

discussions the missionary is required to teach the performance of the discussion is often

not the place where cultural sharing is likely to happen instead the discussion can be

described as a situation in which the missionary listens to the investigators experiences

and then teaches their investigators the proper way to best couch their spiritual

observations some missionaries feel they must teach their new converts the doctrines of

the church how to express their spiritual communication with god and how to

experience communication with the divine in a standardized westernmormonwestern waymormon

missionaries always invite investigators to pray about the truthfulness of their

message and then explain how god will reveal answers and communicate with them

the missionary discussions describe gods revelatory method as a warm comfortable

feeling or a clear firm thought this feeling or thought is usually referred to by the

missionaries as the holy ghost and it is through the inspiration of the holy ghost that

god communicates with us the holy ghost is gods given method for revealing truth to

people on subsequent meetings the missionaries will then encourage these investigators
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tofiatofix anyproblem

to share the thoughts and feelings they experienced while praying in many instances

however the chinese investigators experience did not match that warm feeling described

to them by the missionary I1 often overheard american missionaries admitting how

sometimes they dreaded asking this question for fear they would have to explain to yet

another investigator that the weird dreams visions or voices they thought they were

hearing werent really answers to prayers the missionary would again explain that

gods answer is a warm feeling or clear thought invite the investigator to pray again and

continue to ask them the same questions on subsequent visits until the investigator was

able to explain their communication with god in a way the missionary could understand

and accept

for example I1 remember responding a little incredulously to my informant in the

story small and simple things one particular day while on her way to church as she

was again struggling with her decision to serve a mission amid the threat of utter rejection

from her family a passing car blew dirt into her contacts forcing her to stop at the seven

eleven and clean her eyes As I1 sat there listening to the tape she had recorded I1 became

more dubious about her whole narrative in general

she slowly pulled ahead toward the sign and then her mind it heard the voice

but to go to the sevenelevenseven milwillmiiwiilwilieleven take time right to fix the problem with your

eyes to fix any problem takes time and patience its a little bit like your

parents they need time to accept your decision to serve a mission they need

time to understand why it is so important to you to understand the blessings and
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ofaovathe meaning of a mission in your life as vellwellveliveilweilweli as theirs 73

the voice then spoke to her two other times continuing the metaphor and reassuring her

that the future would be brighter than the past

I1 dont know why I1 questioned such an experience happening to my informant I1

guess I1 just never expected god to talk to someone in the bathroom of the seven eleven

or perhaps I1 thought that only long standing members of the church who had learned how

to listen to the holy ghost were afforded experiences such as hers whatever the bias I1

was a little dubious of her story and tempted to omit the experience altogether in the

end I1 opted to include the experience but I1 explained the voice away as a feeling more

of wisdom and of knowledge flowing through her mind giving her a sense of the other

power of inspiration 73 my description of her experience noticeably similar to the

explanation given of the holy ghost in the first missionary discussion As I1 collected this

project toward the end of my mission certain missionary modes of communication had

already become natural for me and I1 began to couch my informants experiences

according to my original personality as well as the missionary modes I1 had learned how

to use the voice also spoke to my informant in the form of a metaphor comparing her

current contact pain with her painful decision to serve a mission

because missionaries usually feel more comfortable talking about god and

religion I1 realize that occasionally they must help nonmembers feel comfortable sharing

their own spiritual experiences much like some american nonmembers reactions the

chinese are also hesitant when it comes to expressing spiritual feelings or talking about
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religious subjects but does teaching another person how and what they should be feeling

make them more comfortable or merely serve to distort their experience for them in some

way when a tellers experiences become distorted the telling of that narrative no longer

functions to build the tellers own testimony the telling becomes not so much a

reaffirmation for them of their original experience but serves as an opportunity for

polishing their ability to relate as well as interpret that experience within those modes

which have been portrayed to them as somehow more correct than those codes native to

their own experience and culture

reaffirming religious status awareness of individual placement within the LDS

religion may be even more important for chinese members than for american members

inasmuch as the chinese self is only understood in relation to others around them the

chinese define the self only in relation to others as all social institutions and human

positions are defined relationally and functionallyandfimctionally lu 44 these relations can include

family nation social duties or class standing and even nature and are clearly

exemplified throughout chinese historiography biography and fiction

in his book changing stonesstories in the chinese world mark elvin notes the

following about the chinese self

the chinese self had two aspects in the confucian domain one was ones

parents child one came into the world with obligations defined by what was

ideally at least a unique place in a networknet ofwork ascendant and descendant kin As

life progressed one acquired further obligations toward teachers friends and
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relatives by marriage A personaperson9 in this confucian sense was defined by his or

her relationships which created a field of obligation and feelings in which the self

found its orientation and hence its meaning 23

As elvin notes the chinese see the individual as a transitory entity never reaching a state

of complete self always becoming more itself through consecutive relationships and

obligations with others but when a chinese person joins the church many of their

associates view this conversion as not only a religious switch but a severance of the ties

that existed before the fact that every relation between the convert and others is often

severed at baptism is especially dangerous for the chinese members as it leaves them

virtually nonexistent with no context in which to define themselves

for the chinese member the performance of the conversion narrative does not

serve to reaffirm the existence of the speakers testimony but rather serves to reaffirm the

speakers ability to share their testimony at all this ability is important as it becomes a

symbol of the members complete acceptance of the foreign religion and the forms which

it includes thus also placing them within an elite in group within the chinese LDS

culture As margaret P baker concludes in her dissertation some functions of mormon

ingroupin languagegroup in creating and maintaining ethnic boundaries there is an ingroupin

language

group

which exists to preserve the integrity of the LDS group and it is an individuals

willingness to voluntarily follow this linguistic framework which places them within that

groups boundaries 939493 it94 is crucial for new chinese members to feel they are a part

of this in group as they are searching for new relations with which to redefine or simply
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define themselves

the mere fact that a chinese person has undergone a conversion from the

traditional eastern religion to western christianity is evidence of their rejecting the old

religious ideologies which often means rejecting some familial duties in favor of

religious ones TS eliot once stated that culture is the incarnation of religion qtd by

briggs 9 and with regard to the chinese people he couldnt be more right natalie isser

and lisa schwartz in their book the history of conversion and contemporary cults

quote sobel who asserts that often times a persons conversion has wrenching and

cataclysmic effects 25 for the chinese people as there is no distinction made between

being chinese and being either buddhist or taoist both categories defined as one and

the same their joining the church not only means changing religions but changing

nationalities as well elvin continues his book by analyzing a chinese american writer

yuan ze nan and his collection of essays elvin feels that yuan sets up a dichotomy for

his readers by presenting people much like himself who he refers to as not wholly

chinese yuan feels that his bicultural experience is an eitherortherorei situation for him as he

is forced to cut the umbilical cord of china with a relative degree of success 233

in order to survive in a second culture according to chinese identity you either

embrace the whole of china or you embrace the foreign for the chinese belonging to

the ingroupin ofgroup the LDS culture does not require a reaffirmation that they possess a

testimony but that they feel comfortable in sharing that testimony with other members on

a regular basis and using the correct western methods it is a reaffirmation not of their
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leaving their chinese religious ties but of completely embracing the mormon

for example there are inherent within the structure of the LDS religion several

standard oral performing events in which members are given the opportunity to bear

testimony to other members one such meeting the fast and testimony meeting is held

on the first sunday of every month and members are invited if they so wish to come to

the pulpit and share their testimony with the entire congregation the fast and

testimony meeting functions much the same as the conversion narrative the members

have an opportunity to strengthen their own testimony by stating it out loud and the

congregations own testimonies are also strengthened by listening to the speakers

surprisingly in most of the fast and testimony meetings I1 attended in taiwan the

chinese members were always most willing to participate I1 feel for two different

reasons first the members level of willingness to share their testimony seemed to exist

in direct correlation with their level ofmormonismmormonism second the chinese member also

views it as his or her duty

the chinese often identify themselves in relation to their various duties just as

duty to ones class ones locality ones family and ones beloved are strong

motivations for chinese literary heroes and heroines hegel 16 so they also serve as

strong motivations for actual people as well the story small and simple things is a

classic example which pits the protagonists new duty in the church against the wishes of

her parents in the following excerpt she explains to the churchs prophet how her desire

to serve a mission is in direct correlation with the new duties she feels as a member of the
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church even though this duty is in direct defilement of her parents wishes

I1 want to serve a mission for the church she began it has been my biggest

desire since I1 joined a few years ago but my parents they are not willing to let me

go when I1 asked them if I1 could they said if I1 did they would disown me as

their daughter president hinckley I1 love my parents very much I1 dont want to

hurt them but I1 also want to serve a mission for the lord and so I1 promised him

that I1 would give up all I1 had but I1 didnt know he would ask me to sacrifice my

family 71

this passage exemplifies my informants fear as she realizes the relations which may be

severed by the new duties of her baptism and her ultimate rejection of the chinese As

her parents threaten to sever the relationships by which she defines herself as an

individual my informant is faced with a choice in which she must discard the old

relations for a new set of relations by which she must define herself her conversion not

only forces her to reject the old religion she had embraced but she is also forced into a

basic redefinition of self as defined by aspects of her new life as a member of the church

she is able to make this transition as her duty to church untraditionally wins out over

filial obedience

the use of traditional chinese communicative forms may be another factor

contributing to the comfort chinese members feel bearing testimony in this setting

although the chinese consider their willingness to bear testimony to other members in

the fast and testimony meeting an example of their complete mormonism it is notable
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that they still use a more traditional chinese form in which to bear these testimonies

this move is especially surprising considering the members passive adherence to

traditional chinese modes of communication within other church settings strombergsstromberghStrom

studies

bergs

with evangelical congregations suggest the following about group sharing

methods and their effect in formshapingform conversionshaping narratives I1 will note that in the

very large congregation I1 studied there was no witnessing in front of the entire

congregation a practice that would tend to shape conversion stories around a particular

form 6 and as members perform this type of testimony sharing at least once a month

in church meetings this testimony meeting serves as yet another instance in which to

mold and teach the correct way to couch conversion narratives and although many

missionaries feel the need to help the chinese people better express their own personal

feelings in these public testimony meetings for the most part the chinese still bear

testimony in fast and testimony meeting using more traditional chinese communicative

forms instead of bearing a testimony comprised of personal feelings or experiences

exemplifying gospel principles much as was done by members in my home ward

growing up the chinese members will usually share scriptures or church articles which

address certain gospel aspects as representations of their own experiences with these

concepts rather than stand and show through personal experience how the principle of

faith has affected themselves as individuals they will refer the listener to anothers story

in which the same principle produced the same effect in this way the chinese are able to

more comfortably share their personal testimony while avoiding a blatant representation
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of the personal

presenting the individual perhaps because of the novelty of christian conversions in

general in taiwan the sharing of conversion narratives functions to a much greater extent

as an example of individual identification but even though this function may be more

pronounced in chinese culture the results of this function and its sharing differ greatly

than those for western members while I1 suggested earlier that individual identification

serves as a positive influence for western latterdaylatter saintsday as it helps them recognize

their ability to be an individual perhaps in part because of the communal society in

which the chinese have been living this idea of personal representation is very disturbing

and brings a result they would rather not deal with the consequences or results of this

sharing with nonmembers account for much of the hesitation on the members part and

explain why they couch it the way they do because sharing the conversion narrative

functions as a tool of individual expression the communal chinese will of course be

much less enthusiastic in sharing these individually marking narratives with others

As china opened up to the western trade and began to be influenced by western

ideas and values and social logic in the early 1990s a growing split developed between

identification factors and self or as it has often been termed the social self where

identity is determined by others and the personal self which indicates the way a person

conceives of herselfhimselfherself himself chen 7 although this shift became apparent in the early

part of the century after the chinese government once again turned to communism the

community man became more valued the personality of the individual sacrificed for
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their importance to the communal good hence as robert E hegel suggests in his book

expressions of seifselfseir in chinese literature to the chinese it has been the common

features and not the uniqueness of an individual that draws attention 6

president koerner wanted to include several stories specifically because they

pointed him or certain missionaries out in particular it is ironic that these stories would

be suggested for the very same reasons the chinese would reluctant to share their own

stories evidence of my chinese informants hesitation and passive rebellion against the

stories individual focus became evident throughout the projects collection process all

the names included in the collection whether english or chinese are fictitiousficticious I1 made

this decision about halfway through the project as I1 was becoming more and more aware

in our interviews of my informants concern that their real names would be used after

the decision was made I1 would always try and remind my informants but if I1 happened

to forget most informants would eventually ask me if their real names were going to be

used or not and as president koernerroemer became more adamant about at least using real

english names as a tribute to certain missionaries the differences between the two

cultures and their views regarding individual recognition became more obvious

for example in wolfram eberhards introduction to the collection entitled

folktalesFolk oftales china he chides the early chinese folklorists for failing to include details

which eberhard considers essential in their early collections

few if any of these men were trained in folklore and it would be only too easy to

criticize them for example they almost never gave the name of the storytellers
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often not even the places where the tales were recorded they seldom told the

stories in their original form but edited their texts they avoided stories that

were according to their views immoral and corrupt xxxiv

perhaps this absence of specific place and people names is not the result as eberhard

tends to believe undertrainingofundertrainingundergraining perhaps chinese folklorists did not want to include

these names as they are a culture more concerned with a representation of an event than

with the self inasmuch as folklore in particular represents a people or particular ethnic

group the chinese informant is less likely to associate any personal identification in

conjunction with this responsibility As the chinese society works to represent

individuals the individuals see themselves as an aspect of that society rather than an

individual entity

although chinese is not exactly considered an oral culture the people seem more

comfortable sharing their stories orally rather than writing them down while collecting

the projectsnarrativesprojects I1narratives began to realize there existed among my informants a

subconscious differentiating between oral storytelling and written text in his essay

entitled oral culture jack goody makes the following observations about oral

societies and the importance of the narrative event itself

in oral societies each performance reshapes the work and provides a new

model for future versions because performance is transmission on the other

hand it is in principle feasible to see how an individual has constructed his or her

own performances which tend to resemble one another more closely than
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versions by different performers individuals contribute some being more

creative than others but their signatures rarely remain for long because of the very

nature of oral transmission over time 15

although goody is speaking of the role of the oral narrative within a strictly oral society

I1 think his theory also works well in describing how chinese in general feel about telling

a story and recording a personal narrative I1 found it surprising that most if not all of my

informants were more inclined to share their personal feelings with me as an oral

performance simply because they knew once the story was told it would become lost and

could not be traced to its informant after I1 once informed them these stories would

eventually be written up into a book or explained that I1 was recording and typing up their

answers they seemed to become more hesitant if not more guarded in their sharing

personal feelings with me

literary presentation of the chinese self

much of these differences between the way conversion narrative functions in

either culture stem from the two cultures differing definitions of the self while traces

of the self do exist within chinese literature and oral storytelling the chinese

definition and presentation of the self differs drastically from that of the western world

the chinese self will be expressed as hegel points out but perhaps in less direct ways

that in the west 30 for the chinese define the self only in relation to others as all

social institutions and human positions are defined relationally and functionally lu 44

these relations can include family nation social duties or class standing and even
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nature and are clearly exemplified throughout chinese historiography biography and

fiction perhaps this need for couching the individual within the filial community is best

exemplified in the literary structure of the most famous chinese historiography entitled

shih chi or records of the historian the shih chi is important indeed as burton

watson notes that its form became a model for most of the major historical works of

later ages its contents and style have had an incalculable influence upon the literature of

china and the countries under the sway of chinese culture vii watson begins his

book by including parts of the author ssu ma chienschiefsChi ownens autobiography noting that

the author following custom begins his own personal narrative with a genealogy of his

family tracing it back as is wont with chinese writers to the goldenagesgolden ofages the

legendary past 42

the introduction of each protagonist in relation to their ancestors and family line

is evident in most of the accounts presented by chien although on differing levels of

stringency the following is an introduction to one of the biographies chien collected

wu tzu hsu was a native of chu his personal name was yun his father was named

wu she his elder brother wu shang one of his forebears wu chu had won renown

for the frankness with which he offered advice when he was in the service of king

chuang ofchuofchus and accordingly the family in later generations enjoyed fame in the state

ofchuofchus 16 in order to introduce us to wu tzu hsu chien feels it imperative that we

understand the protagonist as a son to wu she as a younger brother to wu shang and as

the posterity ofwuoffu chu although yuns personal name is given in this particular
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biography sometimes chien withholds that name entirely and only the formal and the

family name are listed the value of filial relationships was even carried over into the

chinese disciplinary system as castration was a more disgraceful and severe punishment

than death whether self or state inflicted

wu tzu hsusesus biography provides the protagonists relationship to those family

members who had somehow ennobled themselves through the accomplishment of

specific deeds this choice of family referents indicates the importance of societal duty

and status as another reference point for understanding the chinese view of the self As

hegel again notes the nature of the self as the chinese understand it can be defined as

being visible in even created by ones social function that it is noselfno andself yet

everything that it is in constant flux and that it encompasses mutually contrastive or

even contradictory elements 30 hegel also states the following regarding the

relationship between society and individual identity

in the peoples republic today individuals are still identified by reference to

social function by type of occupation workplace and political experience in

addition to the barebonesbare databones of personal appellation home province and time

of birth it is no exaggeration to say that to a considerably greater extent than in

the modem west the real chinese individual has been and still is identified by

reference to the greater human context of his time 5

As I1 forced my shyest informant to tell me more about himself he repeated several times

the fact that he was a restaurant owner and offered this information before he even told
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me he was married this same man would also portray himself in relation to the

missionaries and their activities with which he became involved As I1 continued to ask

him questions about his personal gospel desires and his own part in the baptismal

accomplishment he would inevitably end his answer as a reference either to the

missionaries or to their activities my informant for A fathers truth felt the filial

bond so strongly he was forced to wait for three years and his fathers death before

joining the church so defined by his father figure my informant a man well into his

fifties could not allow his conversion to sever the bond but rather waited until his

fathers death severed the bond itself the informant who had been a church member for

the longest period of time the protagonist in the story A road prepared defined

himself several times to me by his calling in the church and how that exemplified his

relationship with other members his need to define himself in relation to others was still

there but the reference points had just been altered by his conversion to the church

ssu ma chienschiefsChi worksens are replete with examples of this self definition based

upon social functions and status for example tsao meis biography begins as follows

tsao mei was a native ofluoblu because of his daring and strength he was taken

into service by duke chuang ofluoblu r693 662 who had great admiration for

physical might tsao mei served as a general ofluoblu engaging in battle with

chi but he was three times defeated over the city of sui and the region around it

to buy peace with chi but later he once more made tsao mei a general 45

tsao mei is first presented to us in relation to his place of birth or residence the
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following information tells us about tsao mei but only tsao mei the general and his

relation and service to his superiors in li ichischisI biography more personal details are

given about the protagonist but only because they help the reader better understand li I1

chis place in his community

li I chiwasanativeofkao yanginchen liuilu he loved to read books his

family was poor and had fallen on such hard times that they had no means of

procuring food and clothing so li ichiI becamechi keeper of the village gate but the

worthy and influential people of the district would not venture to employ him at

anything else throughout the district everyone called him the mad scholar

201

although it might appear that chien through including such personal details as lis
affinity for reading tries to make him a more personable character the reader must not

forget that the details are included only to show li ichischisI relationship to the rest of the

community the role of social structures or functionsorfimctions in relation to individuals can be

seen in the conversion narrative the search the storys protagonist is finally able to

accept the LDS church as the missing part of her life but only after she is able to relate

her mormonism with a particular edifice in a particular location and as a symbol of a

particular people while the protagonist had been learning about the gospel for at least

three years in taiwan it was not until she traveled to utah and saw the first LDS temple

erected in the salt lake valley located as the starting point of the great traditional LDS

population the spot of land which brigham young himself deemed the right place
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within chinese literature the physical attributes of individuals are not stressed as

much as the events which happen to them for example a reader can digest a complete

biography without a single physical description of the protagonist such as in the

biography ofjingoffing ke the failed assassin within the chinese translation of the

conversion narrative the sweetness of the fruit the lack of attention to the physical

dimensions of the bus as well as the old lady or my obsession to the same was startling

looking up from my reading I1 watched her board fingers tightly gripping the

small silver handrail as she pulled her little bend body up the three steelstuddedsteel

steps

studded

and onto the platform of the already crowded bus she dropped her few

coins in the slot her grey bun slightly bobbing to the rhythm of their fall the bus

coughed twice and lurched to life she lunged and caught the nearest hanging

plastic ring and then from seat to seat began to weave her way along the aisle

29

the chinese translation is simply an old woman got onto the bus this difference in

the translation is not due to the difficulty of the english text as the accomplished chinese

translator would have been able to translate this passage in its complete literal state but

for her the physical details did not possess the importance that they did for me

this is not to state that physical descriptions are nonexistent in chinese literature

in other stories such as the famous novel A dream of red mansions physical

descriptions exist but they are often written as metaphors of nature

gazing at her black jade attentively he soon recognized how different she was
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from other girls her eyebrows were knitted and yet not frowning her sparkling

eyes held both joy and sorrow and her breath was soft but faint in repose he

mused she must be like a lovely flower mirrored in the water in motion like an

easilybenteasily willowbent branch swaying in the wind 24

beyond the obvious metaphors ofnature the description of black jades eyes are

grounded more in abstract ideas than in physical dimensions and the mention of her

breath is odd inasmuch as it cannot be seen nor does it possess tangible dimensions this

brief excerpt from the novel is just one of many examples in which the physical

dimensions of heroes or heroines are portrayed as representations of nature or analyzed in

comparison to something typically earthy

although for the westerner as sidonie smith exerts in her essay performativity

autobiographical practice and resistance autobiographical storytelling becomes one

means through which people in the west believe themselves to be selves 181 the8 same

function of autobiography does not hold true for the chinese understanding the

individual only in relation to the collective they have no driving desire to represent

themselves as an individual an exception to the masses As couser attests in his essay

to the marxist far from being an authoritative form of writing autobiography

would inevitably disguise the actual relation between the individual and society

insofar as it singles out its subject autobiography is a form of selfdelusionself

indeed

delusion

of self mutilation the amputation of the individual member from the body

politic 38
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the chinese much as the marxist would view autobiography as a separation of themselves with

their body politic their reference points and subsequently their identity

this idea is also exemplified in chen mai pings essay on the absence of the

self while mai pings article lists several different ways modem authors are beginning

to redefine the self I1 found the narrative confessions of the poet yu hua quite revealing

I1 like the kind of narrative attitude that is in common words to tell people stories

about other people I1 will make an effort to avoid another kind of narrative

attitude that is to tell people stories about myself even if it a story about

myself once it enters my narration I1 would turn it as into a story about other

people I1 am looking for a narrative method which does not have a self 84

the whole idea of wanting searching for a narrative method with no self would seem to

baffle most western postmodern narrative theorists although many seem to agree that

no language can represent the self at least there is some desire for the text to do just that

to represent in some way the persona of the autobiographer

addressing the problematics of collecting

but why was she sent away why did your father divorce herff direct

assertive american I1 break into my mother s reflection and pullpuli her back to the

story I1 want to hear

lydia minatoya in response to her mothers narrating lydias

grandmothers story talking with high monks in the snow
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taleteller and audience association

taking a functional approach to classifying conversion narratives provides

folklorists with the opportunity to study the text or story and its relation to the people

telling it and those listening thus analyzing the performance of both the informant and

his or her audience by nature of this definition conversion narratives are often

influenced by the informant or collectors own motives needs and values As folklorists

employ a functional approach while analyzing or classifying conversion narratives more

emphasis is placed upon the individual which leads to some interesting discoveries about

both the speaker and the collectors hidden pressures and biases because of the vastly

different definitions of the self and the way it should and should not be expressed

according to western and eastern ideologies the focus on the individual is crucial to my

project in understanding why the narratives function the way they do in either group the

racial and religious differences between myself as collector and my informants are so

pronounced that a separate analysis of both these roles becomes imperative to any in

depth understanding of how these narratives actually function within the different

cultures my own move from collector to taletellertale alsoteller requires a closer analysis of the

conversion narrative and its relationship to those listening and to those telling

more recently the field offolkloristicsfolkloristics in general has been moving toward a study

of folklore as human behavior rather than cultural representation folklorists such as

alan dundes have begun to conduct more psychoanalytically oriented studies dundes in

particular embracing a freudian approach to folklore As folklorists focus even more
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intently on the relationships between folklore and human psychology we begin to realize

folklores potential for illuminating the performance situation in regards to both the

audience and the taletellertale theteller collector and his or her informant in her essay who

shapes oral narrative gloria cronin feels folklorists need to push past functionalist

theory and embrace what she terms a psychosocial approach cronin feels confident

that such an approach will tell us who shapes oral narrative audience or taletellertale howteller

that lore is constantly transmuted through the process of communal recreation and how

we adapt culturally as a people bound by the exigencies of time and place 13 it is

imperative for folklorists to be concerned with the individuals on both ends of the

conversation in order to understand how the audience as well as the taletellertale shapesteller the

narrative and thus determine who the taletellertale actuallyteller is

there are two different ways in which the collector as an audience can affect the

way that the informant presents his or her narrative depending upon the situational

aspects of a specific performance the collector can play roles ranging from either very

passive to very aggressive in her article personal experience stories stahl confirms

the philosophy that some collecting opportunities are more ideal than others usually

those contexts in which a person willingly and even almost unknowingly begins the

telling of a personal experience story are preferable to those situations in which the story

must be formally elicited from the speaker 274 the very nature of our project required

a type of unnatural solicitation on my part as I1 telephoned the individual informants and

asked them to relate their stories thus my role as collector became much more
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aggressive than it would have been had I1 caught my informants sharing their conversion

narratives in a spontaneous social gathering once on the phone with my informants due

to their reluctance or discomfort in using the personal narrative form which I1 required of

them I1 became an interviewer as well asking them questions whenever I1 felt what they

had offered was insufficient

often times as is exhibited in erving goffmansGof bookfinans forms of talk the

interviewer may possess more communicative power in the performance situation than

the taletellertale exhibitsteller because the replier is completely dependent upon the asker the

interview process often places more of the narrative power with the questioner than with

the answerer throughout his book goffman raises the issue of conversation control and

its relationship to asking questions and giving answers

whenever persons talk there are very likely to be questions and answers these

utterances are realized at different points in sequence time notwithstanding the

content of their questions questioners are oriented to what lies just ahead and

dependent on what is to come answerers are oriented to what has just been said

and look backward not forward observe that although a question anticipates an

answer is designed to receive it seems dependent on doing so an answer seems

even more dependent making less sense alone than does the utterance that called

it forth whatever answers do they must do this with something already begun
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goffmans findings are insightful in and of themselves they are especially
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important when analyzing the interview as a tool for collecting conversion narratives

with only one exception all of the narratives I1 collected were either in the form of

telephone or personal interviews depending upon the willingness of the informant to

share their story my role as interviewer fluctuated from passive listener to aggressive

speaker but as goffmanGof suggestshinanfinan whether passive or active as interviewer I1 was always

on the offensive thus forcing my informants into the defensive the narrative small and

simple things was the only story shared in a noninterviewnon formatinterview as my informant

recorded the entire story onto an audio tape and sent it to me I1 listened to the tape as I1

translated and typed the story into the computer never calling her up or asking her a

single question to flesh out the events of her story I1 added a few descriptions but all of

the events recorded are those she chose to share with me those she viewed as important

instead of being forced to share certain events with me in answer to questions I1 asked her

she was able to share those events which she most valued and wanted to include

although her story cannot appear just as she told it to me it does represent the

informants own voice to a greater degree than any of the other narratives just as the

other stories were comprised of much question and answer the informants narratives

were replaced by questions that represented my values thus stripping away some of my

informants agency to structure their own narrative

an audiences expectations and learned preferences for certain narrative forms

can control the taletellerstale performancetellers in other ways as well much of what informants

decide to share how they decide to share it when and where depends upon their
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audience and how well the taletellertale hasteller incorporated the values of their audience into

their own sharing or at least understands these expectations it wasnt until I1 tried to

relate some of my own missionary narratives after returning home that I1 began to realize

the influence audience expectation exerts over both the structure and the content of aca tale

tellers narrative

the first sunday after my arrival home I1 found myself standing in front of my

entire ward congregation while they waited for me to deliver my homecoming address

As much of my farewell address would have related my feelings at leaving for the

unknown the homecoming address would relate those experiences which had

transformed the unknown into the known I1 had forty minutes to explain my eighteen

month sojourn in taiwan this address served another purpose as well as the

presentation of my mission narrative became a definitive standard by which the audience

could decide what type of missionary I1 had been like most other missionaries I1 wanted

the members to think that I1 had been a very spiritual obedient missionary so I1 decided to

begin my talk by relating the most spiritual experience I1 could think to share

one day were out tracting and it was really hot well we had about three hours

and we didnt have anything to do so we could either sit in the church in the air

conditioning and we could write in the area book or we could go out and tract and

we could find some people and so me and my companion decided to go out and

it was so hot and we really were not in a very good mood and um we went out

on the street we started down this one street and we started tracting and we
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tractedbracted for three hours and nobody would let us in and nobody wanted a the

book of mormon and nobody even wanted to say more than three words to us

and we were getting really discouraged it had been three hours and it was really

super hot and my companion said okay were going to finish this street and

so we walked down the street and we knocked on the door she turned out to be

a really nice young lady actually and she took a the book of mormon and she

wanted to hear the discussions and we taught her the discussions and she was

baptized about a month after that and im really glad that that day we decided

to do what heavenly father told us to do and we followed the scripture and we

did everything that was in our power and then heavenly father helped us that we

could find a way to teach this woman the gospel and she could feel the spirit

after I1 finished my talk and sat down I1 began to realize what I1 had done like so

many other missionaries before me I1 had unconsciously nested my own experience into a

readymadeready andmade oftusedoft narrativeused format the last door story mold I1 dont know how

many times I1 had heard the last door story the story rewarding the most diligent

missionary efforts with eventual converts but my talk had just made it one more I1 didnt

exactly lie to the congregation although considering the social pressure felt by returning

missionaries I1 can see that happening as well it was the last door we tractedbracted that day

but was it the last door we knocked on because it was actually the last door on the street

or was it our last door because we decided after finally being let into one door it was time

to call it a day wed done our job in honest recollection my situation was the latter of
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the two but it was this need whether I1 was conscious or unconscious of it to gain the

approval of my audience which forced me to contextualizecontextual my story within a method of

narration acceptable to my LDS audience

A basic understanding of the underlying ideology of this audience in relation to

missionary work itself is crucial to understanding the role of an LDS audience composed

of both missionaries or members in shaping conversion narratives LDS folklore is

replete with examples which represent as well as reaffirm the idea that the missionary

effort will continue to succeed as long as missionaries continue to be obedient to mission

rules and commandments and for most members this success is represented in physical

terms by the number of baptisms or conversions a missionary is directly or indirectly

involved in william wilson in his article the paradox of mormon folklore 99 suggests

that mormonscormonsMor throughmons the stories they tell are not just seeking evidence that god lives

but also that his programs are inspired and that he expects us to follow them 134

wilson also states that mormon folklore functions to reinforce church dogma and

practice to sanction approved forms of behavior and to give people a sense of stability in

an unstable world 133 while the idea that god blesses the obedient has a stabilizing

effect on the actions of a member audience it also sets up scary paradigms and

expectations which missionaries feel they must meet for those missionaries who were

able to baptize many people the symbol of their righteousness and obedience as a

missionary is easily seen by all for those missionaries who did not acquire many

baptisms however the converse then becomes true they were not as righteous or as hard
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working as other missionaries who baptized more while this is a logical fallacy most

members do not actually voice it still places internal pressures on the missionaries

pressures that are evident in the portrayal of their own personal mission stories an

individuals story is often reshaped to fit both structural patterns and values which might

not be inherent in the teller but which hisheraisher audience may require of him perhaps as I1

stood to tell about my mission the fact that sybil was eventually baptized was not my

main point but my story was nonetheless reshaped to more dramatically focus upon her

conversion her union with god affirming my own spirituality and relationship with

divinity

A more psychological approach to viewing the narrator as well as audience makes

my text and its collection process very problematic indeed I1 already briefly addressed

the issue of LDS missionaries and their influence on the chinese members

communication modes but determining the specific extent of this influence on my

informants is nearly impossible the content as well as structure of my informants

conversion narratives developed directly to some extent from previous coaching and

emulation of a LDS missionarys example in literary studies the taletellertale andteller the

audience were traditionally classified as worlds apart in function and personality tale

tellers were defined as those who wrote or told their own stories and an audience was

defined as anyone who listened to the teller but recently as folklore has begun to place

more importance upon the influence of the audience on the taletellerstale abilitytellers to tell the

tale rather than on the content of the tale itself the tale collector or audience in general
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has become one of the studys central concerns and in some cases the collector can

actually become the taletellertale

collector

teller

and taletellertale fusionteller

I1 can be considered the taletellertale ofteller my own collection for several reasons

because I1 was only able to translate the stories from chinese to english according to my

own interpretation and understanding of the words I1 heard my role as translator can be

seen as connected to that of taletellertale Asteller I1 decided to couch these narratives in a short

story format my move from collector to author while creatively freeing paradoxically

bound me to the traditional forms and modes of the short story genre as well of course

there are many other aspects of myself as an individual both biologically inherent to me

as well as socially constructed which also must be examined but because individual

aspects of my personality were also complicated by my role as a missionary determining

exactly which aspects to examine becomes considerably difficult while serving a

mission my existing simultaneously as female middle class college educated

american lifelonglife latterlong day saint story collector and missionary created the same

types of identity gaps as are mentioned by smith in her article performativity

it is as if the autobiographical subject finds himherselfhim onherself multiple stages

simultaneously called to heterogeneous recitations of identity these multiple

calls never align perfectly rather they create spaces or gaps ruptures unstable

boundaries incursions excursions limits and their transgressions 20

to analyze myself as author of these stories is less than problematic and becomes almost
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as complicated as analyzing my chinese informants who are both male and female poor

and rich illiterate and learned chinese and taiwanese lifelonglife buddhistslong and taoists

whitecollarwhite andcollar bluecollarblue workerscollar A brief analysis of my own perceptions and

consequential portrayal of chinese culture can be conducted by examining certain

sections of the stories in which I1 consciously added or changed my informants own

responses such an analysis may reveal a few of those ideologies which while deeply

embedded are nonetheless very real and evident within my own cultural context

in the story the thawing my informant told me that she and her brother

attended the churchorganizedchurch englishorganized class often but my placing the scripture from

peter into her mouth is an evidence of my own frustration with the chinese nonmembersmembersnon

because of her buddhist background and the role in which chinese people in general

understand religion it is not ya ping who would specifically recall the altar and its

glowing incense and thereby place it in opposition to another religion it remained clear

with her the glowing pulsing alter redly casting shadows on their words 11 As a

foreign missionary from a christian country and latterdaylatter saintday family who looks at

idol worshiping as breaking the first great commandment of loving god with all your

heart might mind and strength my personality would react to the altar as a symbol of

opposition as it would cast shadows on the girl and her future the red odorous incense

sticks were included as objects I1 was not familiar with but were not so notable for ya

ping

through ya pings father I1 also portrayed my wish for the kind of emotional
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attachment children in western cultures have with their parents the gestures of love that

are apparent from most parents in western cultures As a female and as a daughter so far

from my own home I1 missed this type of affection and therefore created a westernized

version of ya pingss father giving him some of the qualities of the fathers I1 have known

and their tenderness I1 missed in taiwan

he tried to catch the tear as he once again thanked heavenly father for his chance

to learn about the gospel are

you okay she asked softly

im fine he embarrassedly assured her I1 think I1 might be catching cold 18

and again on the last page I1 present them as I1 think fathers and daughters should be As

they waited for her mother to enter the water ya ping quietly took her fathers hand A

small smile a squeeze

ya ping gently nudged him with a tissue

ya ping squeezed back 19 my informant mentioned none

of this physical affection within her story but according to my own learned value system

I1 felt the story needed to have a more tender feeling toward the end

inasmuch as the search portrays the meeting of an american and a chinese

family and their reactions to each other the story serves as a fine commentary on the

differences between the american and chinese cultures and how they are respectively

affectionate or reserved the following excerpts from the written text were not conveyed

to me by any of my informants and because of the language barrier between the two

cultures would have been virtually impossible there was a morning in which both

families read scriptures together and at one point in the trip allison was asked by sister
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jyanayan to bear her testimony but im not sure exactly when that took place but the

following conversation between brother jyanayan and brother harker is completely fictional

it just did not ever happen

brother jyanayan have you ever had a chance to kneel together with your

family in your own home and have a prayer with them brother harker inquired

afterward

mr jyanayan looked up startled for a moment it was the first time he had ever

been called brother jyanayan he kind of liked the sound of it after a minute or two

he had thought of what to say because of my job I1 am gone from my family a

lot and so its hard to be together as a family very often but everyday when I1

am out on my ship I1 am always praying for them

sister jyanayan looked up at her husband in surprise but before he could catch

her gaze she had glanced back down at the hymnbook still clutched tightly in

both hands she didndian t know that either brother harker silently noticed in

amazement she doesndoean t know how much her husband really cares for them

brother harker then looked up at his own wife and over at his children A small

smile crept across his face he hoped his children knew how much their father

really loved them 404140440

my

41

desire to include this fictitious episode perhaps more blatantly exemplifies my own

views about family prayer and chinese expressionselfexpressionself in general inasmuch as I1 define

family prayer as an expression of a fathers love for his family I1 am also conversely
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implying that if a father foregoes this habit his family will not know he loves them

according to my own cultural values a persons verbal expression of their love for

another serves as another indication of their literal love As my own parents verbally

expressed their love for each other I1 began to believe that the verbal expression of ones

love literally represented that love and that all of the speakers actions then attempted to

exemplified this love and while sometimes actions fail if individuals dont say it they

definitely arent doing it this western notion of verbal expression was also exemplified

through the actions of missionaries and some american leaders one sunday in a certain

branch in the mission I1 was later told a particular church meeting wasnt adjourned until

every man was made to stand and publicly express his love for his wife while this type

of activity may benefit a western audience these chinese members became somewhat

confused by the americans insistence and a few were visibly upset by the incident

this forced confession did not produce the desired results from chinese members and

may have had an adverse effect upon their feelings in general

within this story the importance of missionary work is exemplified in a slightly

different way and for a slightly different reason and serves as another example of a

particular missionary folk belief and narrative As the sister missionarys decision to

complete her mission ends in baptism her story follows the model of the destined

missionary one who has been called to serve in a particular mission to help a particular

individual become acquainted with the church if sister wang had returned home to her

father and foregone the remainder of her mission she would not have been able to help
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sister jyanayan experience temple square feel the spirit and be baptized into the church

these types of fated union narratives are often shared throughout the mission acting as

a tool to remind struggling missionaries that there are certain things they promised to do

or they are supposed to do and warning them of the consequences of leaving theirtheithel

missions early brother harker you have truly been led by the spirit today she started

led to the only chinese speaking missionary in the state of utah right now

congratulations on finding me so fast 42 my portrayal of their meeting seems too

coincidental as she is the first missionary he talks to on temple square indeed he walks

straight to her after their short conversation made only more poignant by the

knowledge of brother harkersmarkers own daughter serving in taiwan he walks away from her

humming the hymn come come ye saints as again my own insertion brings greater

contrast between the unique feeling in utah and the salt lake temple and anywhere else

in the world

the bulk of this narrative seems to be more focused on utah as a special location

rather than sister jyanayan finding the truth as is evidenced in the opening scripture I1 chose

to use the scripture from isaiah which talks of all people coming to the mountain of the

lord the house of the lord although there is a temple in taiwan it was the salt lake

temple at which sister jyanayan finally gained her testimony ofmormonismmormonism was her belief

a matter of location then or of timing and if it was a matter of location as this story

seems to suggest does sister jyansayans conversion support the presumption that the salt

lake temple is somehow more spiritual than other temples dotting the earth if so this
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story again serves to promulgate my own imbedded attitudes of westernamericawestern

dominance

america

in relation to the membership of the LDS church

in the mustard seed the plastic fronds the deeply carved couches the

water purifier are details exemplifying those aspects of taiwan most alien to my own

perception As the missionary is riding his bike to the hotel I1 make reference to the

hymn how great thou art it is not the elders fathers favorite hymn it is my fathers

favorite hymn 6 and the six members attending that first church meeting on the island

only derives its significance from a LDS audience as there were six members at the first

ever organized church meeting joseph smith conducted in 1830 and the emphasis

again is placed on the authors own faith in missionary work mei ru is currently trying

to help the people of her small island home meet the church and understand the teaching

of the gospel right now mei ru is also preparing her family to listen to the gospel

and preparing to serve her own mission for the church sometime soon 10 while all

these facts are true it is the decisions of what to include and what not to that we are

analyzing here in order to validate my own experience as well as my missionary

audience spending two years of their life on a mission there needs to be a sense of other

people reaffirming the importance of missionary work by exemplifying it in their own

life

duel audience articulation

my dual role as missionary and collector became even more problematic as I1

struggled to write for both american missionaries as well as chinese investigators
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beandbaand

closer examination reveals instances in which I1 place religious agendas inside my

informants mouths the following excerpt from the thawing exemplifies the fact

that I1 perhaps occasionally had other motives in mind for my informants sharingsshadingssha Asrings

ya pings struggle between obedient daughter and new church convert seemed to echo

other members similar conflicts between family and church I1 decided to utilize her

story as an example for other church members to reevaluate their own devotion to the

church

ya ping never could understand how everything she said it somehow came out

bad but she really didnt care the next sunday she would be there and the next

one and the next she would not stay away from church it meant too much to

her it was where the savior wanted her to be it was where she had promised him

she would be and it was the only place her testimony grew the more she came

the more ya ping learned the more she knew the church was true she

remembered baptism how good it felt to be clean and new and warm but like

rebirth she was just a child again she needed to be fed to be loved to be taught

the gospel of the savior she needed to come to church and learn 13

my informant did tell me that she would not stay away from church it meant too much

to her but the rest of the paragraph is perhaps the projections and reflections of a

missionarys desires As a frustrated missionary dealing with so much inactivity in

taiwan I1 used my informants thoughts to not only encourage other missionaries but as a

leadinlead toin prick the conscience of members and part members hopefully encouraging
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them to attend church more regularly

again on page fourteen of the same story I1 use ya pings own testimony to her

parents as a teaching tool for my missionary audience while writing the section I1

decided this was a convenient place to provide for new missionaries a standard model for

explaining all the principles in the first discussion and it does do just that it serves as a

model a great teaching tool for young missionaries to see how they can synthesize this

information but again I1 must question the ethics behind my motivations in persuading

ya ping to share her story in the first place does ya pings narrative exist merely to

serve as a teaching model to missionaries or is there not some inherent value which

exists at least to the westerner in any representation of the individual or does her story

exist to teach other members the correct way to help their families join the church if so

what are the implications of her story for those stalwart members whose families do not

join the church even after their own efforts are similar to ya pings there is no correct

way to help one person convert another yet this narrative would claim the authority to do

so

because of the unusual focus on the missionaries diligence and hard work in

searching for one man when hearts prepare probably more than any other narrative

expresses this idea that a missionarys personal righteousness is directly related to finding

converts this story serves to promulgate the idea that only the righteous missionaries

will find people and baptize but again inherent in that ideology is the flip side of the

coin if missionaries dont find and baptize they are in some way less righteous or less
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faithful than those who do

president koerner first suggested I1 collect this story because of the human interest

element it contained for our missionary audience other missionaries would certainly

find the downhill chase humorous but the incident also exemplifies the type of

dedication and obedience all good missionaries should possess at first I1 resisted the

storys inclusion inasmuch as my personal views of the project consisted of a specific

focus on the chinese members and their obstacles not on the greatness and personal

righteousness of the missionaries but now as I1 consider our dual audience I1 have to

admit the need for dual motives as well if the stories were written for the benefit of the

missionaries as well personal worthiness stories would perhaps strike chords deeper

within some missionaries we wanted to reach perhaps because of the difficulty of

proselytizing on taiwan the sharing of baptismal experiences were of great importance

among the missionaries there often times these success stories served as a motivational

impetus for less experienced or younger missionaries to work harder president koerner

further related to me the unusual experience of one of the missionaries in this story when

one of the sister missionaries in the story first saw the future convert she prophetically

pronounced him the next leader of the church in that area the idea that this particular

missionary not only exemplified such personal worthiness but also that this worthiness

specifically led to success quite intrigued me and I1 decided to include the story when I1

called the sister missionary however she told me her prophetic comments were more

like a joke than anything else as it was a phrase they used all the time when they met
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people they thought were neat or they wanted to talk to although this sisters confession

made the story a lot less coincidental and extraordinary I1 proceeded to describe her as

prophetic as that version would more effectively connect the ideas of personal

worthiness and success

its him sister davis excitedly yelled to her companion hes got

it the light of christ in his eyes sister wheeler looked a bit confused at her

companions outburst

who is it she asked again

its him I1 tell you we just saw our next branch president drive by

well arent we going to go and get him then sister wheeler asked

without a pause 22

although this version of their narrative makes the entire missionary experience much

more dramatic and helps to promulgate the connection between personal worthiness and

convert baptisms the ethical implications of this representation on my part are

astounding while it is true the more dramatic interpretation of this incident furthers the

storys ability to motivate missionaries to remain worthy in order to experience success I1

achieved the projects motive at such a cost the narrative situation practically demanding

the choice I1 made by favoring motive over narrative I1 am violating my own belief in

the idea that biography must somehow be responsible for attempted presentation of the

truth to a particular audience

one of the most recognizable themes in the story coming back to him is that
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I1 became concerned that the projects ultimate motive

was to provide a memoir to his years as a mission president rather than become an

effective teaching tool his concern with one of the stories in particular also added to my

fears the first story A mustard seed

of a missionarys legacy promoting the idea that it is specific missionaries who are vital

to a converts individual success is another way of validating missionary work in general

while focusing on a missionarys individual identity may also motivate other nonnativenon

missionaries

native

to work harder for similar validation and recognition chinese missionaries

may not be similarly motivated while perhaps ego boosting this idea of a legacy can

also be dangerously selfservingself andserving tends to twist motive there were a few instances in

which I1 became concerned about president koernersKo ownemers motives for pushing our

project in particular occasionally referring to the project as my legacy or your

legacy or the missions legacy

took place on a small island off the coast of

taiwan an island which had first been opened up for missionary work by this president

later closed because of political strife and had just been cleared for reopening the two

missionaries sent there quickly found a young woman taught her the discussions and

then baptized her with the president and his wife in attendance for the baptism I1 didnt

feel their presence as essential to her conversion storylinestory consequentlyline their presence

wasnt even mentioned in the first two drafts although I1 was happy with the end result

the president insisted that I1 redraft the story a third time this time including him and

some scenery changes he had suggested earlier I1 finally acquiesced submitting my own

ego beneath his own but my involvement with the project boosted my own ego as well
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as I1 was performingperfonferfon workning perhaps only I1 was qualified to perform and the recognition

from other missionaries and members on the island which would surely follow this book

was exciting the project provided a way for me to stand out as unique and be

recognized for my individual abilities and accomplishments much to my westernized

delight

acknowledging the challenges of a multiculturalmulti churchcultural

frankly ff confided funch iftsince you left wendell hasnchasn t been himself

and who said oedipaoedipal working herself into a rage because funchpunch was

right alfilfprayray has he been ringo starrstarrfstarrystarofStar funchrf cowered chubby checker

she pursued him toward the lobby the righteous brothers and why tell me

all of the above behind his back funch was whining they re

calling him the brothers N he s losing his identity edna how else can I1 put it

day by day wendell is less himself and more generic he enters a stafistaffstati meeting

and the room is suddenly rulifullruil of peopleofpeople you know he s a walking assembly of

man f

thomas pynchon the crying of lot 49

A conclusionconclusionless frustration

president hinckleys announcement of the mormon churchs gradual

transformation into a worldwideworld multiculturalmultiwide entitycultural while exciting to members of the
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LDS religion should also be a cause for their concern As people of vastly different

backgrounds are becoming one in a religious group that for many years was composed

mostly of whites or anglo americans the difficulty remains in the acceptance and

understanding of these new cultures toelken believes that by nature the whites or anglo

americans are as deeply bound by their worldviewworld asview are any of the other groups which

make up the american conglomeration with the one rather ominous difference that they

have tried to eradicate the others views by a process known politely as acculturation

268 inasmuch as acculturation leads to the homogenizing of other cultures by the

dominant one the goal of any heterogeneous ethnic group should be one ofenculturationenculturation

that of mutual cultural sharing understanding and deciding how to best coexist

often as toelken notes there are differences in the ways that two distinct ethnic

or cultural groups understand evaluate and perceive each other we have flattered

ourselves too long that the black is like us except for his dialect and color that the

indian is like us except for his childish primitiveness that the mexicanamericanmexican isamerican like

us except for his accent 268 it is this viewing other people as like us except for their

differences which leads not only to false assumptions and acculturation of their motives

habits and modes of communication but of them as individuals as well it denies us the

ability to recognize their right to a unique existence while they are subsequently

grounded in shared religious beliefs and doctrines

I1 had just finished relating toelkenstielkensToel ideaskens to my friend one saturday night when

he immediately responded with the following questions so what is it you want from
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the missionaries from me from members in general you want us to become chinese

are you suggesting that the only good missionaries are those who can think and act

chinese that the only good members are those who can adopt another cultures

values and perspectives his belligerent manner startled me and he left long before our

discussion of individual realities and frames of reference had fully answered his

questions during our conversation I1 confidently suggested the impossibility of members

or missionaries becoming chinese but by refusing to even recognize the different modes

of representationofrepresentation between the two cultures members and missionaries are either implying

these differences dont exist or perhaps even more frightening allowing that they do

exist but are no longer relevant or valuable because of the members belief in their ability

to successfully reach a chinese perspective from their own western reality

although my answers had sounded self confident my friend had posed these

questions at a bad time three days prior to our discussion one of president koernersKo

assistants

emers

in taiwan informed me that the project sister wang and I1 labored over had

literally disappeared not only was the book never published in chinese but copies for

the english speaking missionaries were never distributed either I1 was not terribly

surprised at the announcement but somewhat disappointed and became very angry as I1

began to question the value of the project itself and subsequently the value of my thesis

but as I1 continually reflect on the original questions this project raised for me in my mind

and the answers I1 tried to reach in my thesis I1 cannot ignore the effects that the simplest

awarenessava ofreness my projects implications could have upon the LDS church as a whole
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if I1 felt comfortable in labeling this section a conclusion many of my experiences

in taiwan and the analysis of these experiences would have been for naught therefore I1

do not pretend to conclude anything in these final pages but rather state some realistic

implications of my project and its analysis after coming to a better understanding of the

inabilitynabinabl oflity text to represent event and that textual authority is not inherent within the

text my focus has slightly changed from wondering if I1 as an american could write a

reliable account of a chinese personal conversion experience to an examination of when

and how my american values surfaced throughout the different stories while the

narratives themselves may be less explicit representations of my own learned methods of

communication the stories converted from them and written by myself inherently are my

own creation although the chinese people may not value the art of personal expression

much as a westerner might they are still capable of sharing personal experiences

although the willingness to share and methods which are deeply embedded into their

psyche may differ in specific regard to the conversion narrative in general the functions

of sharing the conversion narrative may appear similar but the methods and results of

this sharing in some ways differ drastically between western and eastern cultures

after so stating I1 can just hear my friend screeching so what who cares into

my ear I1 believe a more sensitive understanding of how and why chinese people express

their testimonies and personal narratives will enable missionaries to utilize the conversion

narrative to its utmost function within the chinese culture if allowed the freedom of

individual expression the chinese members sharing of their conversion narratives can
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better build their own testimonies can enable them and missionaries to more successfully

share the gospel with others may reaffirm for them their individual membership and

covenants rather than their status as a member of a group and it will help them better

express themselves as individuals within a non threatening traditional chinese format I1

do not believe my friend must be chinese or mormon in order to meaningfully

communicate with a chinese mormon but I1 hope that he would at least possess a desire

for more effective communication I1 realize that if I1 were to return and begin this project

again I1 would still be an american collecting and writing chinese narratives but I1 would

not be the same american that I1 was before it is the awareness of the differences

between myself and the chinese members which can illuminate my preconceived

expectations I1 cannot expect the chinese mormons to become american mormons

anymore than I1 can expect to become a chinese mormon for me this type of

understanding has come as I1 experienced a performance situation in which cultures were

not swallowed up by one another but where they crossed where an analysis of different

communication modes was made possibly through a situation where two cultures collided

in the act of self expression

by analyzing those communication situations in which different cultural modes

clash the folklorist can begin to discover both the informant and audiences

psychosocial ideologies fears and stresses which their respective performances of

differing language modes may mask analysis of the performance situation and

consequent written texts of this conversion narrative project have for me heightened my
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awareness of hidden cultural ideologies and fears both within the chinese culture as well

as within my own american culture this awareness of each cultures and individuals

psychological intuitions has allowed me to come to a better understanding of myself the

chinese self and ourselves together in context

global churchchurchy individual focus

the question of group boundary constructions and deconstructionsconstructionsreconstructionsde within the

mormon religion and its role upon the individual is a timely one As president hinckley

recognizes the churchs rapid global growth he is becoming increasingly concerned with

the individual member in a talk entitled this work is concerned with people given in

the churchs 1995 annual general conference hinckley makes the following assertions

we are becoming a great global society but our interest and concern must

always be with the individual every member of this church is an individual man

or woman boy or girl our great responsibility is to see that each is remembered

and nourished by the good word of god moroni 64 that each has opportunity

for growth and expression and training in the work and ways of the lord this

I1 submit is the inspired genius of this the lords work jesus was the true

shepherd who reached out to those in distress one at a time bestowing an

individual blessing upon them 525352

hinckleys

53

renewed attention to the individual is necessary as the church constantly

welcomes different cultures comprised of distinct individuals if these cultures can

continue to exist together under the umbrella ofmormonismmormonism a more throroughthro
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understanding or at the very least a desire to understand the different values fears and

challenges of each culture is imperative one of the most effective ways to begin this

understanding comes through analyzing those performance situations in which two

cultures collide

As I1 sat listening to my roommates lingusticlinguisticlin competitiongustic while they boasted their

fastest trips from provo to salt lake I1 tried to image how silly our conversation would

have sounded to someone who valued the experience of driving to salt lake more than

they valued a quick timely trip As bauman further notes this basic realization of

different cultural values can be accomplished as the folklorist attempts to

discover the social organization of communication the patterns functions and

social meanings of communicative forms and practices the central concern of

the field is to discover the patterns functions and meanings of those

communicative resources in the conduct and interpretation of social life for the

people among whom they are current for whom they are available as equipment

for living xv

As communication is socially constituted we can better understand cultures based upon

their own modes of sharing and communication by analyzing these modes and the social

values inherent within them I1 believe bauman is correct in his assessment and that once

we discover how a cultures communicative resources operate within their culture we are

better able to use their methods for more efficient communication there exists a great

need to study conversion narratives not only to develop a more efficient proselytizing
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tool but to better understand and treat those of other cultures who already exist within the

boundaries of the LDS culture

after speaker and listener through different linguistic performance situations

become aware of each others inherent cultural differences both need to make the other as

comfortable in expressing these cultural differences as they do in expressing their LDS

sameness this requires that both groups view the others method of communication as

valuable as their own that one is not better than the other but both are valuable only by

understanding how cultures different modes of communication such as the conversion

narrative is indigenously defined and functions within other cultures are we able to share

our narratives with their audience in a way which will help them not only respond with

understanding but conversely desire to share their narratives with us in a way which is

both comfortable and logical to them
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descndesanptoryatory

the stories contained in this book were taken from extensive interviews

both in person and by phone between the writer and usually several of the persons

mentioned within the story these interviews were very thorough in nature and

the important events and basic storylines of each story were written according to

the content of these interviews the writer was very careful to follow the

storylines with exactness and included all the details she was given but there

were also many details which were not disclosed to her and she had little means of

obtaining much of the dialogue between characters some of their thought

processes and many of the descriptory and environmental details therefore were

left to the writers own descretiondiscretiondes andcretion creativity

sincerely

rv k so
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I1 heard him mumble over his shoulder he entered the house

again this time with two gigantic suitcases in one hand his shoulder bag and briefcase

hanging from the other side where do you want me to sleepsleep9sleepe he asked quietly as his

eyes too began to survey the almost vacant room

well id fight you for the waterbedwaterbecwater butbed seeing how neither ofus even has a

bed yet you can have the floor over there okayokay9okaya with a small halfheartedhalf smilehearted he

tried to ignore my pessimism

im sorry its not like the hotel

I1 felt a little foolish

reading outloudoutlord to no one but a phrase had caught my eyeeyel I1 read again

I1 stopped and let the words

ifyeicye

A MUSTARD SEED

20 for verily I1 say unto you if ye have faith as a grain of mustard
seed ye shall say unto this mountain remove hence to yonder place and it shall
remove and nothing shall be impossible unto you

matthew 17 20

this place is a dump I1 ran my hand across the kitchen table blackening my

fingers with the dirt and turning my palm toward the door gave my companion a

look he shrugged and dropped the books dust from the bamboo bench rising up and

settling on the pages of my missionary guide he stood and stared a minute then

remembered the suitcases outside the doorway

its111tos just dirty

was all he said and then turned and busied

himself with his luggage

I1 slowly sat down next to the pile of books sighing as the old bench rocked a

little adjusted to my weight and tried to remain aright it had been a hard week I1

thought back to my initial excitement as I1 first learned I1 would have the chance to open

up this remote island area away from the rest of the missionmissio secretly envied by the

other missionaries but as I1 sat here in our new house surrounded by nothing that

excitement had now waned replaced with the realization that everyday was going to

be a long hard day of knocking doors and talking to everyone in an effort to find

those ready to hear I1 absently reached for the books next to me picked up the first

one on the stack andandl turning to the title page stopped and read aloud A study of

the articles of faith by james E talmage being a consideration of the principal

doctrines of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

A

consideration of the principal doctrines of the church

tned

eyei

nl
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I1

sarcastically suggested that managed to make him smile

2 A mustard seed

reverberate in my mind principal doctrines of the church faithfalth was a principal

doctrine of the church

of course I1 already knew that the first principle of the gospel is faith the

foundation of a testimony the seed of understanding so I1 began to wonder why it

was since I1 supposedly knew all about faith here I1 sat tired and selfish with little faith

the lord would help us find those people who were earnestly seeking the happiness

and peace brought only through the gospel of christ those only kept from truth

because they know not where to find it doctrine and covenants 123 12 but it was

hard faith was the intangible is slippery how can the lord expect us to understand

the unseen I1 thoughtthough or even harder go and use it live it after all there was a big

difference between the two it was just as the girl in the hotel had said

she held the keys to our room so we saw her every night that first week she
worked at the little desk behind the plastic palm frond from four in the afternoon until

late into the evening it was tuesday afternoon as we first arrived on the small island

since we had no home we were happy with this one of the bigger hotels in town it

was nice with a big fish tank and small lounge and also mostly deserted since the

winter months had hit the tourist island that first night theretherel she was friendly

helpful genuine concerned her name was mei ru she worked two jobs on the

island at another hotel in the mornings and she lived with her family her mom dad

and two younger brothers not very far down the road although we were already late

coming home that night we stayed and talked awhile and then grabbed our key and

headed to the room

I1 think shes great I1 really do my companion said for the third time since we

had started up the flight of stairs we definitely need to teach her the discussions he

finished as we reached our room I1 pulled the key from my pocket metal scraped

metal and the door swung open

okay elder wang lets see if we cant fit her into our busy schedulescheduielulel

x

thursday afternoon found us seated on the lightly padded deeply carved

couches of the hotel lobby all exchanging stares of curiosity mei ru sat across from

us smiling at our jokes and giving us these little funny looks almost as if she couldnt

quite remember where she was she was nervous so we talked for a while and then

after thanking her for the chance began to teach the first discussion I1 cleared my

throat to start but before I1 spoke my heart first voiced the simple familiar prayer

dear heavenly father I1 pleaded please help this woman to understand my

chinese help us to communicate in a way that she can understand what we are

saying andwe can understand what she is isfieelingfeeling in the name of jesus christ

amen and then we started the discussion

churchfaith

wasl

V

12312

since

ofjesus
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I1 once again said a silent thankful prayer pleading that she too might find the

truth our discussion ending the same way it had begun I1 stood to stretch my legs and

wandered to the water purifier

by the way I1 heard my companion say since11since you said youre not scared we

also have church every sunday why dont you come this sunday and see what its

like

A mustard seed 3

first she told us not to worry she believed in god and she wasnt scared of
church we couldnt help but smile as she then continued to catalogue for us the

different christian churches she had already attended or had heard a lot about she
described their chapels to us very clean wooden benches in some stained glass art in

others always a pulpit always a cross and some even had hardbound hymnals and an

occasional drinking fountain my mind wandered to our own modest but beautiful

chapel in taichunglaichungTai andchung I1 suddenly wished that we were there in that sunday school
room to look up and see the pictured christ as he lovingly washed the disciples feet

clean A gentle gurgle of the fish tank brought me back to the hotel and to her words

after a while she ran out of descriptions and when we asked her how she felt she

smiled

church is good she started it feels good to talk of christ then she

searched a minute to find the right emotion but in my heart at least there is always

something missing something not quite right perhaps a bit out of place its like

learning a lot but at the same time still not knowing the truth

so we began to talk of heavenly father and his plan of happiness for us about

prophets and how they help us find the truth and know how to live this plan we told

her of joseph smithsmithl the young boy who knelt in the woods to pray of his great desire

to find and know the truth of his great faith to kneel and ask which church was gods
and of his courage to tell others the things he saw that day I1 pulled the blue and gold

bound book of mormon from my bag placed it gently on the teastainedtea tablestained top and

tried to tell her what it meant to me we started with lehi and nephi of their struggle

to the americas of5 other prophets and their testimonies and of the savior his visit to

these people he healed their painful sores salved their burning souls and took their

children in his arms oh how I1 loved himhiml and wanted mei ru to know that he could

do the same for her then we were at the end we asked her to pray about the

truthfulness of the book of mormonMor aboutmorllmoril joseph smith about the message we had

shared

mei ru looked at my companion thoughtful for a minute and then slowly

replied it takes a lot of faith to find and live the truth doesnt it but I1 think im
willing to try my own ill read ill pray and I1 will find my answer
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ruyrul and I1 could see she felt it too that sunday morning as we

few sat there side by side the spirit testified to the truth of my companions every

word it burned in our hearts it filled the fans home just as it filled every other

beautiful aesthetic chapel of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and thenihen

it was time to end it

As we thumbed our way through the two small hymnals and sang the closing

song I1 silently thanked my heavenly father that we could knowknowl even in the fans

icaads

4 A mustard seed

she stood up also nodding her consent as she walked behind the desk but then

her head quickly bobbed back up over the top hang on a minute I1 dont think ive
even seen your chapel before where did you say it was again

I1 looked up from my water and over at elder wang I1 too a little curious as to

where our chapel was he gave me a little quirky smile and then turning back to her

added can we get back to you on that

ic4ic

church

4

it turned out was only minutes from the hotel after discovering a

few members on the island we called one up and invited him and ourselves over for

church services at his home so that next sunday morning after a fifteenminutefifteen walkminute

from the hotel we found ourselves and meimel ruorulru a little cold and windblown on the

doorstep ofbrother fans abode

his house was short and small but clean I1 imagined scrubbed special for this

our first sacrament together I1 pushed the buzzer and looked over the roof and into his

backyard I1 could see the banana trees heavy and pregnant with fruit the orange trees

a bit more bare I1 had to smile a little at the struggling avocado tree that seemed to betheibe

growing its way straight up out of the house and into the open air the chirp had died

away and at the sound of the latch the little red door swung inward to give us our

first look at brother fan and his little chapel As always I1 stooped a little as we

entered the doorway my eyes adjusting to the light I1 just thought we could have it in

the big room here he said pointing to our left still a little apprehensive I1 took a

long look around the room he had brought out what appeared to be all the chairs lieheile

owned each one precisely placed to form a perfect arc from the back bedroom camecarne

the small nightstand table on which we could bless the sacrament there were even

some paper and a pen up front for the speakers to jot their lastminutelast thoughtsminute it

only took a second to see it all but I1 gazed longer anyway turning to mr fan I1

couldnt think of anything to say it was beautiful

and then the meeting started except for no piano it was perfect I1 didnt

even miss the pulpit when I1 stood to give my talk the sacrament was blessed and

passed we renewed ourselves to live a better life then my companion stood and gave

his talk he told us of our heavenly fathers plan and the great blessing it was for us

to come to this earth and as he spoke the room filled with peace and warmth I1 cast

a small glance at meimel ru

air

in
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I1 began are you willing to follow the saviors perfect example and

be baptized in his name As I1 voiced the words of the invitation my mind quickly

reflected again on what it was 1I as I1 spoke for the savior was asking her and others

before her to do I1 was asking her to change her lifeilfe to follow him to do as he had

done to live as he had lived I1 was asking her to have faith that christs atonement

really provided a way for her to repent I1 was asking her to repent to be washed clean

from all that would keep her from god I1T was asking her to join heavenly fathers only

true church on the face of the earth and live its only truths but then I1 realized that

unlike the others I1 was asking meimel ru to join a church that she had never even seen

before to her the church was brother fans living room the smell of pineapple and

fruit the mismatched footstools the nightstand from the back bedroom the church

was six people who sang beautiful hymns badly who listened to good talks given in my

weak chinese six people who had the faith to look for truth and then to live it six

souls who wanted to communicate with god what kind of falthfaith is this I1 wondered

the faith to movemoie a mountain to calmcaim an angry sea

she broke my thoughts I1 will 1 want to follow him

ardird seedA mulMILmug irdseedbirdseed 5

small homehomel that this gospel was true and that christs true church had once again

been established on the face of the earth for the salvation of all men who would come

unto it the song overoverl I1 I1stood to say the closing prayer through misty eyes I1 quickly

counted the bowed heads the folded arms there were exactly six of us

mei ru just couldnt get enough after church she invited us back to the hotel

to teach her another discussion so a few hours later there we were again sitting on

the couches in the hotel lobby listening to the fish tank and the computer ladys voice

welcoming people to the hotel and thanking those that left it was here mei ru would

leamlearn about the saviors love for her his death so we can live again and his atonement

so we can return to our home we taught her the first principles and ordinances of the

gospel faith repentance baptism and the gift of the holy ghost then we talked

about commandments and about the saviors own baptism an example of his humility

and willingness to obey all the commandments of the father and then I1 asked her to

follow him and do the same

mei ru

we were silent for a

second and then she smiled I1 smiled my companion smiled all three of us sat

smiling somehow it was enough just to feel the happiness but even happy moments

must be broken as a man by the palm frond intently looked our way and cleared his

throat for service mei ru looked at us wistfully her eyes shone I1 have to go

thank you for coming today and then she was already behind her desk after a few

seconds we also stood gathered our bags and signaling our goodbyes walked out the

doubled glass doors and into the greying afternoon the computer lady barely audible

over mei rus own thank you for coming still ringing in our ears

ic3c
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I1 said with a smile

she sure has taught us a lot huh his remark didnt surprise me and I1

quickly nodded in agreement wed just come to expect that from mei ru from that

first week we had met her until nownowy she had outworkedoutworkerout outthoughtthoughtoutworked and outstudiedout

us

studied

no matter how badly we wanted her to leamlearn and progress she wanted it more

no matter how well we did our part she did hers better she had the faith to try the

desire to know if these things were true and the strength to kneel down and find out

and so I1 sat there in our dirty house and remembered her words it does take a lot of
faith to find the truth and live it it takes a lot of faith to pray to ponder words of
scripture to make commitments it takes a lot of faith to be baptized to make

covenants for blessings not yet realized I1 began to remember for the first time in a

few days how hard the road was which she appeared to make so easy

and yet she had the faith to do it I1 figured that if mei ru could do it I1 could

too besides there was still much she needed to leamlearn before she was baptized I1

looked up from the old bench at my companion who must have read my mind

well where do you want to start he asked me

lets start with my luggage I1 quietly replied
st

for the third morning that week I1 pulled the wad of rain clothes from my bike

basket and shook out the dead leaves and dirty water that had slept there the night

before

how come every night I1 leave my raingearraingejrrain andgear helmet in this basket and pray

with great faith they wont get rained on yet every morning I1 come out here and

theyre soaked

dispromisedidpromise

6 A mustard seed

I1 closed talmages articles of faithfalth and looked up my companion had

wandered back into the living room bored with the contents of his suitcases I1 was

just thinking about mei ru

As if seeking for an answer I1 glanced upward at the angry

charcoaled sky and tried to drink in some of the wet it mostly just ran down my

skyward face

I1 stepped into the plastic pants pulling the drawstrings a little tighter for

protection and swung my leg over the dripping bike seat the third day this week I1

thought to myself tris7775thiseris storm s got to stop soon after all the lord did promise

noah As we pedaled along the canal and muddy rice fields from the inside of my

rainstreakedrain visorstreaked I1 looked out across the little island almost to the sea it was like a

little world its own little globe its own little life I1 began to wonder how many other

small islands like this god had created and then how many other oceans how many

other worlds my god how great thou really art I1 thought it was my fathers

favorite hymn we passed the little electronics store and climbed the comer to the

hotel we parked our bikes on the sidewalk shouldered our bags and walked in to

visit mei ru

offaith

o0

globeits
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I1

clockoclock and by ten oclock they had all arrived

the mission president and his wife just flown in from the mainland to witness the

event the members now comfortable in our small apartment chapel sat and talked

about the storm mei ru was the last to step inside the door her eyes lighting as she

saw the people gathered there we could still hear the howling of the wind and see the

A mustard seed 7

she was not good just look outside just look at it never mind just look

at you two if it keeps raining like this theres no way they will come on sunday itll

just be me and elder harris and a couple of lonely squid out there in the water she
looked down at the nearly blank hotel register and dejectedly fingered her pen for a

while

its not that im trying to complain she started again I1 just really wanted

my friends to be able to come and see my baptism she stopped short and corrected

herself I1 mean I1 really wanted my friends to come and understand my baptism I1

want them to understand about the church about the gospel I1 want to give them a

chance to be happy like im happy

my companion and I1 looked at each other at the moment it was hard to see

the joy of the gospel beaming from her countenance but we couldnt think of anything

consoling to tell her fortunately we didnt get the chance to speak

and thats not even the worst she began again im scared that it will just be

too cold for me to be baptized in the rain and I1 dont think I1 can bear to wait any

longer she stood up on her tiptoes in an effort to see past us and out the glass doors

behind as if by sheer willpower she could command the storm to cease I1 also turned

to watch the rain as it ran streaming down the doors I1 knew if anybody could

command the elements it was mei ru

my companion spoke first mei ru if you really feel that strongly about it

maybe you should start praying that the rain will stop by sunday it was all I1 could

do to refrain from reminding him ofmy recent prayerful attempts at controlling the

weather but I1 also knew that he was right it seemed that whenever mei ru really

wanted something bad enough she ended up with it and as we were always telling

her where there is faith there is a way

but as usual mei ru didnt need advice from either one of us I1 could tell by

the way she was standing all squared up and serious that she was determining

something in her mind and then it was decided I1 am going to fast and pray today

I1 want so much to be baptized tomorrow and I1 want my friends to be there to see it I1

know god wants that too her smile broadened and she got that determined look in

her eyes

Elderelderseiderseider she informed us you just wait sunday will be a great day to be

baptized 11

the rain began to stop at nine 0

in

I1
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ofpersonofferson

aslusl

surpnsuran
ruaru7 and saw that she

was serious the three ofus sat in our little chapel house discussing the blessings we

receive when we receive the gift of the holy ghost two weeks since her baptism and

mei ru was more curious than ever about the church but still I1 thought to myself

she wants to come to next weeks missionary zone training meeting I1 felt a little

apprehensive about her attending not knowing if there was a rule on inviting members

to these kinds of meetings or not the normal members usually didnt ask to come not
knowing whether to feel sorry I1 had invited her or feel happy she wanted to come I1

quickly tried to undo what had already been done

8 A mustard seed

trembling foliage but the rain was no longer falling I1 walked over to the door to

where she was

she smiled back at me I1 knew it I1 knew the rain would stop that was all

she said it was all she needed to say then it was time to start the meeting

just what kind of person was this I1 began to wonder as we took our seats id
never seen someone who could fast their friends to church and pray away a storm
soon after the sacrament meeting ended and after all her friends had found the house

we began her baptismal program the wind still swirled outside the door but the rain

it didnt fall
4

I1 hope this isnt going to be as cold as it looks from the backseat of the

fans car we could still see the wind as it whipped the landscape and blew the tardy

rain in small rivers down the windowpane we waited a minute for her friends to

arrive and then stepped atomfromftom the car gasping as the wind blew the white from our

clothes I1 merely looked at her and felt colder pulling my heavy overcoat tighter

around my body we left the others standing there and walked along the road a ways

the stairs were a mess of slippery moss we carefully descended to the naked beach it

was low tide nownowt the sea was calming from its day of floods and we could see the

oceans secrets it was here we also left the president but she glanced back at him

again his smile gave her courage and then we walked toward the sea

the water ever neared us and we finally stepped into its cold we continued

walking out a way our clothes becoming heavy with the wet the wind sloshed water

rough and cold she looked at me for reassurance finally we were deep enough we

both stood there shivering a little as the prayer was said and then I1 dropped her back

into the ocean she rose back up and stood there the water running down her cheeks

mixing with her smile and then it wasnt nearly quite as cold we had been warmed

it was that peace I1 turned from her and we both began a journey I1 started walking

back to shore mei ru she started walking back to heaven
SC aj3j 3c S if

I want to go to taichunglaichungTai toochung then1 surprised at the response I1 looked up

from my gospel essentials manual across the small table at meimel ru
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I1 started I1 was mostly just kidding when I1 suggested you come to

our training meeting next week you probably wouldnt like it at all its just a bunch

of missionaries having a meeting about a bunch of missionary things we mostly just

talk about how to do missionary work and the purpose of why we are here on

missions you might not understand what we are talking about and then youll get

bored and want to come home im telling you you really dont want to come

I1 muttered as I1 grabbed the vinyl door handle and

stepped out of the car my companions bad haircut bobbed up next and we both

started for the building meimel rus soft gasp made us stop turn and return in silence to

her side we stood there on the sidewalk with her for a while remembering to give

her a look

well what do you thinkthink9thinks I1 asked as we once again headed for the door Is

your church house all you thought it would beg

ohohl I1 knew it would be perfect

mesmel

sacsjc cjeije

smileassmilgas

anxn av
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mei ru

she barely let me finish my sentence I1 dont care what you saysaya I1 want to go

anyway she answered back besides ive never even seen a chapel before I1 want

to go and see what one looks like

my companion looked up from his manual long enough to give me a small

smile and defeated shrug I1 knew he was right there was no use trying to talk mei ru

out of anything if she really wanted to do it I1 continued to stare at her for awhile

hoping to make her change her mind but it was with little faith I1 could already see

where shed be next tuesday at ten I1 hid the beginnings of a smile as I1 reached for the

phone and began to dial the office after all shed have to have some fried rice on

tuesday too
se ae it as

we pulled up outside the gate of the taichunglaichungTai chapelchung at 10 45 well at least

we didnt miss the closing prayer

she quickly informed me after all I1

already knew this was the lords chapel and so whatever it turned out to be today

that was good enough for me her answer sort of surprised me for some reason id
never really thought of it quite that way we quietly walked up the steps through the

doorway and entered the beautiful building

for a while we traveled in silence me my eyes taking in blue crystal white

clouded ocean and the tiny speck of dust that would soon become our island meimel ru

her hands absently bending the already beaten blue card as she sat memorizing articles

of faith I1 turned my gaze from the window and looked over at the blue card in her

hands the word faith once again catching my eye what was the name of that book9bookbooke I1

was trying to rememberremembera 4.4 study of the articles of fauthfaithbauth being a consideration of the

principal doctrines of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday I1 looked from

the card up at mei ru suddenly realizing how far wed both come in the last two

say4

1045
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lustjust

10 A mustard seed

months she unexpectedly glanced at me caught me taking her in and smiled then she

quickly turned thoughtful

thank you was all she said I1 learned a lot in taichunglaichungTaichung

startled at the mood I1 carefully voiced her name and quietly inquired what
did you leamlearn today A little embarrassed at the question she looked down in silence

at the card in her hands ohohl how I1 vowed to remember this plane ridelridedide this woman

this faith

I1 think I1 learned how to be humble she managed and then nothing more was

said between us after a moment passed I1 slowly turned from her and again looked

out the misted airplane window the island still just a small speck above sea the size

of a mustard seed I1 thought to myself the faith to walk water I1 noticed in the

distance the island growing bigger and bigger and bigger

of hermei ru is currently trying to help the people other small island home meet the
church and understand the teachings of the gospel through her example many
people have come to realize that church is more than just a buildingbuild itingl can be any place
where the truth of the gospel is taught and where the spirit of the lord bears witness
of those truths right now mei ru is also preparing her family to listen to the gospel
and preparing to serve her own mission for the church sometime soon
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THE THAWING

I11 thomas my son blessed are you because of your falthfaith in my work
2 behold you have had many afflictions because ofyour family

nevertheless I1 will bless you and your family yea your little ones and the day
cometh that they will believe and kno v the truth and hebe one with you in my church

doctrine & covenants 3112311

it

2

was getting warmer ya ping rubbed her arms and stamped her wearing

shoes her toes and fingers slightly tingled in response the dregs of taiwan winter

still remainedremairemal thenedl dampening cold as always eager to intrude a coat and kiss the skin

she jerked the wheel from right to left impatiently and the old bike whined its

disapproval of the cold but even he her beaten weathered bike could not deny it it

was getting warmer

and then her brothers face was in the doorway a quick tug jar the top right

hinge a bit a sound of metal echoed as the rusted red door jangled into place he
seemed so slow this morning as if today were just as good as any other day absently

she watched him rub the dewy seat cover dry and remembered another day like this

oneonel a colder day when in anticipation they had traveled this same road at first it was

to study english her brothers friend had said but in the silent chapel down the road

they found much more than grammar it reminded her of peters words silver and

gold have I1 none but such as I1 have give I1 thee acts 36 soon after she would

leamlearn what peter had to give as every week the missionaries met them there and taught

them her brother in one room and she in the other learning the purpose of their lives

of the fathers plan and of the saviors pain I1 am a child of god and he has sent me

here she never tired of saying it then came thoughts of another father and their

family living room they stood together and told him of baptism of commandments

it remained clear with her the glowing pulsing alter redly casting shadows on their

words their fathers tired gutty sigh his symbol of defeat but oh if only his desire to

know the truth could truly equal theirs he too could know that they had reached all

the knowledge he had ever sought

A quick glance at her brother and ya pings eyes filled with emotion oh

what a road they two had traveled together what a trail of purpose lay ahead and

today today a perfect day for travel her brother must have read her thoughts and

ofyourfaith
ofyourfamily

andyourfamily

itit

3 6

sighhis
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would not let her linger long with one quick step shoveshovel straddle he was gone A

few more miles and he was already there

the sacrament meeting ended their baptism it had come her brother stood

beside her tall and calm against the unknown as pictures were snapped and people

welcomed and then she was looking up into his eyes he was here her father

staring at them from a little distance off ya ping clearly remembered inviting him but

somehow had misunderstood his silence for a no it didnt matter now as he took his

place beside her the picture snapped verifying to her to all that he had really come

be still your mother doesnt knowknowl he whispered in her ear and then from

him the rest was silence

they walked inside and up the stairs together he held her hand and her little

brother walked beside them running his arms across the walls pretending to paint

pictures on its white her older brother proudly walked behind leading from the back

they opened with a hymn a prayer and then they heard the talks she tried to listen

but mostly she just watched her father who sat behind them in silence why had he

come she wondered andoulddouldan he ever come agamagain her heart ached with desire to

see him every week beside her close enough to hold his hand to whisper funny secrets

near his ear but this was not the time for her to think those thoughts right now it

was her own start she must think about first I1 need to learn then I1 can help him do

the same As the music died away and they all rose and followed to the font she

vowed it would be done

the mirrors turned foggy from the heated water but everyone just crowded

closer to the font A couple scooted closer to the cinder block wall allowing her

father a better look down in to finally end their argument her brother had decided to

go first she watched him as the prayer was said and after as the water rushed all

over himhimlhimy a swift and cleansing current and then she felt herself step down into its

wet it warmed her toes her feet and legs up to her waist the prayer and then she

dropped beneath the air the water swirling hair and clothing caught beneath its fray

she arose and looked at father her hope for him was shining in her eyes but he no

longer glanced her way a little discomfited she wiped her eyes and started from the

font it just might take awhile she gently reminded herself
y

she had been right it was at least another year before she sat at church next to

her mother and looked down the row into her fathers eyes they had finally come to

church because they wondered why she did both wanting to understand to know what

she was learning As she sat beside her parents she marveled at the miracle at first it

hadnt been this way her mind thought back to angry kitchen scenes the forbidden

book of mormon accusing words and anxious confrontations

they

and would

air

in
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ya ping never could understand how everything she said it somehow came out

bad but she really didnt care the next sunday she would be there and the next one

and the next she would not stay away from church it meant too much to her it was

where the savior wanted her to be it was where she had promised him she would be

and it was the only place where her testimony grew

the more she camecamelcamey the more ya ping learned the more she knew the church

was true she remembered baptism how good it felt to be clean and new and warm

but like rebirthbirthlbirthore she was just a child again she needed to be fed to be loved to be

taught the gospel of the savior she needed to come to church and leamlearn how she

wished her parents understood but she knew that wishes werent enough so she

tried her best to show them how she felt inside each day help a little more be a little

kinder do a little better and slowly after that when sundays came around they didnt

seem as big a burden as before

it was her father who first noticed change in her he didnt know it came from

the little blue and gold book he had forbidden her to read he didnt know it came

from sunday trips to church the time she spent there learningleaming of the savior and how to

follow him and he didnt know it came from ya pings heart the growing burning

testimony of the truth that she was gaining they just didnt know so here they sat in

church listening to things that shed been taught and then they began to wonder

andyouandrou

orjustlorjust

the thawing 13

and you gone every day each week can 7 we even have some helpheip from you

on sunday7sundaysundays you would leave your mother here to watch these things herselfherse dotf all
that she must do and still on sunday toop how can you love that church more than

your family7family ff09

he stared at the blue book in distaste tf1 dondont7 want to catch you reading it

not now not tomorrow not ever ff evenelen from the first he could tell it was not like the

other books

7 didnt bring it up you did how can it all be mine or just the churchs

faultff

you want me to pray9praya about a book he sat in his chair resting the

opened book on his upturned belly a little blue roof atop a big round mountain

whywhy11

well when he put it that way i sounded a little funny to elder jackson too

he started to say these very words but ya pings father wasnt finished yet

you see I1 like reading about religions I1 like to read books that teach of god

no matter what they teach him to be

cant helpftom

too

yourfamily

I
evenftom thefirst

pray in

it

seel 1

herfather

11

ya ping looked up at her father and

remembered even as a small child the buddhist bibles he would buy for them to read

and study it was true he did like to study books her father continued books that

can help people to be happier help their lives improve but to pray about a book
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he

wingaingahng

trailed off as he looked across the table at his wife quieter than he had been she

looked down at the table and said nothing

elder jackson broke the silence that had followed but mr leo this book is

not just a book like other books you simply read to gain more information this book
is gods word written by prophets so we can know what it is god wants us to do

I1

he then turned to her beside him ya ping why is the book ofmormon so important

to you why did you pray to find out if its true
ya ping slowly picked up the book from the table she rubbed her finger along

its textured cover its heavy weight lay familiar in her hand she looked up at her

father and her mother and her heart it painfully expanded with desire she yearned to

put in their hearts the knowledge she had gained the feelings she had felt but of
course that wasnt how it worked just as she had done they too must search it for

themselves ya ping felt grateful in her heart for the testimony she had found and for

this chance she had to bear it

the book of mormon contains the word of god As the elders taught us

today our heavenly father has prepared a way for us to return and live with him

again but the way is not a free one there are some things we have to do we need to

follow the commandments our father in heaven has given us these commandments

will make us happy in our lives now and will help us return and live with him again

our father reveals these commandments to prophets who then write them down in

books called scriptures but how can we know that the things these prophets have

written are truly from god and will help us return to his presence this is the lords
test for us he expects us to do our part he wants us to pray about these writingwritings to

find out for ourselves if they are true I1 love my heavenly father so much because he

gave us a plan and taught us how to live it I1 love the book of mormon because I1

know it is true this knowledge has given my life peace because I1 know that if I1

follow the teachings of this book I1 will return to my heavenly fathers presence and

live with him again

s hiehic le

elder frank rode slower these days it seemed he was thinking about ya ping

and her family hed met them only a few times since his arrival here but from the

other elders he had learned all about these two long years how ya ping and her

brother had been baptized first and how through their example and their willingness to

change her parents then agreed to come to church and leamlearn about its teachings they

is

in

is

in

yearshow

ya ping quietly set the book back on the table and waited for the elders to

continue but in her heart she said a silent prayer heavenly father please give my

parents the desire to know these things are true give them the desire to ask and the

faith to accept the answer and then the most important part thy will he done she

quickly added at the end

sl

thawing
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I1 think its
dead jerked alive by the sound of elder franks brakes she mentally reminded herself

to remind him to get them fixed even before the elders could dismount she began to

talktaik the words coming out in frustrated sentences in shortened frightened syllables

hes lying to you

I1

the thawing 15

had felt the spirit as they sat inside the chapel learning that their family could be

together forever death it would not separate them then they had learned about their

heavenly father and his son jesus christ but baptism had frightened the mother and

after that she refused to meet so it became just him and he wouldnt pray and he

talked about buddhism all the time and then her mother had become so sick elder
frank remembered that day as he stood by her hospital bed the room dimmed her

husband silent unwilling to speak with them to communicate he remembered the

power the priesthood power he held to bless others to heal their bodies to strengthen

their souls she was released shortly after too weak and tired to meet with them her

husband still too hardened to listen

reflecting on his own brief time with themtheml elder frank could see where he

had led them wrong her fathers book ofmormon didnt sit unread but how could he

ever know the truth about the stories there inside it how was he to knowknowl if he

refused to pray how could you get an answer if you never asked the question

their last discussion came to mind mr leo hadnt understood the word of

wisdom why we live it and why he had to try so later that night when he said that

he was too busy for them now elder frank was hurt but not surprised it pained him

to sit and watch a man and his faith dwindle ya pings father needed to see how

important this book was to someone else he needed someone to show him how much

they cared he really knew the truth mr leo just needed someones love

she started in the middle other thoughts elder frank

shook his head and tried to catch up with her

who is

my father he lied to you tonight he didnt have anything to do except avoid

a meeting with you two I1 saw him siltingsitting at home and I1 began to have this feeling I1

had a feeling to come to the church and find you both and take you to our house

youve just got to do something you ve got to call him you hanehave to go and see

him I1 think he really needs your help tonight

of her

ya ping waited outside the chapel for what seemed like an eternity she was

cold no she was past cold I1 wonder what they call that past cold

ya ping fearing she might cry turned

and sniffled loudly there that was a lot better

elder frankfranklfranky usually very uncomfortable about spying on investigators tried

quick to think of something else to calm her down

past
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but hey the church phone is broken he remembered almost brightly im
sorry ya ping I1 dont think were going to be able to call him up tonight well try

again tomorrow okay

but she had already grabbed her bag and was running through the massive

black iron gate that stood in front of the small white chapel next door she yelled

back breathless next doors got a phone she didnt even wait to see if they would

follow after elder frank just stood and watched her leave bounced his front tire up

and down against the cold concreted parking lot and wondered what to do A

moment later he pushed off his bike heading in the direction of her flailing arms and

coattails

the voice on the line startled elder frank hellohello9hellod mr leo well I1 had no

idea you were home elder frank began we were just thinking about you and

wanted to give you a call how are you doing anywaysanyway9

how did you know to call me herehere9herec mr leo began how did you know id
be homehome9homec elder frank tried to suppress his urge to laugh as ya ping frightened of
the voice darted away oh I1 guess you could say we just had a feeling it

silence from the other end and after a time reallyreally9 A feelingfeeling9feelings more9

doubting silence and then elder frank how long has it been since you last saw my

daughter mr leo sounded husky heavy heartened

elder frank not quite sure how to answer the unexpected question began to

grope for words but as his eyes took a quick scan of the room the small stools the

steamy shrimp fried rice the busied mothers and their children he felt a small grin

sneak across his face quite honestly mr leo its been a little while

youre doing whatwhat9whata youre getting baptizedbaptized9 ya pings mother stood next

to the kitchen sink steam rose from the freshly stewed clams and began to fog her

glasses she took them off almost breaking them as she slammed her fist upon the

tabletop
you want to get baptizedbaptized9 whatever forgmorg she said it again as if the first

time hadnt been loud enough for them to hear what are you even talking aboutabout9abouts

we went to church to find out what our kids were doing there not to be baptized

members of it how can you be this stupid to let them trick you into their beliefsbeliefs9bellefs9l

she looked as though she wanted to cry but was entirely too angry to do so

his look was not one of surprissurprise just sadness that he knew her all too well

mr leo reached into his pocket searching for the yellowed handkerchief and slowly

wiped the beaded droplets from his worried brow he had dreaded facing her for days

but now he sat in front other and firmly shook his head

in

anyway9

since

roomthe
childrenhe

surprisejust

of her
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im sorry you dont understand but I1 feel that this is right for me to do I1 have

prayed about it and god has told me yes this is the right decision after his few

minutes of insistent explanation she only grew more angry

and I1 had told you nol youre not going to get baptized because im not

going to let you the day that you get baptized is the day im going over to that

church and im going to failure to think of a proper punishment for them all

stopped her in midthreatmidthreat im just going to hit everyone of them for what they

are doing to this family

his had been a great baptismal service for the most part ya ping sat

remembering her own the ecstasy and excitement of the day her father smiled and

tried to talk to everybody usually all at the same time and he had definitely been

washed clean his little belly making it all the way under on only the third try that day

he arose to bear his testimony ya pingoingding still familiar with the feeling it had been sheshel

not too long before she closed her eyes and remembered the miracle of this her

fathers day

he stood before them now his hair still damp his white shirt clean he cleared

his throat a few nervous times and unfolding the paper before him tightly clutched its

crisping edges then he found the words to speak

the first time you know I1 came because I1 wanted to see what it was my

daughter and my son were studying here but I1 was mostly bored at church I1 thought

that maybe I1 was watching the wrong thing so I1 decided just to watch my daughter

and my son not at church but as they lived their lives I1 watched them as they

changed as they began to do things a little different than before caring about things

they never cared about before they helped us more were kinder to us although I1

didnt know it at the time they were just trying to become more like their savior more

like jesus christ it was because of their example that I1 was willing to meet with the

missionaries and leamlearn even more about the church but shortly after I1 realized that it

took more than my daughters example for me to find the truth I1 myself had to really

want to know I1 had to want to find it

but at the timetimey I1 didnt really want to know I1 didnt want to pray about the

things the elders taught me I1 liked to10 come and listen to gospel things because I1

thought that the church was good that it could help my life but praying for answers

making commitments that was scary I1 did read the book ofmormon though

everyday it fascinated me I1 would open up its covers and find answers to my

problems nephi he was just like me his struggles just like mine I1 would read his

no

ya ping tried hard not to smile the picture her mother painted slowly forming

in her mind she wondered when her mother would see just what the church was

doing to their family
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stonesstories over and over again finding new meaning every time I1 looked and thats when

I1 discovered that there was something special about the book and then after I1 prayed

about it I1 knew I1 had been right it was a special book it was the word of god

he waited until he was sure he wouldnt cry then went on I1 thank my

children for leading me to this happiness and for their patience and good example I1

thank the lord for giving us this gospel giving us the book of mormon so we can

know how to return to his presence this is my testimony I1 know this church is true
yes thank you lord for helping him here ya pings own heart repeated in

gratitude

mr leo felt his heart burning at her words sister chen finished her testimony

and sat down her two small boys immediately running to her mobbing the bottoms of
her skirt it has been a good testimony meeting he thought to himself he turned his

head slightly to the left looking at his daughter sitting peacefully by his side and
then that moment he began to understand he understood why ya ping had done

what she had donedonel why she had continued going to the church for all that time it was

because she wanted to progress she wanted to leamlearn more about the gospel and how

to return to her heavenly father her example had brought him to the church but

now it was up to him to make of himself what he wanted to become his mind recalled

the elders sharing

if any man will do his will he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of
god or whether I1 speak of myself john 717 they were right he knew that now a

testimony came in the doing of it A testimony of prayer came from praying a

testimony of gods word came from reading it and a testimony of the gospel came

from living it and learning all about it

he tried to catch the tear as he once again thanked heavenly father for his

chance to learnleam about the gospel he was willing to have a testimony he was willing

to live the doctrine of the gospel because he wanted to live with his father again he

wanted to return home

ya ping gently nudged him with a tissue he quickly took it blew his nose

and wiped his eyes a little drier

are you okayokay9okaya she asked softly

im fine he embarrassedly assured her I1 think I1 might be catchingcat coldchinia

ic

mrs leo leaned back in bed trying to explain herself a little better I1 dont

mean that youve turned into another person or anything I1 just mean you seem a little

different lately maybe a little happier or something do you know I1 cant even

remember when our last argument was what is it thats so different about us

myselfjohn
in

s
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he sat on the edge of their bed rubbing his calloused feet back and forth

between his warming hands smiling at her and shrugging his shoulders in innocence

he was secretly happy that she had even noticed since the day he had realized the

church was truetruel he had also wanted her to understand the gospel and how it would

help their family have the chance to live together again even after death he thought it

strange that he followed in their footsteps once again as he looked to ya pings
example to know how to share the gospel with his wife he had learned that words

were not enough at first so he had tried to use the gospel to show her what it meant

to him and she had seen the change now her heart also began to wonder

in answer to her question without a word he reached over to the book of
mormon by his bed and lifted it from the table he held it out to her a silent gesture

of his change she took it in her hands and after looking back at him a little

skeptically opened it slowly and began to read I1 nephi having been bomborn of goodly

parents

she was beautiful that day her white dress flowing gently all around her hair

cut short and curvy like a little mother angel my mother angel ya ping was thinking

to herself ya ping and her father crowded closer to the font while her younger

brother knelt beside them on the floor his lanky body still too tall for the shorter kids

to see above her older brother stood just far enough away that he could watch yet

not appear too anxious too old to be too touched

As they waited for her mother to enter the water ya ping quietly took her

fathers hand dad you know all those times you asked me for a tissue during

church I1 knew you really didnt have a cold A small smile a squeeze he mouthed

the words I1 know

is

is
t

ya ping squeezed back she knew she had been right it was

definitely getting warmer
t

ya ping is now serving a mission for the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

her father is president of a local branch where her mother also serves as relief
society president and her older brother currently serves the youth her younger

brother was also baptized a short time after his mother and is now serving his country
in the taiwan army two years after hey were baptized ya pings whole family

were able to go to the taipei temple and there be sealed together for time and for all

eternity
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WHEN HEARTS PREPARE

16 the lord did pour outow his spirit on all the face of the land to
prepare the minds of the children of men or to prepare their hearts to receive the
vordvhich should be taught among them at the time of his coming

alma 16 16

just one more game the two missionaries pleaded from the court itll only

take ten minutes

elder lyons looked across the table at each of the other members of his

district realizing how important and individual they all really were the reality of his

responsibility suddenly became much clearer to him and he began to wonder how he

didpour

word which

1616

in

yu fang glanced up from retying his shoelace and looked around except for

the five of them the court still appeared deserted A few mosquitoes buzzed around

the net and a couple of white mice played something in the taller grass around the

edge yu fang couldnt understand it usually this park was alive but when he had

come this morning to take his usual walk they were the only ones here and so the

four tall foreigners had invited him to play basketball but that was a good hour ago

and now yu fang had to get to work

he shook his head and smiled his disappointment the shorter american just

shrugged his shoulders turned around and began to shoot baskets the other three

waved goodbyegood andbye then they all started a new game this time without him yu fang

stood and stretched as body as big as it would go it had been a fun morning with

themthemlthemo he reflected as he started for his scooter he didnt know why but he was really

glad theyd met they were in some way different from anyone else hed ever known

something different about their spirit the way they carried themselves something in

their smiles all the way to work yu fang kept wondering who they were
1c

elder lyons stood to start the district meeting the presidents last words to him

running through his head ive asked you to serve in this area specifically to help

more men here join the church to find more men who are prepared to hear the gospel

receive the priesthood and lead this area to greater things I1 need your district to

concentrateconcent workrateyratel hard and find those men whom the lord has prepared to lead his

saints here if there are no leaders there is no way the church here can progress

ac
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would do it how he would lead them all he cleared his throat and thought of what to

say

we are lucky to have such a chance to be here together he began tt1 want

you to know that I1 know that each of us has been called here for a special reason

there are people here that only we can help people who are waiting for us to find

them and share the gospel with them people who are prepared to accept their savior
jesus christ and join his only true church this area is wonderful but it lacks men

worthy males who can use their priesthood to lead this branch of the lords church

and so that is our responsibility here we need to find those people who can lead this

area help them progress and become even stronger than they are now

elder lyons paused and again looked around at the missionaries gathered in

the room not really sure how to continue so the first thing that I1 think we should do

is kneel down in prayer and ask the lord to help us do this work help us find those

men who are prepared to accept the gospel of jesus christ and lead this church in

righteousness elder lyons walked around to the other side of the table knelt down

and waited for the others to do the same

ccccscc
the ribbon of hill seemed to stretch on and up forever its surface shining black

in the late morning sun it beat down hot and fierce as if trying to melt the concrete

from the mountainside sister davis rode in silence alongside her companion sister

wheeler all conversation wilted by the stifling summer heat they drove their bikes in

crazy patterns from shade spot to shade spot in an effort to escape the sweaty sun

the car approached from the top of the hill and as it neared them sister davis

curiously peeked inside the window anything to take her mind from the outstretched

hill before them the man driving looked up at her smiled big and waved a little it

had only been a second but she continued to stare at him even after he passed she

knew what she had seen

its him sister davis excitedly yelled to her companion hes got it the

light of christ in his eyes 71 sister wheeler looked a bit confused at her companions

outburst

who is it she asked again

its him I1 tell you we just saw our next branch president drive by

well arent we going to go and get him then sister wheeler asked without a

pause not particularly fond of looking like a fool sister davis struggled with herself

for a moment well she began to reason we can either chase after him like wild

undignified lunatics justpust escaped from the crazy house or we can do nothing and

hope that someday someone else finds him and shares the gospel with him put that

way it made her decision a lot easier

I
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lets go get him sister wheeler she yelled back at her companion she
whipped her bike around and her pride and gearhashedgear skirthashed blowing in the wind

started down the hill pedaling for all she was worth
yu fang was late but he wasnt really worried it would only take a second to

dump the garbage and then make it back to his restaurant in time to start the rice for

tonights customers As his car came up over the hill he immediately spotted them the

two bicycles making their way up the long mountainous road As he approached

themtheml he noticed they were both young women their large helmets bobbing up and

down in rhythm with the bumpy road

he looked out his window at the one nearest his car she must have been at

least twenty but not much older her black helmet hung crooked from atop her

windblown hairhairlhairyhalry and they both looked a little hot and tired in the late morning sun as

they pedaled past him up the hill he didnt know whether to laugh at them or call for

medical help he decided to smile big and wave a little as he passed them after that

he turnedfumed and watched the road stretch out in front of him never looking back he

didnt see then turn and tear back down the hill after his retreating car

just their luck his car was the kind that went much faster than the average

bicycle could and so before long they made no progress at all As he only became

smaller and smaller in the distancedi sisterstanceystancel davis realized she either needed to pray for

strength or pull over soon for a vital organ transplant since she wasnt real big on

needles to begin with sister davis began to pray

heavenly father I1 love the man that is in that car way way way up there

sister davis began andif I1 hope he has been having a good day so far but we really

need to catch him so we can share the gospel with him I1 know the chances may be

slim but I1 am praying with all my faith that in about another thirty seconds a torrential

island storm will start causing lightning to descend and strike a gash in his tire a gash

large enough to allow us to catch up to him but not one large enough to cause him or

his car any serious harm after allaltaliail she knew prayer had to be specific with that she

finished her prayer stuck out her handhando and waited for the rain to fall

in the distance the small black garbage bin loomed bigger and bigger in her

eyes and to her joy so did his short red car he had parked right next to it hallelujah

he stopped to dump some garbage sister davis thought to herself although the

lightning would have been more dramatic this would just have to do she started to

laugh in delight weve got him she yelled as she turned around and saw sister

wheeler smiling big and laughing hard right back at her

by the time he realized hed been followed the garbage had already been

dumped yu fang brushed his hands off on his pants and stepped back in the car As

his hands reached down searching for his keys his eyes spotted them in his rearview

mirror the two young women on bikes he had just passed a few minutes earlier that

in
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morning their big blackbeetleblack helmetsbeetle giving them away they rode low on their

dated bicycles hands tightly gripping both blackened handlebars which stuck out high

up in the air they rode as if possessed backs bent low postures streamlined the
hair sticking out behind their varnished helmet tops danced in a flipflopflip motionflop behind

themthemlthemo rightfight to left then left to nightrightfight while the wind slowly hiked their skirts up

revealing sagging kneehighknee lineshigh and bony whitened knees they abruptly came to a

stop beside his car As he realized it was him theyd been chasing yu fang couldnt
help but start a smile

sister davis screeched to a stop not three inches from his car window and

sister wheeler rolled her bike in front of his front fender sister davis sure that they

had his full and complete attention by now knocked on his window motioning for him

to roll it down

at first he just cast his puzzled stare back and forth between the two sister

missionaries the one blocking his car from any forward motion the other smiling back

at him from the other side of the windowpane he unrolled his window and asked

them what they wanted

how do you get into town from this road here sister davis asked him

trying to look as casual as she could while wiping sweat and dirt from her reddened

face

well you were headed into town before you turnedfumed around and rode down the

hill after me he told them the smile on his face grew a little wider

thanks 11 she replied where exactly do you live not really a person to

share a lot about himself yu fang couldnt resist the feeling he had was just too good

before realizing it he had told them not only where he lived but all about his family

and his children his interests and his work he stopped talking and looked at both of

them again what is ifit about these two people he wondered to himself again that

makes me feel the way I1 ifeelfeeljeeliveel

sister davis had gone on do you know that were missionaries from the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday he shook his head no so she resumed

we missionaries have a special kind of work to do we go out everyday and

introduce our church to other people and invite them to leamlearn more about it we want

to give you this little blue sheet that better explains what we share with other people

we have six standard discussions about our heavenly father and jesus christ and

about why we came here to earth do you feel you have interest to hear about these

things

strangely surprised yu fang realized he did want to leamlearn more about their

church he thought for a moment then replied you know my brother is a member

of another churchchurchy and ive been to his church several times before but I1 dont think I1

liked it very much he stopped talking but the feeling persisted you know you want

in
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to learn about their church so just tell them you willwllmilmii I1 think I1 would be very

interested in what you have to teach he finally managed

it sounded like a yes to sister davis yu fang took the small white card from

her hand and proceeded to write his name and number on the front of it sister davis

thanked him and nodded to her companion she wheeled her bike away from his car

and into the road and with a final wave they started back up the hill

yu fang watched the other sistersistelbistel as she walked her bike away from the front of
his car he turned the key and with a bigbisz black cough the car came to life shifting it

into gear he began to pull away his heart still feeling the feeling somehow yu fang

knew he would soon become a member of this church

I hate to tell you this companioncompanio butnl I1 think the sisters in our district are

getting scarier and scarier

why do you say that elder soldiers

well

9

look for yourself they re coming up the hill right now

1

the two elders stopped and parked their bikes and watched the sisters pedal

toward them elder lyons waited until they dragged themselves to a stop next to him

and he could get a closer look sister davis first unstrapedunscrapedunstrap hered helmet her hair fell

from its resting place matting to her sweatstreakedsweat facestreaked her dress hung damply to

her as she wiped the sweat that ran in beady drops along her nose his companion

had been right he quickly decided to himself they did look pretty bad sister davis

first found breath to speak

hey we just met the most awesome man dumping garbage on the road 71 she

blurted out in one short breath and heres his number we told him you would call

him later today V

we think hes the next branch president her companion chimed in with a

smile

elder lyons smiled at the two sisters enthusiasm a little skeptically took the

referral card from sister wheelers outstretched hand and read the address written on

the front it was in elder yanceys area I1 hope this referral isnt as weird as the last

one you two gave him he mumbled to himself now exactly why was this man

dumping garbage on the road he asked them again

he didnt dump it on the road he dumped it beside the road you see we

wanted him to get a flat tire but then he dumped his garbage so it worked out a lot

better

what elder lyons tried again

see we were riding our bikes up the hill and he passed us in his car on the

way down but when he passed he smiled and waved and I1 just thought that he had the

sojust
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light of christ in his eyes you know the feeling that helps you know someone is

prepared and they want to hear the gospel well then I1 decided to go and chase him

down

excuse me but I1 do believe that it was my idea to chase him down her

companion interrupted her with a laugh

well I1 was thinking about turning around anyway sister davis replied but
for some reason his car went a little faster than my companions bike she turned and

smiled at sister wheelers indignation so I1 prayed that his tire would get struck by

lightning so we could catch up to him for some strange reason though the lightning

never camecamel but then we ended up not needing it because he happened to pull over to a

big black trash bin someone had put out in the middle of this road to nowhere im not

really sure why well it doesnt really matter why that trash bin is there because he

stopped at it anyway and thats how we caught up with him

sister davis was really getting into it now so by the time we reached his car

he had already dumped his garbage and was getting ready to pull away but my

companion rips up and plants her bike right in front of his car and hes not going

anywhere so I1 lean over take a quick peek at my sweaty american with a long nose

and moppy hair reflection and knock on his window at first he looks kind of

nervous but then figuring we are too ugly to be that dangerous he rolls down his

window and I1 ask him for directions of course we didnt need them or anything

sister davis felt the need to clarify but that was the easiest way to start a

conversation with him after allaliail we didnt want him to think we were weird after
that we started talking about his family and about our work here as missionaries he
was really nice and so he agreed to hear the discussions that is of course after we

invite you to teach them to him she finished nodding her head at the referral slip he

held in his hands

sister wheeler looked down at her watch impatiently well we really have to

go now sorry they walked their bikes past the elders a little ways turned and

waved goodbyegood thenbye continued up the hill their helmets bobbing up and down into

the distance elder lyons took out his pen and turning the referral card over quickly

wrote in big capital letters OUR NEXT BRANCH PRESIDENT CALL HIM he
thought that might spark elder yanceys interest

3c3c

elder lyons thought he recognized the street A quick glance around

confirmed it it was the same street he had traded out one day about three weeks ago

he still remembered that afternoon it had been very hot and halfway down the street

they had wanted to give up and go home but they had stuck it out and contacted

every business on both sides of the little narrow street how was it then he began to

wonder to himself that they could not have met this man how had yu fang been

in
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overlooked elder lyonslyons5 eyes began to search and quickly he found the little

restaurants red and blue sign leaning out into the street they quickly crossed the

street and stood outside peering in and then he remembered this store the day that

he had walked this street yu fang had been asleep inside not wanting to interrupt his

nap elder lyons had simply passed him by now once again outside his store elder

lyons said a quiet grateful prayer within his heart that yu fang had been given

another chance to hear about the gospel the gospel that would bring so much

happiness into his life this time he didnt even hesitate as he pushed aside the door

and walked right in

so elder yancey wont be coming back

elder lyons tried to explain but it turns out

that me and my companion will be visiting you from now on he could see from his

face that yu fang needed a little reassurance you are really going to miss him arent
you elder lyons tried to console him how was your first discussion with elder
yancey anyway

he taught me so much

elder lyons couldnt believe how excited yu fang appeared to be

he was practically glowing

but I1 think my favorite part was when elder yancey explained to me what

that feeling was I1 felt when I1 first saw the sisters that day they chased me down the

road I1 cant believe there is a feeling like that a power that god has given us to help

us know what is his truth and what is not

how did you like reading the book ofmormon it was elder soldiers

wellweliweilweill the first night I1 couldnt read it

he finished with a smile

yu fang reached over and grabbed the book from under the table at his side

then he looked up at the two elders who wants to give the opening prayer he

asked

44
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yu fang looked up at elder lyons
a confused look crossed his face

wellweltweilweli I1 thought at first that you lived in elder yanceys area and so he would

be teaching you all of the discussions

yu fang began his eyes lighting up excitedly I1 had

no idea that we were children of godgodl and that he wants us to return home and live

with him I1 had heard a lot about jesus christ before but I1 never knew why he was

important I1 didnt even realize that he had done so much for me and I1 didnt know

about the book of mormon and that it tells us how we can return and live with our

father in heaven

yu fang began my eyes are really

bad and I1 havent had any glasses for a long long time but then the next day I1 went

and bought some because I1 somehow knew that this book was important for me to

read and I1 was right
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yu fang found himself dressed in whitewhitel waiting for his baptism to begin they
stood in the classroom of the small chapel yu fang looked around nervously his
hands were sweaty and he felt a little cold it wasnt that he didnt want to be

baptized he had wanted it since the first day the elders had invited him yu fang

thought back to that invitation only one mere month before and began to realize how

much about this church he really didnt know he did not know all about the churchs
history or everything about its teachings he had not even read all of the book of
mormon yet he didnt know so many things and yet he could not deny the feelings

he had he had felt the feelings of the holy ghost testifying to his heart that it was

true he remembered back to that day as a young man the day he played basketball

with the missionaries in the park and then much later the day the sisters had chased

him down to share with him the message god wanted all to hear he remembered the

feelings he had had when elder lyons was in his home the love the warmth the

comfort the peace they called it the holy ghost telling his heart that the gospel they

were preaching to him was true he preferred to simply call it joy

the time of his baptism arrived and their short prayer meeting came to an end

those gathered in the room all knelt on the tiled floor and offered up a prayer in his

behalf they prayed that yu fang would feel peace that he would know all he needed

to know to be baptized there that day yu fang knelt and was listening to the prayer

when suddenly he felt someones touch it was as if strong arms of warmth had been

wrapped around him touching his shoulders and giving to him of their life and of their

power they held him close and tight and he was engulfed by their peace and love

yu fang opened his eyes and glanced around the room but as he looked across the

others bowed heads and closed eyes he knew ix wasnt them and then yu fang knew

where the touch had come from it had come from his father his father in heaven

knowing of yu fangs nervousness he had come to comfort him yu fang once again

realized that he did have a heavenly father that loved him endlessly and that knew

him intimately his father knew exactly where he was what yu fang was feeling like

and wanted to try to make him feel a little better it was just like the missionaries who

had been led to find him his father had known where he was and had sent those

sisters to his side

yu fang said amen as the prayer ended then looked up to the ceiling skyward

thanks for coming to my baptism he softly whispered to listening ears
s ie c ac i ae

yu fang is a very active member in his small branch of the church he is currently
waiting to receive the aaronic priesthood and is also excited for his chance to go to
the temple and begin to help others receive the important ordinances of the gospel the
ordinances necessary for their salvation yu fang is eager to leamlearn all he can about the
church and he continues to diligently study the gospel daily he knows what a
blessing it is to have been found and taught the true gospel of jesus christ

homethe
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I1 mentioned to the man seated by her side I1 hope I1 didnt

interrupt your reading

I1 sounded a little stupid to

myself but thats what the bishop had said to do remember how much happiness the

gospel has brought to your life dont be ashamed of it bravely share it with others

so they can become happy too n

ive never heard of scripture what is that

not knowing what to say I1 just shared with him the part I1 had been reading

scriptures are the love of god I1 began I1 was just reading about a man named

lehi one night god gave him a vision lehi dreamed he was in a wilderness and he

saw a long iron rod running to a tree with beautiful and delicious fruit on it A big

river also ran along the rod and there were mists of darkness everywhere those
people who held onto the rod didnt get lost and made it to the tree where they could

eat the good fruit and be happy

I1

THE SWEETNESS OF THE FRUIT

27 verily I1 say men should be anxiously engaged in a good cause
and do many things of their own freetree will and bring to pass much righteousness

28 for the power is in them wherein they are agents unto
themselves and inasmuch as men do good they shall in nowise lose their reward

doctrine & covenants 5827285827
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up from my reading I1 watched her board fingers tightly gripping the

small silver handrail as she pulled her little bent body up the three steelstuddedsteel stepsstudded

and onto the platform of the already crowded bus she dropped her few coins in the

slot her grey bun slightly bobbing to the rhythm of their fall the bus coughed twice

and lurched to life she lunged and caught the nearest hanging plastic ring and then

from seat to seat began to weave her way along the aisle As she approached I1 closed

my book and stood reached for my bag and began to exit from the window seat I1

bumped my seatmateseat asmate I1 crossed his legs his paper crinkling as I1 passed after
certain she was sitting comfortably I1 adjusted my own weight in preparation for the

long stand ahead of me

im sorry

thats okay its not todays newspaper anyway he said with a polite smile

what were you just reading he curiously asked his finger pointed to the black book

in my hands the one I1 now held closed and close against my chest

its my churchs book we call it scripture

1
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I1 explained but in

lehis vision there were also some people who didnt follow the rod they got lost and

never made it to the tree across the river there stood a big building full of rich proud

people who looked down at the people eating the fruit and mocked them so soon

some of these people left the tree and got lost too

I1 nodded my head toward the lady sitting by his side she was already asleep

its kind of like when you do nice things for people and other people make fun of you

for being nice I1 never let them bother me thoughthouahthorah I1 just remember how happy it

makes the other person feel and not about how important I1 will look to other people

I1 quietly replied

that day on the bus you never told me your name or address

ailall yfe

30 the sweetness of the fruit

I1 then motioned to the book I1 held these scriptures are like the iron rod

the teachings they contain can lead us to much happiness

after a quiet minute or two the man turned his thoughtful stare from the lady

and looked back up at the book I1 held next to my chest

do you have another one of those scripture books you could give me he asked a

little embarrassed by his own forwardness I1 reached and pulled the second copy from

my bag the bishop also said to always carry two one for you to read and one to

give the friend you havent met just yet first I1 shared with him my testimony written

in the front then opened to the pictures and told him what the book was all about

after giving him the book we still talked for quite awhile he told me of his family

and their home I1 told him of my baptism in taipeijust the month before

and then I1 had to go I1 stepped down from the bus and turnedfumed and watched it

drive away through the dusty windows I1 saw him open up the book and start to read

the phone scared me I1 was so tired I1 rolled over and looked up at the dullish

glow of the clock it was a long time after ten oclock I1 scrunched myself up against

the headboard and rubbed my eyes trying hard to become coherent

hello

im sorry I1 was just wondering if there was somebody at this number who

gave away a book of mormon on a bus about four years ago it

I1 was sleepy but it sounded like something I1 had done one time

I1 think you want to talk to me

the man began

but I1 always remembered you were baptized in taipei and what you look like so I1

eventually found you anyway I1 had to I1 wanted to thank you for being brave and

introducing me to the gospel last week my whole family my wife my two children

and I1 were all baptized members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

thank you for sharing the book of mormon with me you gave our family a chance

to have the happiness of the gospel now in our livesilves and a chance to live together as a

family for eternity we thank you my brother thank you
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1I could barely sleep at all that night the scripture it kept running through my

head

and as I1 partook of the fruit thereof it filled my soul with exceedingly great

joy wherefore I1 began to be desirous that my family should partake of it alsoalsolaisoalsos for I1

knew that it was desirable above all other fruitfi I11uit nephi 8 12

and then I1 realized it was just as lehi said those who heeded not the

mockers found great joy in sharingsh theariner gospel with others I1 always knew that lehi
was right but I1 never really knew the sweetness of the fruit until the day that I1 was

brave enough to share some on my own

fruituntil
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atlitl 11 she concluded folding her arms

and leaning back in her chair for added emphasis thinking that was the end of their

THE SEARCH

2 and it shall come to pass in the last days when the mountain of the lords
house shall be established in the top of the mountains and shall be exalted above the
hills and all nations shallshailshali flow unto it

3 and many people shall go and say come ye and let us go up to the
mountain of the lord to the house of the god of jacob and he will teach us of his
ways and we will walk in his paths for out ofzion shall go forth the law and the
word of the lord from jerusalem

2nephinephi 1223122
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im telling you I1 dont wantwarnwarm a book of mormon she looked back at

them with determined angry eyes elder steward cast a long sideways glance at his

companion it was his cue for help

I1 dont knowknowl his companion whispered back through smiling teeth in all

the copies of the book of mormon ive ever tried to give away ive never come to

blows before maybe you had just better leave her alone anlerafterafleranner all contention is of
the devil

not comforted by his companions words of wisdom elder steward still felt a

little confused and very much uncomfortable although he had been on island for a

little over five months now there was nothing in those five months that could have

prepared him to meet sister jyanayan he jusijust couldnt quite figure her out it wasnt that

she was physically intimidating the top other head barely clearing his chest but

sometimes she just seemed to tower over them she was smart quick and feisty not

only telling you how it was but how she thought it ought to be she was fired from

inside and he could see it occasionally when he looked into her eyes elder steward

had to admit it hed never in his whole life met anyone quite like sister jyanayan he
defeatedlydefeat putedly the book back down in his lap and started another approach but she

wasnt finished yet

I1 dont want it because ill probably just throw it away someday soon and then

I1 would feel bad she began again so if youvou dont give it to me I1 wont have to

throw it away II11

well at least shes honest elder steward thought to himself

when I1 want one ill call you and ask for it

shallflow
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wellweliweil I1 think after that it was mostly because other kids she knows the

gospel and the church are good she knows they can help her children learn good

things so now she invites us over to talk to her kids read the book of mormon with

them and make goals that will help them progress

34 the search

conversation the two elders both sat back in their chairs thanked her for her time and

gathered their things to leave

sister jyanayan saw that they were going and sat up a little straighter in her chair

what about my kids arent you going to give them a book

startled at the request elder steward glanced up from his briefcase in surprise

but I1 thought you just said you didnt want

she sat theretherel staring at him in innocent silence waiting for him to finish the

sentence he had started I1 hope I1 ifigurefigure these people out soon he thought as he

reached into his bag pulled out three copies of the book and began again

now this man his name is lehi
3e ij sk lc aaeaje ii

well im sorry youre confused but I1 really dont know how else to describe

her she is a nice lady and everything just not your typical quiet chinese housewife

watch your left around this comer

elder jensen rode alongside his new companion down the shallow road in the

distancedi thestancel days remaining light slowly collected into darkness it was hot he
reached behind and found his handkerchief and then sat back upon his bike seat one

hand to steer the bike one hand to wipe the sweat he tried again

you see sister jyanayan first met the missionaries about three years ago and has

met every other pair of missionaries since the members all know her too shes been

to church before and she used to come to english class all the time

so why hasnt she joined the church yet elder daw carefully asked

I1 dont know why I1 know she thinks the church is good and that it can help

her kids out alot her kids really like it when we come over to read the book of
mormon and talk about the church in the beginning the whole family used to hear

the discussions but after a while the husband got busy with his work and then she

kind of lost interest in reading and studying about the gospel elder jensen trailed

off thoughtfully

so why does she keep wanting the missionaries to come 7

what about her elder daw turned and looked at his companion does she

still read the book of mormon

elder jensen began to smile ill let you ask her yourself shes right here on

the right they pulled up to the entrance of the househousel the big iron door hung open

elder jensen parked his bike and began to call her name

hello sister jyanayan are you here

everythingjust
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she appeared in the doorway momentarily oh its you she squinted in the

darkness who is he your new companion

yeah hes from america too from utah elder jensen began but as he

looked up from his handlebars sister jyanayan had already disappeared inside the house

they started to follow her in

your outside doors open do you want me to close it elder jensen yelled

into the house

she came hurrying back out no leave it open right now jya rongs not

home from playing ball yet and then barely audible elder daw heard andcand I1 want

heavenly fathers love to come in surprised at the remark he asked her to repeat it

repeat what she looked at him blankly he turned to elder jensen who

just silently shook his head no and began taking off his shoes

they entered the house togethertog andethertetherl while she busied herself in the kitchen

elder daw looked around in curiosity the floorsfloor pale green tile was shiny in the

yellow light it looked just mopped he peeked around the comer and saw the three

bedrooms on the side and the smallish kitchen in the back in a moment she emerged

following a large tray of several sweating water glasses she set the water on the table

in front of them and then she called the kids the boy came running from the back

bedroom the little girl looked up from her homework in the chair they both had

copies of the book of mormon in hand the little boy opened up his shiny red pencil

case carefully analyzed the contents and then chose his favorite pen they were ready

to start

elder daw was asked to introduce himself he did so only to find her staring

intently at him

your chinese isnt very good yet she bluntly observed then turning to elder

jensen asked what are we going to leamlearn about tonight

elder jensen casting one glance at his angered companion decided it was time

for the opening prayer after the prayer he gathered his strength and tried to start a

sister jyanayan discussion but she had her own plans for this discussion before elder

jensen even had a chance to start she had already spoken

so which part of the book of mormon are we going to read together

tonight

wellweilweli elder jensen began a little wary of sister jyansayans newfoundnew

enthusiasm

found

I1 thought that tonight we could get together and discuss the parts that

you have read since last time we met

but I1 thought she responded that we could talk about a new part

together

s
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we can do that too elder jensen reassured her with a smile but first we

want to read the part we asked you to read last time we came he was testing her

where exactly did you get too

not willing to admit she hadnt read she responded you should know where

its at after all youre the one who assigned me to read it to

she was getting good at this game elder jensen had to admit with a little

smile but even his amusement couldnt hide his concern for his friend she hasnt
read again he thought to himself dejectedly what are we doing wrong how can I1

ever help this lady understand the importance of this book

elder dawdawl looking over at his companion decided it was time to interrupt

sister jyanayan he began how do you feel about the book of mormon

she seemed to relax a little at his question it was a familiar one its a good

book I1 am glad my two sons jya rong and pei hong are reading it and I1 like to talk

with you about it when you come

well she knew the answer to that one he told himself elder daw continued

sister jyanayan how do you think reading the book of mormon everyday will help your

life right now

she thought for a minute well I1 know that it will help me live better help

me be better to my husband and it can help me teach my children better I1 know that

when I1 read I1 can leamlearn a lot about becoming more like the savior

elder daw cleared his throat to agree sister jyanayan thank you for sharing your

feelings with us I1 also know that the book of mormon will help us to become better

people and that by reading it everyday we can become closer to our heavenly father
so I1 want to ask you sister jyanayan are you willing to start reading from the book of
mormon everyday

she looked right through him elder daw she calmly replied I1 dont have

to answer that question

he almost fell out of his chair excuse me he finally managed

I1 said I1 dont have to answer that questionquesti to

orlyoril she returned again

not your typical chinese housewife elder daw thought to himself he had

however recovered enough to continue

sister jyanayan we need to know if you are willing to read so we can keep coming

and visiting you he began again if you dont read you cant know if the book is

true you cant progress and you cant know if the church is true

sister jyanayan leaned forward listening to every word he said and nodded her

head in agreement pleased by her reaction elder daw also leaned forward gave her

his best stem look ever and prepared to ask her one more time sister jyanayan are you

willing to start reading the book of mormon everyday
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she looked back at him just as sternly elder daw im just not going to

answer that question

elder daws arm reached forward picked up his water glass and took a big

long sip its going to be a long hot summer he decided
5cic

but I1 never said you could do that what do you do just go around doing

things without even asking me what I1 think or what I1 wantawant9wanttl

english class was already over but through the din of the students casual

chatter elder daw still thought she was being a bit too loud he couldnt understand

why she was so upset over the whole thing in the first place but the sisters here are

wonderfulwonder he startedstart and44andedyedl

but I1 dont want the sisters to come over to my house she interrupted in

ustrationfrustrationlustrationfi I1 dont know them why cant you elders just keep coming overaover9over115over

we

115

talked about it and decided that since your husband is never homehomelhomey it

would be better if the sisters come and visit you and your children the decision had

already been made a decision elder daw had felt good about I1 really think the sisters

can help her out if she 7 let them anyway

he looked back at her and saw that her eyes had begun to water well I1

dont think its fair she quietly told him again besides that you elders never gave

me a fair chance you never even asked me to be baptized

elder daw felt awkward when women began to cry so he did the only thing he

could think to do he got mad

we did too ask you he accused her with a start you always said you

didnt like to talk about it you didnt want to be pressured into it elder daw began

to feel frustrated and angry and upset all at the same time and then he suddenly felt

himself grow bold

sister jyanayan do you or do you not want to be together with your family

forever9forever she looked up at him eyes big with surprise and then simply nodded her

head

well if you want to you know that you need to be baptized rightright9righta

I1 knowknowl if was all she said I1 know

and then he just had to ask the question one last time sister jyanayan do you or

do you not know that this church is gods only true church upon the face of the whole

earthearth9eartha

this time it was the smallest voice yes it is she answered I1 know she

looked down and again she whispered I1 know

then I1 think you also know elhatvhatnlhatkahat you need to do elder daw softly said
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months ago that she had first met this lady and now it was already time to say good-

bye

dont forget me

voicevolce
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sister harker put her helmet on she took one last look at sisters jyansayans

househousel then turned and straddled her bike I1 cantcany believe I1 m leaving this place
tomorrow she thought to herself

I1 had no idea id be so sad to see you leave sister jyanayan said with a small

frown she stood in the doorway of the house her hands resting firmly on her hips A

few strands of black hair freely blew across her face the rest held captive in the back
you knowknowlknows at first I1 didnt even like you missionary sisters

I cant believe im leaving either1

sister jyanayan made her promisepron
you

asedse

cant forget your promise either then she playfully reminded her next
time I1 see you itll be at your baptism rightright9righta

sister jyanayan smiled it had become an old joke between them okay she

replied with a laugh I1 promise the next time you see me ill be in white

sister harker smiled back and began to ride away you promised she yelled

back over her shoulder as she waved goodbyegood
3c

bye

well I1 dont know what to do either weve already bought the plane tickets

sister jyanayan said in exasperation she looked up at her husband in frustration they
had been having this same conversation for about two hours now and it was starting

to get on her nerves their trip to america was only two weeks away and suddenly

they had no one to stay with

mister jyanayan looked just as tired as she was but he valiantly started from the

beginning one more time wellweliweilweill we cantcan1tcanut just go to america and expect to stay with

people we dont even know he logically reminded her again

and I1 cant go to america and stay with that uncle of yours in california for

two hours let alone two weeks she replied back

he looked down at his hands for a while in silence sister jyanayan waited for his

decision maybe we just shouldnt go then he finally suggested the disappointment

evident in his voice

she looked up at him sharply the frustration evident in her voice not gog909

how can we just not 909902 after all this time of waiting and planning and now you just

dont want to gog909 what about utah the temple the missionaries we wanted to go and

visitvisit9visita

hearing her voicevolce begin to catch he looked up in surprise As he watched her

eyes fill up with tears at his suggestion it was only then that brother jyanayan began to

understand his wife she didnt want to go to america to look around to see the

sights to be amused she went to better understand herself the gospel to find some
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answers to her many questions to leamlearn those things about the church that somehow

here had turned up missing she went to find the truth but now it seemed

impossible how could they go now he stood up from the table and quietly left the

room her questions would just have to wait for another time another day another
chance

sister jyanayan looked up long enough to watch him leave she wished she could

give up it would be so much easier to follow his lead but she could not deny the

something inside of her that something that kept pushing her pushing her to america

to utah there has got to be a way she tiredly thought to herself theremere has got to be

a way to the temple

she slowly closed her eyes and gently bowed her head then she began to

pray

companion you get this phone call I1 got the last one

sister harker sat up from her scripture reading and peeked out of her little

blanket cave As she rolled over in an effort to untangle herself her book of mormon

slid off the bed and fell on the floor in a mess of pages its still cold here she

informed her companion as her feet and legs hit the outside air of their apartment she

reached it by the seventh ring

good morning yes im sister harker she replied then she was silent for

a while I1 didnt even know they were planning to go to america she finally said

did she say why they were goinggoing9goings so they can see the temple in utahutah9utahs and so they

can see if returned missionaries keep on living the gospelgospel9gospels she9 had to laugh outloudoutlord

at that one sounds like sister jyanayan is the same as I1 remember her you tell her that

my family wants them to come and stay for as long as they need a place to stay they
only live a few minutes outside of salt lake my family would love to take the jyansayans

to temple square and to the other cool church stuff there she paused and listened

for a minute moremorel but had already decided what to do

you tell sister jyanayan that ill have my family meet them in the salt lake city

airport as soon as their plane lands in utah after a few more minutes she hung up

the phone but stood thinking for a little while longer she couldnt believe it the
jyanayan family were going to america they were going to see the temple they were going

to her home

mr jyanayan peeked his head out of the exit tunnel and looked around the airport

they were the last passengers to deplane except for the occasional suitcase following

its hurried owner the immediate unloading area was deserted his eyes watched their

flight number and time flash on and off the electronic screen above the reception desk

to the right there was no mistake they were on time an older man stood at the
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edge of the boarding area holding a red rose and a small ladies purse he caught mr

jyansayans attention and smiled at him encouragingly mr jyanayan could only manage a small

nervous smile back where was sister harkers family

hey were over here he looked toward the sound of the voice and only

then noticed the herd of people motioning for his attention he counted the four

young girls and their parents its gotta be sister markers family he thought to

himself he briefly disappeared and then a moment later came walking back down the

aisle followed by a tiny asian woman a rather handsome young man and then the

smallest child donning her davy crockett headgear the harkersbarkers crowded too close

around the kids meilimei hadli to adjust her coonskin cap

so what do you want to go and see firstafirst9first brother harker asked them slowly

there is basketball or plays or the mountains

he trailed off in anticipation hoping they could understand his words they all

looked a little confused at first but then sister jyanayan suddenly caught on she grabbed

her husband by the arm and excitedly turned back to brother harker she made a

steeple with her hands

you want to see the church he asked with a smile

sister jyanayan didnt understand what he had said but somehow she just knew it

wasnt right she tried again this time making the steeple a little bigger her face trying

to convey the picture in her mind

her father still confused emily spoke up quietly at first daddad9dada I1 think they

want to see the temple

sister jyanayan turned to the youngest daughter nodded her head excitedly and

smiled with relief she didnt quite understand what emily had said either but she

really didnt need to it was in the way she had said the word temple the way she

had mentioned the holy house of god

she wants me to bear my testimonytestimony9 right nowanow9 allison sat straight up in

her rocking chair she looked over at the translator just to make sure she had heard it

right so she can see for herself if ive still gotgoi oneg allison tried hard not to laugh

at the request she managed to keep it to a big smile well cant you just tell her ive
still got oneg do you think she can just trust me on thisthis9thise

it was pretty early even for the harkers early morning scripture study class

they had come struggling down the stairs at the usual time this morning only to find

the jyansayans lined up in a row waiting for them to start hymnbooks in lap hair combed

eyes rubbed and showers taken the opening hymn was a mixture of unintelligible

english and chineseChi andnesel then they began with family prayer

brother jyanayan have you ever had a chance to kneel together with your family

in your own home and have a prayer with them brother harker afterward inquired
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mr jyanayan looked up startled for a moment it was the first time he had ever

been called brother jyanayan he kind of liked the sound of it after a minute or two he

had thought ofwhat to say because of my job I1 am gone from my family alot and

so its hard to be together as a family very often but everyday when I1 am out on my

ship I1 am always praying for them

sister jyanayan looked up at her husband in surprise but before he could catch her

gaze she had glanced back down at the hymnbook still clutched tightly in both hands

she didnt know that either brother harker silently noticed in amazement she

doesntY know how much her husband really carescafes for them brother harker then

looked up at his own wifewifel and over at his children A small smile crept across his

face he hoped his children knew how much their father really loved them

they sat in the living room in their usual arrangement the rocking chairs all

pulled close together in a circle the chairs had grown fat with the added comforters

they squeezed out of the wooden railings on either side As sister jyanayan read through

her copy of the book she began to realize things she never had before why had she

never heard it quite like this before she wondered in her mind why had the book

never spoken to her like this why had she never yearned to read and study these

precious wordsvordscords the words of godgod7goda for some reason she thought of the missionaries

and became homesick for that spirit they brought into her home every wednesday

night and every saturday morning so she had turned to allison to reconfirm for her

those words she had read the feelings she had felt

I1 know that this church is the only true church on the face of the whole earth

she began I1 know that joseph smith is a prophet of god I1 know that with gods
help he translated the book of mormon a book that helps us know how to return to

live with heavenly father again I1 know jesus christ loves us and he wants us to be

happy As she bore her testimony once again allison thought back to her mission in

south americaArn theerical times she bore this same testimony to her brothers and sisters

therethereltheres to other children of god it was funny how it didnt feel any different right now

right here in her own living room
3tiotac3lie3i

sister ting pulled the collared coat up tighter around her throat utah was

definitely colder than taiwan she stamped the snow from her favorite brown boots

and thought about her home in kaohsiungkaohslunizKao ithsiung is warm in kaohsiungKao nowhsiung she

remembered and the gentle breeze a welcome from the heat A gust of wind came

blasting through the square again chilling any solitary passerby and reminding her that

this winter was not like all the others it was her first winter away from home the first

winter other missionmissio the first winter without her father when she had first come to

utah to start her mission he had been sick with the cancer she remembered how she

had wanted to return home and take care of him many days she struggled to decide
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and after that struggled with her decision mother had died when she was just a child

he had no one and then when he died it was she who had no one but she stayed

although he worsened his death become a distant story her life was here on temple
square her mission for the lord

excuse me miss she turned to face methe tall kind man her thoughts again in

utah I1 am brother harker and these are my friends who are staying with me and my

family for a few days they wanted to come and see the temple grounds but they only

speak a little english I1 called the center a few days ago and was told there are

missionaries serving here who can speak chinese and take them on a tour
so you are sister harkers dad she began with a smile im glad I1 finally got

the chance to meet you I1 first met your daughter when we started our missions in the

missionary training center we always thought it was funny she was going to my

home and I1 was coming here to hers and as for a chinese speaking tour guide

she had to laugh a little at the irony of his request brother harker you have truly

been led by the spirit today she started led to the only chinese speaking missionary

in the state of utah nightrightfightdight now congratulations on finding me so fast dont worry

about anything ill take good care of them

mr harker had to smile back at the beautiful chinese sister and his heart felt a

touch of homesickness for his own daughter miles away in a different land a different

culture sharing the same gospel and the same happiness of heavenly fathers plan

he again thanked her for her service then stood and watched them walk away the
words of a familiar hymn somehow came to mind come come ye saints no toil or

labor fear but with joy wend your way he began to hum to himself as he turned

and took one more look at the temple it stood tall against the cold holiness to the

lord he thought the temple of the most high the mountain of the lord
the temple grounds were cold but sister jyanayan would not remember they

began the tour at the tabernacle its golden dome now touched with white inside the

polished wood and vaulted ceiling a feeling of expansion then the assembly hall its

granite blocks the seagull statue tall beside the pooling water fountain and then the

temple was before them it stood a granite edifice a place of refuge a place of peace

it stood to challenge all of nature the bitter cold the aching snows and blasting winds

of winter the very mountains from which it had been cut she stood there for a while

trying to understand the feelings other heart the temple a place where families can

be sealed forever a place where marriage is begun on earth and never after ended a

place where gods own spirit dwells so this is what theyve been trying to tell me for

the last three years and all this time I1 never knew she thought about the many

missionaries she had ever known their love their struggles their desire for her family

to receive these precious gifts only the gospel could provide why did I1 not know
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what it was why could I1 not see it sister ting looked up at the temples rising

spires and something deep inside began to hurt her heart it came to understand

she wiped the tears from her eyes and took her husbands hand they turned
from the temple and continued walking among the sculptured trees and dormant

flowersflower now sleeping in the winter snow what will it take for them to rise again she

wondered the sunlight breaking through the gray the breath of heaven on their

petals the power of god of life the power of rebirth

sister ting walked quietly by sister jyansayans side she too had felt the power of
the temple that day the power of god the power of rebirth she thought about the

gospel the joy it had brought to her own life and she thought about the joy it could

bring to this small family she turned and looked at sister jyanayan and then she knew she

had to ask to invite her to the truth to invite her to the waters of baptism sister ting
reached over and gently tapped her on the shoulder

the heavy oak door closed without a sound all noise muffled by the thick

green carpet of the centers study room brother harker looked in confused

amazement around the room at the jyansayans still not sure he understood what this day

had brought after leaving them that morning he had gone to work for a few hours

and returned to temple square only to find that sister jyanayan had agreed to be baptized

a member of the church sister ting had looked as happy and confused about

everything then as he did now he turned to her and once again asked her to explain

we were just walking around and looking at everything she related to him

and then after that I1 suddenly felt the spirit prompting me to ask her to be baptized

so I1 did

brother harker could barely control his excitement im surprised but I1 am

happy to hear she wants to be baptized a member of the church he managed after a

minute so after they get back to taiwan exactly when is she planning on being

baptizedbaptized9

sister ting gave him a funny kind of smile brother harker she informed

him sister jyanayan said she isnt going to be baptized in taiwan she is going to be

baptized now right now in utah and now I1 dont know what to tell her

right herehere9herec right nowanow9 brother harker stood stunned for a moment he

didnt know what to say so he did the only thing he could think to do he gently

dropped to his knees and invited them to pray

they knelt together in a small circle sister jyanayan began the prayer she prayed

for strength for wisdom for illumination she finished and brother harker began to

stand only to be asked to kneel again I1 would like to pray for my wife too now if I1

could brother jyanayan was soft firm and then pei hong also wanted to talk to god

please heavenly father help my mother know if she should be baptized now
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brother harker strained to understand their words but instead it was enough to

simply feel the feeling it was warm it was forever it was truth he waited for pei

hong to finish then slowly opened his eyes brother jyanayan still knelt holding his wife in

his arms As she tried to brush away the tears pei hong reached up and gently took
his mothers hand brother harker began to weep

it was snowing by the time pei hong spotted the outside of the house the car

pulled to a stop in the driveway the black rubber marring the freshly embroidered

blanket they quickly piled from the car and looked around in wonder the snow had

started once again to cover the graying walk that had been shoveled clean that very

morning the flowerbed had turned to hardened sticks of wood stems shot up

bravely from the frozen soil lightly dusted by the newborn snow sister jyanayan stood on

the lawn and let the clean white snow gently cover her outstretched body it was

refreshing exhilarating purifying it was rebirth the feeling suddenly swelled within

her she began to dance around in it the frozen grass sounding crunchy beneath her

feet her laughter echoing down the street
ijci

brother

JC

harker weve really got to talk in his frenzied state of mind elder
carter invited himself into the living room where he hurriedly threw his snowy scarf

over the banister and began unbuttoning his heavy coat brother harker tried to be

helpful by closing the door behind them and offering his companion a seat he was sure

hed never seen an elder as distraught as the one sitting in his living room chair so

what can I1 help you with this early on a saturday morning elder carter he asked

patiently settling into his own chair knowing elder carter this could take awhile

well last night I1 didnt sleep at all I1 couldnt stop thinking about the jyansayans

and about sister jyansayans baptism on sunday and then this morning I1 finally figured out

what was bothering me all night now I1 know this is going to sound funny but im
just sure that if I1 dont ask mr jyanayan to be baptized with his wife the spirit is never

going to let me sleep again what do you think should I1 invite him to be baptized

or am I1 just crazy

of course brother harker wasnt going to honestly answer the last question

but he was becoming more and more confused by the minute he was still a little hazy

about the events of the past few days anyway everything was happening so fast

after allaltaliail it was just a week ago that the jyansayans had come to america on vacation and

now tomorrow according to elder carter not one but both of them were supposed to

be baptized members of the church brother harker watched elder carters pantlegspant

drip

legs

melted snow on their new green carpet while he thought of what to say finally

he stood up walked over to the banister and picked up the faded scarf he turned and

handed it to elder carter elder you go and do exactly what the spirit tells you to
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do ifbrother jyanayan is supposed to be baptized tonight I1 guess you had better go and

ask him
j

they all sat waiting for the jyansayans elder carter looked down into the font he
could see his reflection in it lucent clear and warm the water seemed to spread

forever like lifeilfe he thought to himself he looked up as she came into the room

her hair had been pulled back into a ponytailpony andtail its weight swung with her walk she

sat down on the first row of orange padded chairs crossed her ankles and swung her

feet back and forth and then brother jyanayan came in next his bare feet felt funny as

they stepped across the carpet meilimei heldli tight to his left hand as pei hong

importantly carried his fathers white tie without a word brother jyanayan sat down next

to his wife someone had miscounted the extra chair beside them seemed reserved

in some way for their other son jya rong who had only the night before called and

told his parents to follow their hearts and be baptized they both look a little nervous

especially brother jyanayan elder carter thought to himself and then he remembered

why

he had almost waited too long to ask him sister jyansayans baptismal interview

had ended his companion bearing testimony to the truthfulness of the church and to

the righteousness of the decision she had made and then elder carter realized he

could wait no longer he turned to mr jyanayan and asked him to be baptized with his

wife that very night

the bishop sat back in his chair and stared at the missionaries in the startled

silence that followed he looked as though elder carter had just invited him to be

baptized elders he began I1 really dont think that

but mr jyanayan interrupted him bishop dodge I1 had an amazing day in

america yesterday in which I1 discovered that the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

is gods true church here on earth I1 dont think I1 ever really knew before but

yesterday I1 left temple square with the knowledge that the temple is the house of
god and that this is indeed his church and has been restored by joseph smith in these

the latter days his tears began to fall as he remembered the feelings of warmth of

love of knowing but I1 know something else as well he continued I1 also know

that I1 am not worthy enough to join this the true church of jesus christ I1 dont feel

that I1 am good enough to receive all the blessings it will bring to me and to my family

it was elder carters turn to interrupt mr jyanayan I1 also know that the church

is truetruel and the thing I1 like the best about the gospel is that it gives us a chance to

change a chance to become better people more like the savior and our heavenly

father none of us are worthy to return to our heavenly fathers presence this is

why we all need the savior and his atonement through his sacrifice for us he has

given us a chance to repent of all our sins to change our habits and our life to become
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more clean more worthy to live with him again but in order to be worthy to live with

him again we also have to do our part obey the commandments he has given us and

show him we are willing to emulate his perfect life elder carter stopped and looked

at the translator and then back at mr jyanayan so mr jyanayan I1 want to ask you again

are you willing to follow the saviors perfect example and be baptized into his

church

mr jyanayan looked at the two elders for a minute arent there some discussions

that all you missionaries teachteach9teache

and so that very afternoon they taught him all six discussionsdiscussion sharing with

him heavenly fathers plan and the saviors atonement and resurrection and about the

temple and how families can live together again even after death mr jyanayan

remembered some of it and quickly learned theehe rest as the spirit again testified to him

of the truthfulness of the gospel that the savior lives and that our father in heaven
loves him and then they said the closing prayerdraver thanking heavenly father for the

blessings of the truth the blessings of the gospel and for helping mr jyanayan find out

where they are

and now here they sit thought elder carter in this beautiful chapel of the

lord waiting to be baptized members of the church and start their new life together

in christ the service startedstart andedoedl as elder carter sat through the ensuing talks he

offered his own small prayer of gratitude for the chance he had to know about the

gospel and then suddenly it was time they entered the baptismal font he watched

mr jyanayan step down into the water then look up again at his wife elder carter smiled

and thought of the miracle of rebirth I1 am the resurrection and the life he that

believeth in me though he were dead yet shall he live john 11 25 he humbly

bowed his head and waited for the prayer
3e

its 815 alreadyalready9 sister lai looked down at her watch in despair

companion theyll be here in fortyfiveforty minutesfive just look at this place its still a

mess I1 think were failing this apartment inspection she mumbled to herself she

was interrupted by the chirp of the door

oh no theyre early just greatgreat1greata she yelled at the back bedroom she snapped

the pink rubber gloves from her hands and started for the door she pulled it open

and sister jyanayan stared back at her

youre back sister lai yelled and then broke out laughing sister jyanayan

joined her was it funmanorun did you see the templetemple9tempietempled how were the harkersharkers9barkers sister lai
asked it all in one breath her companion hearing their voices came running out from

the bedroom

do you two missionaries notice anything different about meg sister jyanayan

stood in the doorway her hands on her hips and ignored all of the sisters questions
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the question caught them off guard sister lai just smiled at first but then

saw sister jyanayan was serious

wellweltweliweil I1 cant tell right off your hair isnt any shorter is it your clothes are

new did you buy those in america sister lai began to guess

sister jyanayan couldnt wait another minute im baptized she blurted out and

then started laughing again

sister lai stood there stupidly not really comprehending what she had just

been told sister jyanayan stopped laughing long enough to manage oh and by the way

when can I1 get my own book of mormon
you got baptized

wow three letters in one day and she never got mail I1 must have better

luck up north sister harker thought to herself she stood at the kitchen table and

opened up the first it was in chinese she put it in the mail needed to be translated by

a member pile the next one was from an old friend back home she quickly scanned

a brief outline of the last two months at utah state and tossed it on the table the third

one was from her father she opened it a bit too eagerly and the pictures slid out of
the envelope and onto the floor of course that was just the way it had been going that

day she sat down on the hardwood and scooped them up into her lap the first few

were family ski trip photos the snow looked incredible the pure crusted mountains

majestic the whiteness a brilliant shade of clean it touched her heart them white she

continued through the pictures and then she suddenly stopped she stared at the

photo for a longiong long time and then began to cry for there sister jyanayan was they

werewerel in white just as she had promised

Y fe se

the jyanayan family returned to their home in taiwan as members of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsday brother jyanayan is currently preparing to receive the aaronic
priesthood and hopes to someday soon baptize his own children members of the
church then they plan to go to taipetaipei and this time enter the holy house of the lord
and be sealed together as an eternal family their story bears testimony that our
heavenly father is aware of all of us and continues patiently to help all his children

come unto his gospel and leamlearn how to return and live with him again
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that the lord giveth no commandments untotinto the children of men save he shall
prepare a way for them that they may accomplish the thing which he commandethcom
them

mandeth

I1 nephi an3n

payforwayfor
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7 I1 will go and do the things which the lord has commanded for I1

lnephi37

it and he s a wonderful investigatorinvesticrator president he loves to study and read

the book of mormon and when he prays he really talks to god he is willing to obey

all the commandments and has done all that the lord has asked him to do but he is

also going into the army in less that forty five days once he does there is no way hell

be able to attend church every sunday no way to observe the law of the sabbath no

way to partake of the sacrament and continually renew his baptismal covenants with

the lord
elder hanks paused as the frustration again began to well it was just so

stupid he thought to himself why cant this just be a little easiereasler for them all how
many times on his mission had he seen people sacrifice their jobs their way of life

their friends and even family because they knew that the gospel was true because

they all knelt down and asked god and found out themselves that it was real it was

right it was trueg they wanted to return to heavenly fathers presence and live with

him again they were willing to follow his plan but why so many challenges why the

searing sacrifice why was the price so high

well tell me what kind of man he is the president began slowly how did

he meet the missionaries how long has he been investigating the church has he

knelt and asked his heavenly father if joseph smith is a prophet if the book of
mormon is really the word of god how strong do you think he can be

elder hanks was silent for a long time as he thought about kaimingkai hisming

friend where to begin how to tell his story he took a deep long breath and tried

well president I1 guess I1 should start back at the time he was selling carpets at

a night market thats where he first met the elders when he was a kid his father

used to run some kind ofbusiness with americans but it turns out they were cheats so

kaimingkai wasntming ever too happy when these american missionaries came around and

wanted to talk in fact he was downrightdownricrht rude but for some reason these

missionaries just never gave up and finally on their fourth trip there they managed to

V
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heart he wants to live the gospel and he wants to follow the commandments of god

but president I1 am also scared for him I1 dont know how he will make it to church in

the army and I1 fear it will be too hard for him there to keep the covenants he has

already made with god I1 just dont know what to tell him

50 A road prepared

give him a book of mormon soon after that though both missionaries moved and

he lost any contact with the church

one day about six months later two sister missionaries came to town to attend

a meeting held there and happened to walk by his booth that night he caught sight of
their nametagsname andtags showed them his unread book of mormon they invited him to

meet with the local elders and he agreed but after only their first meeting he decided

he had no interestinter andestl refused to meet with them again shortly after that those

missionaries were also transferred from his towntolantovan

his next contact with the church came another six months later in the form of
a telephone call from a newly arrived missionary who spoke pretty bad chinese at
the time kaimingkai wasming unwilling to meet with them but agreed to attend a church

activity scheduled later that week there he was touched by the spirit he felt and

finally decided to investigate the church but as he began to listen to the discussions

he had a hard time believing all the elders told him at that time he was living a life fullfallfuli

of troubling habits and saddening influences he just couldnt believe that heavenly

father really loved him or would forgive him for the mistakes he had made his
relationship with his family was rough too there was no love and he had no desire to

live with them again after death so the missionaries just continued the best they

could because they knew that kaimingkai desiredming to find the truth and live it

over the next six months kaimingkai heardming almost one hundred different gospel

discussions some days with the missionaries for as many as eight hours during this

time of intense study scripture reading and prayer he thought a lot about baptism

about makingmakinimakine promises with god but he also could not forget his obligation to his

countrycoun fortryl the army would soon become his lifeilfehafe how could he keep his baptismal

commitments in an environment such as that one to him there seemed no way and

so there was no baptism it wasnt until a few months later after the death of his best

friend that kaimingkai beganming to know that the gospel was true it was all true and how

important it really was to him it became clear to him after that he wasnt just learning

about good ideas or having neat discussions or talking about religious philosophies

he was learning about the purpose of lifeilfe why he came to earth and what he needed

to do right now to be able to return and live with his creator god the father of his

soul kaimingkai nowming longs to covenant with god to progress in his relationship with

him and receive the even greater blessings god has in store

elder hanks stopped in reflection president he began
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it only took him a second to respond elder hanks if this man is not worthy

to be baptized I1 dont know who is I1 promise you if we can help him make this

covenant hell find a way to church
s se sc

they crowded in the bunkhouse to the smell of sticky sweat and listened to the

man read rules his voice droned on no lights on after 10 30 no leaving base

unless permitted no outside materials of any sort to be found in desks or sleeping

areas it

kai mings shirt hung damp and limp from the heat he was very hot the man

continued

this includes any books magazines or any other reading materials not issued

by the army startled kaimingkai instinctivelyming looked down at his bag of things and

his mind thought of the two copies of the book of mormon that lay inside he had

known before this day they would be taken from him but at the time had brushed the

thought aside now it had become reality checkcheckin day was the day after tomorrow

he had to think of something before then distracted from his thoughts he glanced up

as the soldier near the window shifted weight and coughed aloud and then he saw the

tree framed a little awkward by the slightly cracking window it stood alone two

hundred feet from where they were it was old and ugly its leprous bark peeled

crazily from the trunk leaving gaping holes and dangling branches from the inside of
the bunkhouse kaimingkai staredming at the wretched looking thing it just might be the

perfect place
c

kaimingkai ranming the final lap stopped to grab his bag and then stole quickly from

the playing field A hundred yards and then he reached the aging tree he dropped

the extra weight upon the ground and reached for the soft braided strings of the

graying duffel bag untying the loosened knot he reached into the deep his fingers

groping for the book he carefully brought it from the darkened bag and into brilliant

day he looked up at the tree and chose the bigger rotting hole just big enough to fit

with backward glances at the track he pushed his hand into the tree it came back

mostly clean a trace of sticky syrup clinging gently to one finger was good enough

he decided would have to be he pushed his hands inside the belly of the tree arms

careful of the chipping splintered edges and placed the book inside and then he

stood and stared he had been right the aged tree would serve him good he turned

his head the playing field had grown a little louder now he hoisted his bag upon his

shoulder and ran toward the track

two days later orientation was over and registration had begun kaimingkai

found

ming

himself standing in line behind his new jumping partner the mans burly frame

obscuring everything up front he glanced behind to see where he had been as he

it
it
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watched the line still snaking from the building to the distant playing field he gently

massaged his right biceps still tender from the shots and looked around the room

the walls of the military office he imagined once white were now gray and

rainspoiledrain fromspoiled the many wet hot taiwan seasons they had seen the walls were

dressed by only a few simple pictures of the island and a small taiwan flag that lay

flattened in a frame the fans roared dull behind their backs blowing hair and

paperwork but offering little relief from the heat then it was kai mings turn to

report

name of

shu11 kaimingkai ming he answered

the man did not look up he pointed to the large plastic containers piledplied high

against the wall put any of the personal things you brought with you in a container

over there his pen scribbled out a few more ords and then he reached into the

sprawling laundry bag on his left and found the shirt and pants he thrust the clothing

at him and nodded toward the row of curtains on the right go behind there and put

these on come back out and well check you again hurry we got people waiting

kaiming stood behind the curtain and began to undress himself his shirt and

pants fell in familiar heaps upon the floor his new used clothes were rough with

wash like wearing someone elses life he bent and scooped his own clothes from the

floor and pulled the book ofmormon from the oversizedover pocketsized of his pants he
already knew the ruleruieruiel but he thought at least hed try gathering up the rest of his

things he stepped awkward from the curtain the musty closet giving way to the

lighted room guessing his destination kaimingkaikal walkedming toward the line of tables to

his rear he already felt a little different he felt a little smaller

the table in front of him was chipped and peeling the top sagged slightly under

the weight of his few possessions the sergeant rummaged through the objects laid

before him poking here and lifting there stopping when he saw the book he looked

at kaimingkai curiouslyming for a moment then picked it up and began flipping through the

pages it bored him quickly he threw it careless on the pile

you cant take any of these with you he mumbled out of the side of his

cigarette he swept them all off the table and back into the plastic container his
whistle brought another soldier from behind the faded curtains he snatched the

plastic from the sergeant and began to walk away kaimingkai stoodming mute and watched

him go his stomach began to hurt he gently leaned forward and looked out the

window toward the weathered bunkhouse from where he stood he almost saw the

tree trunks secret hole the branches swaying in the breeze he closed his eyeseves and

began to feel a little better
3
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I1 shouldnt have been

baptized before coming here he couldnt catch the tear in time it rolled down his

cheek and wet his pillowcase heavenly father I1 cant do this alone he lay pleading

for a time his mind trying to recall the comfort from the scripture how did it go

again
peace I1 leave with you my peace I1 give unto you not as the world giveth

give I1 unto you let not your heart be troubled neither let it be afraid john 1427

he couldnt remember it exactly right but after a minute it made him feel better

anyway his heart it started to relax he could begin his prayer

dear heavenly father please give me peace

I1

A road prepared 53

exhausted kaimingkai sunkming down upon the wooden bunk this day had finally

ended he thought about kneeling to pray but then quickly changed his mind hed had

enough curious glances for one day so he turned his eyes toward the moonlight and

tried to talk with god but his mind just wouldnt focus he doubted he worried

then he realized why he couldnt pray it had only been one day yet his faith had not

remained untouched one swift moment his book of mormon gone what would

tomorrow bring what else could they take from him how was he to read the words

of god how was he to pray how could he uphold his standards here9herec could he

really be that strong and how was he to get to church to partake of the sacrament

to
9

renew his promises with godgod9goda

kaimingkai layming staring at the slivered slabs of wood directly over his head

maybe that elder wasvas right he began to think to himself maybe I1

ic53e4
ten minutes to clean up the sergeant yelled from the door of the

bunkhouse kaimingkai grabbedming his toothbrush and soap from the edge of the little

metal shelf he ran to the back of the bunkhousebunk wherehousel he heard the water already

running illlii just have to be a little faster next time he thought to himself the room

quickly filled with other soldiers and he fought them for the sink he rinsed the

toothbrush clean and blotted his face dry on the edge of a rough green towel he
looked at his watch five minutes that should be enough he quietly stole to the

back of the bunkhouse a soft click later he was already out the door the tree stood

old and gnarled in the darkened morning light silent with his secret in his careless

hurry his arm brushed the chipperedchopperedchipp barkered but it only bled a little more careful now

he brought his book ofmormon from the darkened cave and brushed the binding

clean he held it tender for a moment then pulling back the cover revealed the

scarred and scabbing pages of the record he pulled the razor blade from deep within

his pocket and placed it on the face of the upturned page and then his eyes they

rested on verse three

and thus we see that the commandments of god must be fulfilled and if it so

be that the children of men keep the commandments of god he doth nourish them and

in
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strengthen themtheml and provide means whereby they can accomplish the thing which he

has commanded them wherefore he did provide means for us while we did sojourn in

the wilderness I1 nephi 173

he hesitated a moment the blade shined sharp upon the page and a pang of
guilt ran through his heart he quickly swallowed it down as he had done before there

was just no other way he started at the page numbers and cut his way down the

columnscolumn then turned and cut them in half again the pages came away clean and

supple chapter seventeen removed he once again closed the cover of the book he
reached up and placed the verses in the left breast pocket of his shirt buttoned it

closed then once again placed the book inside the tree wiped clean his hands and all

was as it was before the whistle startled him and he jumped up off his knees he
briefly leaned his head against the tree and tried to pray away the guilt after all there

was no other way

c

the pinkcladpink tablesclad seemed to stretch forever A little cooler than the outside

air the room was almost bearable they sat on the second table from the outer doors

and from where he sat his eyes could see the entire feast the hall was a little brighter

than usual as the smell of the gas lamps wafted back from the front of the canopied

table their bitter aroma only heightened his growing appetite how long ago was

lunch his thoughts of food were broken as a thousand chairlegschairlesschair scrapedlegs the concrete

floor and the sea of soldiers swelled the officers were entering the room

they came in from the rightwingedright doorwinged first the battalion commander and

then the majors followed by the lieutenants and the other company commanders the
first as they entered took their places in the front behind the slightly heightened

canopied table the latter entered to join their own group of soldiers seated at the

smaller tables they stood at attention until the officers had all been seated in their

chairs and then the food began to come

all the doors along the other end of the hall flung open in unison accompanied

by the sound of the food trays squeaking wheels and cheap sheet metal groaning with

the weight the food was exquisite great silver platters of steaming fresh seafood

shrimp still pinking large draughts of thinning white carrot soup mounds of softened

noodlesnood friedlesl golden yellow and shining in their oil and bowls and bowls of fried or

sticky rice the giant mushrooms adding texture to the whiting softened grain As the

beer and drinks arrived he quickly grabbedgrabbe the little juice and set it by his plate he
bowed a little and blessed his food and then began to eat

by the time the toast arrived kaimingkai alreadyming had a plan As the other men

all raised their beer and drank kaimingkai tryingming not to draw attention to his actions

gently threw the beer out on the ground cleaned his glass and quickly reached and
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filled it with his juice despite his quickness and attempted stealth his actions had not

gone unseen the table had grown silent now and although conscious of their stares

K kaimingaiming raised his glass again in toast and then he drunk it dry

for what seemed like a long long time the commander simply stared and
then he reached across the rounded tabletabie and grabbed the shot glass from kai mings
hand in his angry indignation it was all the commander could do to control his

shaking hands as he once again filled kai mings glass with beer the glass held high

he poured for all to see the transparent glass quickly yellowing from the beer

finished his arm reached back across the table and then harshly shoved the glass into

kai mings hands the yellow liquid spilling over down his fingers and dripping on his

pants satisfied that this time he would be obeyed the commander again bid the

soldiers toast but none would drink their beer they all watched as kaimingkai onceming

again threw his on the ground

after that theirs was an uncomfortable quiet table everyone seemed to sigh

relief when the fruit plates finally arrived signaling the end of the traditional feast

and suddenly it was the battalion commander at his side filling soldiers glasses for the

final toast he looked down at kaimingkai andming reached to take his glass kaimingkai
firmly

ming

placed his hand atop the cup s open mouth and waited for the beer to pass As

the commander drew back in surprisurprisesurpris kaimingkai quicklyming filled it with the grape juice

and raised it to the toast the battalion commander stared strong at him a minute and

thenthens without a word his hand came smashing down upon the table startling the room

from full activity into a hushing silence then he quickly turned walked down the

room and out the swinging doors kaimingkai softlyming set the grape juice down and

pushed aside his plate of fruit he didndian t feel like eating any more of it
3e

kaiming could smell the cigarette smoke before he even opened the door his
parachute pack hung heavy on his back and he looked for a place to drop the extra

weight it fell by his bed buckles on buckles with a loud metal clang his roommates

looked up from their chips just long enough to show their disapproval it had been a

long day for everyone but they seemed to stare especially long tonight more than a

few looked especially drunk ignoring the fact kaimingkai reachedming for his toothbrush

and paste

hey no youve really got to come gamble tonight it was his big friend

again six airplane jumps in one day youve got to be tensed up something fierce

kaiming as was his nightly ritual again declined politely the big man just

shrugged and spit onto the floor

hell probably want to after tonight one of the others mumbled under his

breath As kaimingkai raisedming his eyes to the voice all the men heads now thrust deep in

their cards became intently engrossed in the game in the strained silence that

cups
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followed the remark kaimingkai feltming it wasnt dightrightfight something wasnt right but it was

late and his body ached for sleep without another glance their way he headed for the

sink

the whispers woke him first sensing something wrong he lay in the darkness

of the room his eyes closed but his body awake he could hear them talking about

something but he was still too far away and then rough hands began to pull him

from his bed he tried to open his eyes but the small light from the window hurt his

head he tried again to see and this time the lightllcyht distilled upon their forms but he

could barely make them out pei ru wan cheng and a few others were there beside

them he knew them allaltailali they were his friends his roommates and rai shin his

jumping partner but his tired brain just would not understand what they were doing

by his bedside in the middle of the dark

get walking it sounded like wan cheng he felt himself being shoved

toward the back door their boots clumped hard on concrete floor he remembered he

had none

here tie him up with this it was too dark he couldnt make it out

I1 dont think we need to tie him up he heard the familiar click of the rifle as

cartridge shell and chamber met together why are they dorngdoing thisethis7this it was too hard

for him to understand they willwllmilmii kilkillkiiklikillyoubillyouyou they will his mind began to scream in panic

but as the cold blunt ended steel roughly prod him from the room he realized he had

little choice they stepped outside into the sleeping night

the outside air though smothering helped to wake him up kaimingkai becameming

conscious of their route as the tree passed to his left the rotting hole an even deeper

shade of dark after three hundred yards or so they stoppedstopp andedyedl made him duck

behind a fence his heart raced faster now his mind screaming in denial as kaimingkai

looked

ming

around him it was a place he didnt recognize a place hed never been then
the rifle never left his ribs as the other five drew sleeping swords from their buckled

beds the bladed silver glimmered in the night kaimingkai wasming strangely curious how

they would do it in the end

wan cheng spoke again he seemed to be in charge the commanding

officer doesnt like it when you throw the beer he gives you on the ground that is

weird and it insults him but the battalion officer hates it even worse he doesnt like

people to be different to not socialize and gamble with the others to not drink beer

and relieve themselves with women on release days so weve been asked to help him

solve this dissension in our ranks next week he has planned a special dinner just for

you at which time you will start your new life ofbeing normal and doing what the rest

of us all do so tonight well tell you all the rules to make sure you know exactly what

to do if you promise to drink the beer at next weeks party youre invited but if you

nightaht
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still refuse to drink we will kill you right now and bury your body behind this fence

trust me nobody will ever find it and youll sadly turn up missing

kaiming felt his stomach falling down he felt far away as if watching the

play from a distance they all looked mean and he looked small and scared it was

unreal this scene time it dragged and had no meaning for his fear encompassed all

and then suddenly he remembered the scripture it flashed into his mind right side of
the page middle of the bottom column the words a burning memory in his mind

let him trust in me and he shall not be confounded and a hair of his head shall

not fall to the ground unnoticed doctrine and covenants 84 116ilg
As kaimingkai rememberedming the saviors promises to him he began to take great

strength this promise true then why should he be scaredscared9 another force began to fill

him with an overwhelming comfort and with peace a power greater than his own

began to grow kai mings heart prayed for courage his mind already knew what he

must do

it is you who have the choice

he ordered the men did not respond all of you put your

swords away1awaya again there was no response wan cheng cast his angry stare upon

them all are you so blind you cannot see this man is braver than us allaall9 did you not

feelfeet the power of his wordswords9wordsw do you not fear that if you kill this righteous man god

you is

us

in
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heartprayed

away

wan cheng paused a moment giving kaimingkai aming chance to think then he

began again this time his voice a little different it almost pled with kaimingkai asming if to

help him change his mind but we dont really want to do that so please dont be a

fool how important can it really be to youg kaimingkai imming asking you is it really

worth your life to not drink beer with usg wan chengschenes questions stopped his voicevolce

died down to nothing they all stood in an awkward circle pointing weapons and

staring silently at kaimingkai inming the dark and then wan cheng finally broke the silence

his voicevolce had hardened once again its all your choice kaimingkai butming dont be stupid

we already brought the shovel

kai ming

kai mings voice came from somewhere deep

and sounded loud in his own ears you can still choose to kill me or to not but my

choice has already been made I1 will not drink your beer I1 have promised god I1

would not do this thing I1 have promised to obey this commandment and I1 will not lie

to god and god has promised me thaithatthal I1 need not fear your weapons your knives

your guns he has said that whosoever loseth his life for my sake shall find it so you

see it doesnt matter if you kill me now I1 have put my trust in god knowing I1 shall

even live again
peace was filling his body now he looked at them in triumph nothing

wavered in his stare but neither did it turn their angry stares away they still waited

waiting for the moment they should kill waiting for the moment of his death until

wan cheng dropped his sword upon the ground

put them down
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will bring his punishment upon your headsheads9headst his face was livid in the moonlight I1

tell you one last time put them down or this mans blood will never cease to haunt

you the swords began to waver in the night

two months ago you tried to kill me and now you want to come to churchchurch9churchy

it

9

was afternoon the sun beat fierce upon the playing field wan cheng had to laugh at

kai mings questionquestionit it did sound kind of strange

lets just say that ive changed a lot these past few months kaiming knew

that it was true he remembered how wan cheng had inquired of him later humbly

asking where his words that night had come from then he remembered the days that

followed his friends inquiry the many moments they would spend together talking of
the gospel and of the happiness it brought io10 those who followed it and now he

wanted kaimingkai toming take him there to church

id love to take you there kaiming answered his friend excitedly how
good is your sense of directiondirection9directions he9 then asked wan cheng with a smile

he said the church isnt at this address anymore they yelled at him from

across the steaming street kaimingkai lookedming down at the slip of paper in his hand he
was sure it was the right address how could the church have just disappeareddisappeared9 he
shrugged his shoulders in defeat and motioned his friends back to his side they
waited for a few cars and the big bus and then they ran across the street they looked

at him expectantly pei ru slapped a mosquito from his arm

its okay kaiming managed a small worried smile we can walk around

for a few minutes and try to find the real address but he remained standing on the

sidewalk for a few moments more the sun beating down upon his head and tried to

think of what to do in an attempt to orient the unknown kaimingkai tookming a quick look

around the noodle shop stood on the comer by the light on his right were two motor

scooter shops and a haircuttinghair placecutting directly across the street kaimingkai decidedming

andandl turning toward the stoplightsteplightsto beganplight walking brusklybriskly up the street

they traveled on this way a while scanning streets for chapels or rented spaces

of some kind occasionally stopping to ask a curious passerby but in the end it was

all just restless wandering the morning grew later his friends grew tired they came

upon a small and shaded park and found a place to sit kaimingkai wipedming his face then

tried to shove the dampened rag back in the pocket of his pants it hung out like a

tired limpid fan then wan cheng cleared his throat and spoke

I1 think im going back to base now the other two agreed sorry kaimingkai
but

ming

I1 dont think were going to find it this way just wandering around besides its

getting late so even if we stumble on it the meeting will already be over maybe next

is

kai ming

kai ming
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time his friends following wan chengschenes lead all stood in unison to leave then
amidst goodbyes and handshakes they backed slowly from the park

kaimingkai understoodming he was hot and sweaty too and there was little reason

to believe that they could find it now he stood alone and watched them go the

yellow taxi becoming a small black bug in the distance maybe its just as well he

thought two older men sat staring at him from across the childrens sandpit he
stared back until they looked away the heat again running slowly down his face he
turned from the park and began to walk away he needed a place to pray

out of view from the road the narrow alley simply opened up before him on
either side the giant buildings towered high above it casting needed shadows over

heated dirty pavement it formed a small oasis a spot of cool for the wearied traveler

kaimingkai stoppedming and took a closer look inside some peels and plastic garbage lay

where they had been thrown and the drainage water ran in crazy rivulets along the

bumpy roadside except for a few skinny drifter cats the alleyway was deserted

after walking in a little way kaimingkai choseming a spot and knelt down on the

blackened pavement he looked around once more making certain it would only be

the two of them then he humbly bowed his head and began to talk with god

dear father in heaven you know that I1 am in the army and dont get a

chance to come to church very often I1 know there is a church nearby I1 really need to

find it because it will be a long time before I1 get to go to church again please help me

find it in the name of jesus christ amen if

kaimingkai openedming his eyes he remained kneeling in the street as the spirit

once again bestowed its peace he knew there was a way there always had been and

he knew there always would be As he arose he glanced up at the building on his right

and felt himself grow cold the sign it stuck out from the window jutting out into the

little alley as if it wanted to shake hands the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

it casually read as if posted on every other building on the street kaimingkai
closed

ming

his eyes again and began to laugh he pictured nephi the weight of the brass

plates straining even his strong arms as he gently placed them beside his father on the

ground doing all that had been asked of him to do kaimingkai tooming had done all that

his father asked for the lord had made a way he opened his eyes and quickly

started for the door it was time to take the sacrament again
c

kaiming has since been married in the temple he has a lovely wife and two precious
children who were also brought to him in the form of a small miracle four of the men
who attacked him that night so long ago were later baptized members of the church
through his example and courage they came to realize that the gospel isnt something
you just leamlearn about it is something that you live kaimingkai knowsming that if we are
willing to obey the commandments of the lord he will always prepare a way for us to
do so

unison

in itsjust
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16 whereforene whosorefore believeth in god might with surety hope for a better
world yea even a place at the right hand of god which hope cometh of faith makethmabeth
an anchor to the souls of men which would make them sure and steadfast always
abounding in good works being led to glorify god

ether 124

this time meng jya actually waited for the other end to ring before slamming

the receiver into the cradle of the phone man but this was hard she sat for a long

minute staring at the phone nervouslynervous bitinglv her lip and rubbing the palms other

hands along the rough seams of her blue jeans why am I1 so scared to make this callcall7calicailcalla

itsitsjustjust like calling up an old friend she tried to tell herself except its almost eleven

oclock at night and you havent saldsaid one word to mr leo for more than three years

now

meng jya tried hard to push these excuses from her mind and trust the feelings

of her hearthearty the warm and gentlecyentlegentie spinispirit thatmatthai she felt it was the same spirit she had felt

earlier that night when meeting with the sister missionaries to leamlearn about sharing the

gospel with others

of course meng jya wanted very much to share the gospel with her friends but she

also had to admit she didnt know how to do it what methods she could use or even

where to start but meng jya did believe the sisters words that night you have to

start with prayer

and to meng jya this start made a lot of sense since god was the one who

commanded her to share the gospel with her neighbor then meng jya knew she was

entitled to his help it reminded her ofnephi as the lord continually helped him obey

the commandments given him and thus we see that the commandments of god must

be fulfilled and if it so be that the children of men keep the commandments of god he

doth nourish themthemlthemy and strengthen them and provide means whereby they can

hopefor
offaith

waaitedacted
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andyou
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accomplish the thing which he has commanded them I1 nephi 173 meng jya knew

that god would help her if she was only willing to ask

and so they had asked the sisters said a prayer to close their meeting with

meng jya they asked heavenly father to help her know who was prepared to hear

the gospel who meng jya could help to receive the blessings of the lord in her

estimation it had been a pretty effective prayer as meng jya waved goodbyegood tobye the

sisters from her scooter she had already thought other friend by the time she reached

her house his name wouldnt leave her head

the little black clock ticked out 11 00202 come on meng jya iffyouayouyou dont do it

now Usits going to be too late to call him but could it really be mr leoleop

1

ya

of her
ZZ

gospelshe

of her

in

of her

0f

meng jya

still questioned in amazement it seemed almost impossible to her that the short shy

friend she had made at work all those many years ago was right now prepared and

waiting to hear the gospel she barely even remembered who he was but the feeling

was just too strong for some strange reason she needed to call him now she sighed

and reached again across the nightstandnight butstand instead of immediately picking up the

phone her arm reached for the pictures golden frame and she drew it near her body

As her fingers traced the figure in white she thought about that day the day other

baptism and the feelings came to her again

it had been stagnant wethotwet taiwanhot summer but it felt like springnessringnesssparingnesssp and a

breeze the feeling of closeness with god of oneness with life it felt of purpose and

of love she looked at the other figure in the picture her friend pei mei and

remembered another day that day at work meng jyaiya still remembered pei mei had

eaten something nasty that morning she found her friend lying down on one of the

kindergartens little wooden fold a beds and thats where they began to talk it was

there pei mei first introduced her to the church told her about the great eternal

purpose other life that she had a father in heaven who loved her very much and that

families especially mothers do not ever really die

As she thought about her own introduction to the gospel meng jya wondered

ifpei mei was as nervous then to talk about church things as she herself was right now

she smiled then almost laughed as she pictured pei mei at home hanging up the

receiver over and over and over again too scared to make a phone call not sister

chen she thought not pei mei who isnt scared of anyone or anything its a good

j
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and then peng shou said he didnt want to love her anymore or do things with her and

he left too but that goodbye was too soon after the other one so it really didnt

count that one if it hurts too much it doesnt count that was her new rule it helped

her to forget father but meng jya couldntcouldncoulden forget her mother that way so she vowed

she wouldnt forget her even though things like people can be taken from you there

are still some things that only you control

at that time meng jya lived by herself in the student housing because it was

cheap and on the fifth floor because it was available it was a little dirty but that

didnt bother her before her mother died she wasnt there a lot to notice and then

after thattha she never really noticed much about any of the places she went but she did

remember her favorite game you had to play it outside on the clothesdryingclothes porchdrying

by the big opening across from the bedroom door meng jya knew exactly the best

place to stand and drop the glasses and watch them shatter on the ground she

thought it weird they all fell different the pretty teacups she got at fifth grade school
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thing shes like that and didnt wait to talk to me about the church meng jya began to

remember peipel meirnerrmermel was almost too late anyway

her mother had died that april although things for meng jya had always been

frightening with her dad she figured that was when he really began to hit her her

mothers death was quick like a surprise which some people considered a blessing

but meng jya didnt like to talk to people who said hurtful things like her mothers

dying was a blessing sure her mom had that one sickness a long time ago but

nobody talked about it much because it wasnt either pleasant or nice and besides you

dontdony die atomfromftom that and mother got bederbetterbener so why must you keep reminding me my

mother is not immortalimmortal7immortals

meng

7

jya didnt remember much but she did remember that nobody did

anything right the table mother lay on in the hospital was too cold nobody would

ever lie down on a table that cold and no one should be in that much pain when there

are lots and lots of people all standing around in the same room as them and of

course it wasnt fair that she had died and now meng jya had no one of course that

part wasnt fair neither was the part that said you only got to say one goodbye to

someone and then you never saw them again never held their hand or painted with

them or combed their hair for them or looked at the moon with them or was

someone to them no nobody had done anything right and her mother had died

so what are you going to do about itait7 she heard her fathers unfeeling voice

even though she tried hard not too it was a good question though I1 will probably

do nothing about it since I1

blessin9

it

countthat
it
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party fell soft like raining flowers the mismatched tumblers and drinking goblets she

found when she first moved in fell clumsy like great clods she played the game every

night until one night she ran out of glasses after that she just stood there watching

the ground far below and wondering things I1 wonder what girls whose mothers just
dreddied jallfalljail like

some nights as she stood there staring down the breeze would blow her old

blue shirtshiashin her
I1

favorite one before the stain and it would brush her cheek hanging

from the line above her head he always wantedwarnedwarmed to dance but it only made her mad

just look at yout ive scrubbedscabbed and scrubbed and youre still not cleancleant besides im
too tired to dance anyway meng jya began to cry she curled up on the porch and

closed her eyes

the next day at work the children painted silently the canvas stood stark cold

just matter and space and then there were red and yellow and blue then the colors

became things and the things all got together and made meaning thatsmats allailaliallpicturespictures

really are meng yajya thought to herself and she watched the children paint patterns of

color that somebody thinks are valuable its like having nothing at all and then a

hand a brush and its suddenly worth something to someone art is born the time

had run out and the children picked up their bags put on their shoes and left meng

jyaiya didnt even try to clean the room she eventually found pei mei on the fold a bed

and sat down next to her

I1 didnt come here to talk to you

then barely audible the words I1 just wish she was here again

there was more long silence and then a prayer please help me know what to

say to her pei mei pleaded heavenly father I1 need to help my friend

its too bad that you feel that way she began you say you hate being here

and yet you dont even know why youre here you dont even know what a blessing it

is to come to earth to get a body to livelive1lived you have the chance everyday to know

what flowers look likelikelilke to know what chocolate tastes likeilke to know what painting

feels like you have the chance to leamlearn and progress to get better and smarter at lots

of different things to leamlearn how to be a happier person but only ifyou choose to do

itiitt

pei mei went on a little softer now but you cannot be forced to leamlearn you

cannot be forced to study these things you have to decide that you want them you

have got to want to know the answers so bad that you are willing to do whatever it

takes to find them I1 know that life is a gift a blessing a chance to study and become

a better person I1 also know that if you are willing to follow gods plan for us here

you will see your mother again and you can live with her forever but I1 cant take the

mothersjust

diedfall

you andyoure

hereto longtime ijustjust

came to sit here and forget how stupid this life is and how much I1 dont want to be

here anymore

myftiend

it of

meng jya said after a longiong time I1ajust
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knowledge that I1 have gained and give it to you I1 cant make you know I1 can only

help you know where to find it for yourself

meng jya remembered pei meis words had given her that small desire to know

and so it was that she eventually met the church she remembered learning from the

missionaries I1 am a child of god the savior loves me I1 can be with my mother again
someday she remembered going to church with pei mei and shortly after being

baptized a member of it and the sadness still came sometimes and pain and trials

without them there is no birth but now there was also hope the hope that someday

she could return home to her heavenly father and the happiness living the gospel

brought to her life here on earth it was just like the painting first there is nothing

then a hand a brush and art is born her friend had helped meng jya realize her own

colors were of worth I1 am here and im alive and I1 want to be there was no

greater gift to be given and now she too felt the spirit pushing her on to help

another know of these eternal truths and the joy of life meng jya leaned over and put

the picture down thank youyon pei mei she reached for the phone one last time

xxult
meng jyaiya rode behind the sisters the two small bike reflectors flashing in and

out of sight in the darkness I1 hope rhethe know when to turn right she worried to

herself mr leos house was getting close and she was getting kind of nervous just

how did I1 end up herehere7herec she wondered for the hundredth time that night I1 dont know

how to be a missionary ive only been a member of the churchorchurchforchurcherChurChurch achorporforyor month now not

like pei mei who joined the church a long time ago and knows all about sharing the

gospel with people besides that what if he steaksfreaksfteaks out when he sees my friends are

really missionariesmissionaries9 when she asked mr leo if she could bring two friends with her

to come and visit himhiml she hadnt quite mentioned the fact that they were missionaries

but as they had talked that night about his life the past three years and then his recent

car accident meng jyaiya just knew it was time for him to meet the sisters she knew that

he had been prepared of god

but now as they pulled into the leos driveway she wasnt so sure again I1
just need to trust the feeling she was tired of hearing herself say these words I1 need

to trust that the lord is leading us on she kickstanded her motor scooter while the

sisters in one smooth move grabbed the helmets from off their heads and flung them

into bike baskets on the front she shook her head and had to smile at them well it

can 7 turn out all bad she figured adlerafterafler all we come bearing gifts she handed the

sisters the cake and with the roses in one hand she reached up and pushed the

doorbell hard

at first nobody knew quite what to say mr leo met them at the door he
was just like she remembered him except now he looked like a dad she wasnt sure

what that look was perhaps an extra wrinkle around his eyes or the way he answered

is

is

whojoined

myftiends
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the door taller more protective in the doorway it made meng jya wonder what the

last few years had brought to him his wife came down the stairs carrying the baby in

her arms he was a mini mr leo the jet black hair stuck straight out to the side and

even as he slept his little lips kept moving in and out they asked his wife to stay and

talk she moved his crutches and sat down beside him on the couch his foot still

looked pretty painful and meng jya felt bad that he was hurting he told them the

whole story or at least the parts he could remember the light the car then his scooter

and the noise and then he broke off suddenly he hesitated then looked up at meng

jya and the sisters

im sorry he started tt1 usually dontdon think about this kind of stuff much but

lately maybe because of what has happened I1 feel theres so much of life I1 really dont
understand I1 have to say ive never understood why god would give us pain why

trials happen to people bring them sorrow and grief like this for example he
raised his foot off the ground for emphasis why did this have to happen to meg I1

have a job and a family to take care of I1 just dont understand sometimes why does

life always have to hurthurt9hurta

and then it became so clear to her the promptings the telephone call the visit

meng yajya looked at mr leo now understanding why the lord had led her once again

to her old friend

mr leo she began softly I1 know what its like to hurt after my mother

died all I1 did was hurt I1 didnt think it was fair she died I1 didnt think it was fair that

my father never cried and I1 couldnt stop it hurt to feel it hurt to breathe it hurt to

live so I1 decided not to I1 tried not living for awhile but every morning I1 would

wake up and I1 was still here so I1 began to wonder why any of us even came here to

this nasty hurtful place all I1 wanted to do was leave

she continued I1 now know that we

have a heavenly father who loves us very much he gave us a chance to come here to

earth and leamlearn all the things we possibly can but the most important thing he wants

us to leamlearn is how to become the kind of person he knows we can become I1 now

know why were here and its not for pain and its not to hurt but it is to grow and it

is to progress its just that sometimes we need the trials to become a better person I1

know that this life is a gift a blessing a chance to study and become a better person

but I1 cant take my knowledge and give it to you I1 can only help you know where to

find it for yourself

her eyes were wet as she repeated pei meis words the missionaries looked at

mr leo we too know that the things we share are true we know that by following

heavenly fathers plan we can find true happiness now and have the chance to live

rememberthe

I th nk kind
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meng jya looked over at the

sisters for support and then back to her friend she wanted to do this right

but since I1 learned about the gospel

1.1
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with our families again even after death mr leo are you willing to let us come back

to your home and share our message about these things with you and your familyfamily9

mr leo looked down at his ankle then over at his wife his son his family

he looked back up at the sisters and simply nodded his head we would like that very

muchmuchl he saidsaidlsaldsaidt and then he smiled over at meng jya I1 can see that ill be learning a

lot
X S

still it had been a slow hard road in the

beginning they walked together meng jyalya attending every discussion excited to help

him progress and then his wife also felt of the truth and wanted to better understand

but then came that night job and meng jya couldnt go anymore and then came their

pressures his work his injury her family the child but they knew that they needed

these truths so they were taught then taught again always reading always praying

always learning and now he would be baptized the sisters tried to hide their

excitement on the phone but meng jya had guessed their secret for she knew her

friend had done his part mr leo was getting baptized his wife soon to follow his

son he joked a quick eight years later he had found the truth and seen the way the

gospel would change his life now and through eternity

meng jya sat for a long time pondering on the beauty the gospel brought to

the lives of others to his lifeilfe to hers the worth of a soul is great in the sight of god
meng jya knew that now she had experienced it twice she knelt down by the side of

her bed and offered up a prayer of thanks

kit3olesac3cese3eie

today meng jya is a very active member of the church and a great example to all who
know her she is preparing her mothers name for the temple and plans to go and be
baptized in her behalf she also hopes to serve a fulltimefull missiontime for the church soon
for she has learned firsthand what sweet joy comes from sharing the gospel of jesus
christ with others

sonhis
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meng jya thoughtfully replaced the phone and sat down on the edge other
bed three months later she still thought it strange those first promptings which led

her to call mr leo on the phone the details of their talk the spirit that was there

who was to know about his accidentaccident9accidents that9 this had prepared him to know of the

gospel9gospelgospels who was to know his desire to learnleam of the truth the purpose of life the

meaning of heavenly fathers planplanopianopian
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meimel en let the hotels big glassbrassglass doorbrass slam softly shut behind her she
smiled at hong rus teasing and began to remove the light jacket she had tied around

her waist youre usually not even on time and look at you tonight you wouldnt be

trying to make me look bad now would you in mock exasperation mei en threw

the jacket at her friend she caught it in her open hands

I1 dont know why I1 came to work tonight so early either

SMALL AND SIMPLE THINGS

6 now ye may suppose that this is isfoolishnessfoolishness in me but behold I1 say
unto you that by small and simple things are great things brought to pass and small
means in many instances doth confound the wisevise

7 and the lord god doth work by means to bring about his great and
eternal purposes and by very small means the lord doth confound the wise and
bringethbri aboutngeth the salvation of many souls

alma 37 676

well

7

youre sure here early

she replied

thoughtfully staring at her watch I1 just she started I1 dont know why but I1 just

didnt feel like doing anything else I1 guess I1 was bored and couldnt sleep so I1 had to

get away but it wasnt exactly that either mei en mused to herself as she took her

place behind the hotel lobbys large deepstaineddeep oakstained reception desk she now called

home it wasnt long until she found herself pacing up and down the gallant entrance

of the VIP suite she just couldnt sit still it was in the air all around her a feeling of
urgency of expectation like waiting for someone to come so you can start waiting for

that person to give you something youve needed for a long long time although

restless mei en secretly hoped the night would bring no new lodgers seeking rooms

she needed some time to think she needed some time to figure out how she was

going to go on a mission

it was to serve a mission that she desired most every day she thought about

it and every night she prayed about it ever since she had returned to taiwan it

consumed her thoughts sometimes twentyfourtwenty hoursfour a day her desire to serve the

lord had been bomborn in americalamerica where she had been a stake missionary for over a year

and a half in vainvaln she had hoped the return home would lessen the intensity but the

desire had merely grown instead maybe it had been a mistake but her desire drove

melen
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melen

melen

melen
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her to it she told her parents she wanted to serve a mission for the church it was

natural she could understand it better now that they could not comprehend her

desire or why she would have these kind of feelings but she still could not believe

her mothers words
you serve a mission you are not our daughter if you come to visit you will

not be welcomed to our home if you call we will not recognize your voice if you

go on this mission you will have chosen your own life and we will not have apartpart in

it it will be a life of your own choosing not ours ff

nothing could quench those feelings of anguish that had begun to well within

her heart except perhaps her desire to sedesene the lord
and so she had come to taipei it wasnt really to find work as she had told

her parents it was to apply for a mission of course melenmeimel knewen she could not just

sit back and expect her parents change so she prayed every night telling the lord
she was willing to give him all heavenly father I1 am willing to give you everything I1

havehavel or would have had or would like to have I1 sacrifice it all if I1 may be allowed to

serve thee at the time mei en had no idea how much he would really ask other to

sacrifice

she had gotten herself to taipei but what to do now she prayed and prayed

always asking god to change her parents hearts but then she remembered god

wouldnt take away their agency so she prayed that she might accept their choices

and then the phone call from the missionary back home who helped her know what to

do in taipei her friend said that now was a time to be spent on her knees not asking

god why but how it was a time to be spent in preparation preparing herself to be a

clean vessel of the lord preparing her famil to accept her desire her decision

and so she tried to do these things she wrote many letters to her parents

trying to explain hoping they would understand she began to read the scriptures and

to try to understand the holy words of god but it had been six long months of

preparation now and still no sign of change and then one day mei en heard the

news he was coming to taiwan the prophet was coming to her home

she prayed to heavenly father please give me a chance to talk to the

prophet I1 feel I1 need his help to solve my problem can I1 have it and after her

prayer the answer came running through her body and giving her the warmth that she

needed to recognize it she knew the chance would come to tell him other problem

but today he had already come come and gone without a word she had been there

with him this very morning listening with others to his counsel but in the end he had

left and her chance had not happened as she thought it would

why then why the feelingsfeeling7feeling in7 her disappointment mei en looked up at the

lobbys chandelier as if she spoke to god why did I1 think I1 d talk with him and he

would help me aindfind a way7waya her questions becoming repetitive she again returned

naturalshe nowthat
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behind her desk to straighten and restraighten the few objects there in frustration it
was then that the two of them stepped through the giant doors and into the hotels
lobby

he was even kinder than she remembered him she didnt really know what a

prophet was supposed to be like so he naturally exceeded her every expectation he
looked like the patient funny dad the dad that could love you no matter how many

times you spilled your milk or put your feet up on the brandnewbrand couchnew they entered

the lobby and approached her desk they were looking for their key she stood and

smiled nervously at first and then she found the courage to speak to him after all the

answer to her prayer stood not five feet in front other
president hinkley his name sounded funny off her lips im a member of

the church and I1 was at your speech today thank you for your talk rtit helped me out

a lot

he looked at her kindly and his face broke into smile my I1 didnt know the

church was recruiting such beautiful new members he joked with her it looks likeilke

the elderselders9eiders eyes are getting better and better all the time 11

she blushed and looked down embarrassed at the compliment she still

couldnt believe that it all was really happening he stood real before her and as she

returned his glance she felt the spirit prompting her to reach out to him and share her

burden she felt awkward selfish but at the same time he was there before her as if

wanting to help wanting to make life better
president hinkley I1 was wondering if I1 could ask you a question she

watched his faceyface not knowing whether to wait for an answer I1 want to serve a

mission for the church she began it has been my biggest desire since I1 joined a few

years ago but my parents they are not willing to let me go when I1 asked them if I1

could they said if I1 did they would disown me as their daughter president hinkley I1

love my parents very much I1 dont want to hurt them but I1 also want to serve a

mission for the lord and so I1 promised him that I1 would give up all I1 had but I1 didnt

know he would ask me to sacrifice my familyamily although her eyes went heavy she

would not let the tears fall she would not cry in front of him

the prophet looked at her for a minute before he spoke dear child I1 dont

think the lord wants you to sacrifice your family I1 know that you will serve a mission

for the church and that you will be a great help to many ofyour brothers and sisters

just remember that as long as you do your part to prepare yourself for service to the

lord and prepare your family to accept your decision the lord willwilwll soften their

hearts and one day they will rejoice in the blessings your serving a mission has

brought to their lives you must have faith even when it looks as if things can in no

way turn out right I1 bless you that you will have the faith it takes to help your family

change and accept your decision to serve a mission

in of her
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and that was all he said to her key in hand they turned and headed for the

room but then he paused and looked back one more time well be waiting for your

application he said to her smiling

45c

some of them had found their way into the trash can while a few others lay

uncrinkling on the floor where theyd been tossed mei en watched in fascination as

the ink traces slowly hardened into meaning on the sheet of paper before her this was

the letters final copy she had decided this one would have to do she had started this

letter to her parents too many times already first staring at the blankbiank white nothing of
paper later reading words that only sounded offensive in her ears she cast her glance

again upon the page if she made it perfect she knew she could make them understand

being here in taipei I1 have decided to serve a mission for my church it will

only be a year and a half and as soon as I1 return home I1 will find work again so I1 can

continue to help the family out I1 hope thaithat this decision doesnt upset you and that

you will try to understand my reasons for wanting to serve my parents I1 love you

more than anything and I1 hope that you can be proud of me and love me too it

made her sad to think of their response but she would have to try her faith she signed

her name in big black ink across the bottom
43c

the phone rang three times before she orotgotcrot out the bathroom door water

dripping from her hands she ran across the dining room her slippers thuddingthud updiniz and

down against her feet she plopped herself upon the couch it sighed and sunk a little

and then she grabbed the phone it was her mom

mei en had never heard her quite this angry before

and then we get a letter that doesnt ask us it tells us that you are going

on a mission arrerafterafier that one why did you bother to write the other lettersletters9letterst they9 all

lay here unopened until I1 threw them away last night did you think they could

somehow make it up to usaus9 that your pleadingpleapiea anddinoydinay your pretty words could somehow

change our mindsminds9 enough of this mission nonsense you are coming home and you

are coming home right now 369119tet

her heart would break she was sure of it after the first letter was sentsenty not a

day had gone by she hadnt written her family expressing her love to them and her

desire to serve a mission and the letters they had all been thrown away without so

much as a glance but she would not go home she could not she had promised and

she had been promised this was her parnpartpann the faith before the sign

mei en took a deep breath mom I1 want to come home but not right now I1

will stay in taipei and prepare to serve my mission and then before I1 leave to serve

I1 want to come home and visit my family and tell you all goodbyegood bye

srmling
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her mothers rage was deafening you have just told us all goodbyegood rightbye

now do not bother coming home to visit the door will be bolted and there will be no

one here who will unlock it for you

e 3jc se ic se

she was almost late for church she drove her scooter along the roadside the

wind blowing her hair in all directions from behind her came the truckstruck dust too

slow to close her eyes her contacts beganbc to21an sting the tears flowed freely down her

face and began to mat her windblown hair pulling the motor scooter over to the side

of the road she stopped and quickly grabbed the contacts from her eyes the dirt was

everywhere they needed to be cleaned and her eyes hurt to remember the sensation

she spotted a sevenelevenseven upeleven around the next comer its familiar green and orange

just visible in the distance it was sunday but there just was no other way she

slowly pulled ahead toward the sign and then her mind it heard the voice

but to go to the sevenelevenseven willwllgileleven take time right to fixtix the problem withmth
your eyes to faxfix any problem takes time and patience its a little bit likeyow

parents they need time to accept your decision to serve a mission theyaeymey need time

to understandbystand itby is so important to you to understand the blessings and the

meaning of a mission in your life as well as theirs

it was not as though mei en didnt understand these things but she was

somehow overcome with the newness of the thought it was a feeling more of wisdom

and of knowledge flowing through her mind giving her a sense of other power of
inspiration but she could not ponder long holding the dirty contacts in one fist she

steered the scooter into the parking lot and quickly stepped inside the door after all

washing them clean was going to take some time

she stood in front of the waterstainedwater mirrorstained watching her hands as clear

comfortable saline solution bathed her dirty contacts and ran in small crooked rivers

down her fingers cleaning them as best she could she reached up and placed one in

her eye it burned at the contacts touch the pain of a newly intruding object even

after all the times shed worn them in her hurry she clumsily removed the contact

and let the tears wash her eyes clean again

your eyes their pain its like your parentparents spainpain they do not understand

your reasons your desire because they do not understand the church the things that

you have learned here perhaps at first you cannot understand their rejection the

first time your eyes didnt want the contacts either but you still need them and so

you try again

s

andpatience

understand why

mei en gently replaced the receiver and for a long time did nothing but stare at

the peeling wall
sc
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the fourth time when they fit her eyes were comforted the solution soothed

the tensing nerves it was as if at once her eyes had forgotten all the pain and

welcomed new sensations of both comfort and rightness
your mission will be fullfidltulituii of experiences like these times when you have

troubles or trials and you jeelfeel as though you cant go on but the feeling ends

doesndoean t itait7 it will be the same for you the feeling will end and you will be happy

and comfortable because you will know that the things you are doing are right your

family can change and accept your mission as your eyes have accepted the contacts

that will help them to see more clearly you too can help your family to see more

clearly but first you have to go through the pain of helping them know your choices

will eventually bring them joy you need to do your part
mei en closed her eyes relieved at the comfort of the contacts she promised

to remember just how good they really felt
C C C 212pic

she stood at the pay phone behind the lady in a flowered dress again

wondering if she really wanted to do this it had been her idea this one last trip home

before her mission but now she had forgotten why it was shed come the whole bus

ride home she wondered what it was she was going home to she had told them she

was coming but they never said she could mei en wasnt sure if she could face the

bolted door the screaming voices from inside while her brother stood beside her

parents and learned to hate her too the denial in her fathers voice her mothers tears

she glanced back at the buses the ones that could take her back to taipei and began

to wonder

but then it was her turn to use the phone she stepped inside the opening

hands shaking as she tried to deposit the coins A few slipped from her fingers and fell

to the ground she gathered the scattered coins and tried to call again the phone

rang and rang and rang she began to hope no one was home

suddenly she heard her mothers voice it startled her bringing with it

memories of her childhood it was the voicevolce that sang to her when she was small that

told her not to cry especially when it hurt it was the voice that laughed when she did

that told her dinner was ready to eat she pictured her mother now her hands

brushing against her face as she held the receiver tightly to her ear the same hands that

had also brushed mei ens face the time when she was sick and no one else could

touch her her heart felt pain as she thought of what her decision had brought maybe

shed been wrong the sacrifice reality now seemed much greater to her than it ever

had before but she also remembered his words his blessing the prophet had blessed

her with the faith to do her part and this was her part she could not turn and board

the bus for taipei the lord wanted her in this phone booth mei en sighed a little

and gently answered back

andyoufeel thefeeling
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hello mom its me mei en my bus was late and I1 just got here she

stood and waited for her mothers unknown response

melenmeimelmelmei Isen that you really we havent heard from you in so long your

father is right here hes been waiting since eleventhirtyeleven tothirty come and pick you up ill
give the phone to him and you can tell him where you are weve been worried

because your bus came so late I1 made you stirfrystir becausefry I1 know you love it but its
cold by now oh heres your father

she talked to him only brieflybfiefiv huncrhunghuncar up the phone and stepped away from the

booth still thinking other mothers voicevolce she found the bench and sat down running

her hands up and down its iron railingsfailingsrai itlings was the voice again the one she

remembered from a long time ago and now her father was coming here to pick her

up to take her home to an unbolted family a family that still cared for her a family of
which she was still a part mei en was so happy she began to laugh outloudoutlordoutloud

what day are you leaving on your mission her mother stood in the

doorway other bedroom and asked the question her tiny figure leaning against the

oaken door frame she stood there for a moment wiping her hands on her apron

front then sat down on the beds pink coverlet

the question surprised mei en although she knew one day soon it would

have to be discussed so little had been said about her leaving her mission that she

was taken aback by her mothers mentioning it she didnt know quite how to respond

she hadnt thought this answer through yet

next week next tuesday she replied and then looked back up for her

mothers reaction

dont go please dont go her mothers voicevolce was barely louder than a

whisper her eyes pleading melenmeimel felten torn apart this last week at home a reminder

of how much she really loved her mother her parents her family she wanted her to

understandunder andstandtstandl tried again to explain but her mother cut her short

mei en you need to think about these things her mother began to tell her

you need to think about how this mission will affect your family please dont go

you dont know what you are doing to us you can go anywhere else you want to do

anything else that you would like to do but please dont make us go through all this

hurt

but mother she screamed inside I1 do know how this mission will affect our

family we will receive even greater blessings tromfrom the lord because I1 choose to serve

it

mei en looked at her mother and sadly shook her head mother I1 know it is

right for me to serve a mission for my church I1 know it is what the lord wants me to

be doing and I1 know he will bless our family because I1 want to serve him

since
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her mother stood and left the room that was all she would say about mel-

ens

se s e

they sat in silence in the car watching the buses arrive and pull away bringing

people home and taking others far away she sat across from her father staring out

the windshield as the big buses came and left their engines sounding dirty in the

morning air it was he who broke the silence first

do you have any money9moneys he simply asked he wasnt angry really just

distant

As mei en looked back at him she choked down the impulses other heart to

tell him of her need her wallet it was gone she had looked for it everywhere

yesterday under the bed and all around the house but she couldnt find it anywhere

so she had sat on her bed for a while and thought about what to do even now she

wasnt exactly sure what she would do but she did know what she wouldnt do she

wouldnt ask for money not with the way things were now not now not tomorrow

maybe not ever

ive got enough she lied they sat again in silence for a while until he

reached into his pocket and brought it forth he pushed the money at her here we
wanted to give you this if you dont need it now you can probably use it later

she reached out and took the money the pink wrinkled bills still warm from

the pocket of his pants it made her want to cry but she was interrupted by a loud

screech and hiss the bus had pulled into the station she slammed the car door shut

and he handed her the black bags handles and then she couldnt think of anything to

say she walked toward the bus turning to look back only once but the car had

already pulled away she hugged her bag a little tighter and reaching down into her

pocket she scrunched the wad of money from her father it was his love for her his

care other his acceptance other to mei en it was almost as good as holding his

hand
y

heavenly father please help me make this phone call home her prayer ever

since the day she had found her wallet it had only been a week since the day her

father left her standing at the bus stop two days later her wallet was returned now
she only needed to uncancelcancelun all her cards and phone her parents yet again she looked

up from her knees and glanced around the apartment everything had happened much

too fast the trip to taipei was over and her mission had begun she knew what they

would say her mother she would call her home again it was inevitable mei en

finally stood and walked into the other room the tile cold against unslipperedslipperedun feet
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eny s leaving mei en lay back down on her bed and clutched her pillow tightly to her

she wished their goodbyegood couldbye have been a little different she wished that maybe

once her mother would have had to dry her eyes
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she sat down and began the call the receiver in one hand she waited through the

rings and then it was her mothers voice

please come home please mei en please her mother begged and begged

meimel enoen through her frustrated tears could do nothing but refuse finally she heard

the crying on the other end as her mothers voicevolce dwindled into softened sobs mei

en wanted to hang up she said goodbyegood andbye did then she too began to cry her
first week had been hard enough without the heartache of this phone call she

remembered as she tried to stop the tears Is a mission really worth all this paing will

what I1 do make that much differencedifference9differences can9 it really be worth the sacrificedsacrifice9sacrifice mei9 en

then remembered the prophets promise to her it will help your family thats one

thing it will do it will help your family growarow
1

my mission will help my family she quietly said again as if trying to

convince herself of the words she had been promised her mission would help her

family but if she didnt serve one how could it possibly help themthem9thema if she wasnt here

willing to progress how could she expect their progressionprogression9progressions she9 thought of the

blessings she had already received you receive the blessings promised you if you are

willing to do your part it was just as the scripture counseled her deny not the

power of god for he workethwormeth by power according to the faith of the children of men

the same today and tomorrow and forever moroni 10 7 mei en could not deny the

power of god she felt as the blessings had been pronounced upon her head but those

blessings were based on her own faithfalth her own efforts to obtain them she sat up in

her chair and wiped away the tears she needed to start serving her mission and stop

thinking about her family she needed to do the work first only then would the

blessings begin to come faith precedes the miracle she reminded herself let it

precede this one
3c ic

im really sorry sis but she just keeps saying that she wont talk to you her
brothers voice sounded a bit discouraged and it touched her to hear him care it was

time to end her precious phone call now and her mother still didnt want to speak to

her mei en only sighed a little struggling to be as happy as she could

thats okay she told him I1 cant expect her to accept everything right at

once I1 guess these things just take some time it sure was fun talking to you though

thanks for all your advice she hoped the distance would mask the disappointment in

her voice

there was only static on the otnerother end and then her brothers voice

waitwakwalt shes right here hang on a second more static as she tried to make out

their voices her heart began to panic she had wanted to talk to her but now what

should she sayasay9 there was no more time to think

toher
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nielmeimel en isis currently serving her longawaitedlong missionawaited for the lord although they dontdon
completely understand her decision to serve her family continue to allow her to do so
receiving the blessings the lord pours out upon all the families of those who serve him

mei en knows that the lord works by our faith and that as she continues to
concentrate on her mission and serve the lord with her whole heart mind might and
strength he will bless and protect her beloved family and one day they will be
brought to understand the great desires other heart such are the promises given to all

the faithful missionaries of the lord

nielenmelen
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meimel benlenlen its me mom her voice sounded more beautiful than ever mei en

started to think about the way they had separated and why the hurt still fresh in her

mind but so too the joy she hoped her mother could remember some of the joy

mom things at home how are they9theyd mei en asked hesitantly not wanting

her mother to call her home again

her mother was silent for what seemed like a long long time things are

much much better her mother finally said with a sighsicrhsicre the family is doing fine our

trials are becoming smaller our blessings much much greater we dont know why

our life is somehow better more fulfilling happier somehow it just is

that was all her mother said to her but it was enough melenmelenmeimel hungen up the

phone and thought back upon the prophets words her family would be blessed and

she would bless the lives of many others as she served a mission for her savior

because she was serving others her own were being blessed it was true now and she

knew it all the promises the feelings the blessings they came only after faith but

they did come doubt not but be believing and begin as in times of old and come

unto the lord with all your heart and work out your own salvation with fear and

trembling before him mormon 9 27 mei en finally understood she had become

believing
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A FATHERS TRUTH

12 for there are many yet on the earth among all sects parties and
denominations who are only kepikept from the truth because they knowamow not where to
find ity

13 thereforene thatrefore we should waste and wear out our lives in bringing to
light all the hidden things ofdarhiess wherein we know them and they are truly
manifest from heaven fv

doctrine and covenants 123121312312

we

13

parked our bikes outside the tiny daoistdanist shop its little eaves lined with the

red and gold of worship we stood and peered into his store curious of the golden

edged papers and incense sticks whose various shapes and meanings we knew nothing

about it was all so new to us this culture my companion who had only been on

island for a few brief months was fascinated by the roadside display he reached out

and fingered a few leaves of the paper leaving his own unique markings on the ruffled

stack I1 stood back behind himhiml a little unsure of myself I1 knew we were at the right

place but I1 just wasnt sure how this was going to go of course I1 had already heard a

lot about this man from the members of the ward hed been coming to the church for

about four years now and his two children had just recently been baptized but this

was the first time that I1 would actually meet mr chen the daoistdanist priest nodding at

my companion to proceed I1 followed him into the little shop

he sat behind a lengthened desk writing large chinese characters on some

parchment the inkstainedink penstained went from left to right and from up to down little

black marks becoming strokes the strokes becoming sounds the sounds becoming

meanings he had noticed us when we first came in but only now acknowledged he
raised his pen and looked us in the eyes he smiled

good afternoon you must be mr chen

he stood and politely grasped my hand

with both of his and bowing slightly shook it noticing my companions curious

stares mr chen invited us to look around a bit its okay you can touch it if you

want mr chen assured me as I1 approached the giant redwood altar I1 looked at the

different painted gods their images fierce kind abstract naive we looked and

touched awhile then turned to where he sat
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which was most important what was the best thing that I1 could give my children my

daughter and later my son of course to him I1 would give my grandfathers daoismdanism
but I1 wasnt sure how that could help him obtain the happiness I1 hoped he would

obtain so I1 decided that I1 would search and try to find the thing that would make

them the most happy and when I1 found it I1 would try my best to see that my children

received it

it was at this time that I1 began working with my father he taught me all he

knew about the religion of the daoiststaoists those things I1 ihadnthadnt picked up as a child and
he taught me how to be a priest to use my knowledge to help others choose their gods

and give them life my father took great pride in introducing me to those he knew I1

made many new friends in his old circles I1 am the third generation of our familys

daoistdanist heritage my grandfathers legacy begun almost one hundred years ago I1 am

the third and my son was to be the fourth

one hundred years three generations my companion slowly repeated

outloudoutioudoutlordouti andoud now there is no more

mr chen looked up at us and shook his head emphatically no there will

never be a fourth generation my son will never be because one day when I1 was in the

park two young men came up to me and invited me to a church activity he simply

replied I1 still can clearly see that day I1 had brought the children to the park to do

their homework we all sat on the bench and did the math together the two young

missionaries came up to us and before long we were talking about their church and

their missionary work they said that they were volunteers and didnt receive any

money for their work in fact to pay for their two years here they used up money they

had saved when I1 asked them why one of them replied that they didnt come to

taiwan for their own benefit but to benefit the people here to benefit my people

I1 was touched that they would sacrifice so much to come so far away to share

something that seemed so important to them I1 was intrigued and so that next

monday night I1 went to the activity at their chapel I1 felt so good when I1 was there

that I1 went the next week the next week and the next week I1 loved to watch the

members their happiness their love for others their joy when they talked about this

thing they called the gospel of jesus christ I1 found myself wanting to become happy

like they were happy so I1 began to come to the church and meet with the missionaries

I1 learned much from them they introduced me to the truth to real happiness the kind

I1 sought to give unto my children and to the plan of god I1 studied and I1 read the

book of mormon from front to back and tried to memorize the things that were

inside As I1 continued to meet with the missionaries I1 also became intrigued by their

courteousness and their good habits their love for other people I1 always asked them

why are you the way you are as I1 thought of how I1 wanted my children to become

like them
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I1 stopped him for a moment genuinely curious about his way so exactly how

did you do thatthat7thata I1 asked how do you prepare your children prepare anyone to

accept the gospel of jesus christchrist9christa

he

119

smiled at me and I1 began to see the amusement in my question memel a

mighty missionary asking mr chen a daoistdanist priest how to help others accept the

gospel message he began it simply he said

I1 realized that the missionaries were the way they were because they had been

taught the gospel from when they were small children but of course I1 couldnt just

open up the book of mormon and start to sermon my children so I1 tried hard to

remember some of the most important commandments inside the book and then

everyday I1 taught them some of these commandments we need to be nice to all of
gods children because they are our brothers and sisters we need to leamlearn to love

people and forgive everyone even if they hunhurthuchurr us 70 x 7 times I1 taught them not to

drink to gamble to waste their lives in meaninglessmeaninialess things and I1 knew as I1 taught

them day by day that they were building a testimony of their own so later when they

learned about the commandments they would find them a joy to live they would

already know what blessings came from obedience to god and then they wouldnt

balkbaikbalkobaiko but would go forward in gods righteousness

I1 continued to prepare them in this way for a year and a half I1 taught my

daughter and strengthened her until I1 knew that she was ready she then was taught

the gospel and was shortly baptized my son soon followed in her footsteps and has

just been baptized too my children have found the truth and they have found

happiness in living it he paused for a moment and I1 could sense that something

wasnt nightrightfight

82 A fathers truth

he stopped for a moment and looked out into the street the afternoon was

quickly waning the traffic had begun to start he offered us some fruit and we

declined then he continued on

but then one day I1 woke up and remembered who I1 was that it was

impossible for me to continue on this way to be studying this gospel and have the

feelings for it I1 was having then came the day that I1 realized I1 knew that it was true

and so after that I1 couldnt come back anymore if my father were to know then he

would die besides I1 am a daoistdanist priest I1 thought to myself I1 cannot love my gods

and love the savior too but I1 also knew that my children didnt have to suffer because

of my life and who I1 was they were young and I1 decided that more than anything 1I

wanted my children to have the happiness that I1 knew the gospel could bring to them

I1 knew the church was true and because it was from god it would give to them the

greatest happiness and then for the first time I1 think I1 finally realized what beingbeingabeings a

parent was all about heavenly father wanted me to prepare my children to accept the

true gospel of the savior jesus christ
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I1 asked it slowly have you found the truth and found happiness

in living AT

he was silent for a moment did you know that I1 always thought I1 would be

the first one baptized into the churchchurch9churchy and now I1 will be the lastlast9lasta he smiled a little

at the bitter irony I1 have come to realize that I1 am not like them my children who

can have the great blessings of the truth in their own lives I1 am like my father and my

fathers father who now believe in thingsthinus that someone told us to believe As I1

watched mymv son be baptized I1 thought my heart would break it was supposed to be

me it always was but now I1 know there is no way I1 need my work I1 need my father

it is too late for me to leave and join the truth it

I1 felt his sorrow as he turned his head to hide the tears and I1 pleaded for his

sake heavenly father what will he dog what can he dog please help him find his

faith

A fathers truth 83

and

3.3

you

there was really nothing else to do
X X 3jc SC

they sat in the lobby and walledwaited for their ride his mind still on the meeting of
that morning it had been a long way for the mission president and his wife to come

but because they had worshiped here this day their long trip had been forgotten in the

members joy but he was still a little glad that it was time to go he longed to be back

home

president williamswilliams9williamse he9 turned and saw the man walk in the chapel doors

he came in as though he wanted to find no one but needed to find someone he sat

down beside them on the wearing vinyl couches

I1 am mr chen he began the introduction I1 met you in the meeting earlier

today president williamswilliams3williamse simple3 smile confirmed that he remembered I1 am sorry

to interrupt you both I1 dont know why I1 came back to the church I1 guess I1 just

needed to talk to someone its just that he had started something he was unable

to finish but then began again

Presidenpresident I1 just know this church is true I1 know that it is the gospel of jesus

christ and I1 know that he came to earth to save all mankind to give us a chance to

return to our heavenly fathers presence again oh how I1 want to become a member

of this church to leamlearn more about its teachings to leamlearn the truth of why were here

and what we need to do I1 want to love the savior and show him that I1 do I1 want to

follow him but I1 cant I1 cant leave the road im on and walk on his there are too

many obstacles between us the roads too far apart I1 am old and have to have a job

but how can I1 do my job and say I1 love the savior toog I1 cannot I1 do not believe in

what I1 do I1 have found the truth but it has not made me free I1 cannot leave my lifeilfe 1

must live it

president williams leaned back on the sofa and thought misteristerNf chen I1 can

feel of your desire to join this church and I1 can also feel your pain so what can you
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do now you need to look at your desire but desire is sometimes not enough he
quickly corrected himself but desire is never enough to live the truth takes

courage it takes sacrifice it takes faith the lord did not mean for this to be an easy

road he tests us so that he can see what we will do he tests us so that we can grow

he gives us our own seeds and then stands back to see what kind of garden we will

make of them and why must we have faith we need faith to believe in him to be

strong when we feel weak to trust him enough to give our lives to him I1 know the

lord wants you to be baptized into his church heifefie is waiting to give you the blessings

of eternity but first you must show him you believe that he is waiting for you that he

is mindful of you now that he will continue to protect you

the president turned to him again I1 know that if your faith is sufficient if

you are willing to help it grow the lord will prepare a way that you can follow his

commandments and your family will not suffer you can be baptized and the lord
will give you greater blessings that those you have already seen

A smile of encouragement and then they had left the chapel to start their long

trip home mister chen watched them leave therhe chapel they turned back once and

waved and then the car began to pull away mr chen sat on the sofa for a long time

afterward thinking about his faith

3i3

I1

i

stood and stretched my legs the meeting finally over the young girls began

to giggle and mothers restless children clutching at their skirts began to talk and tried

hard to be heard above the din of small boys playing at the door the men stood silent

and observed some yawneddawned others hurried off to begin their first of many sunday

meetings I1 asked myself what we would do when we had finished lunch go actingtradingtr

again I1 answered back I1 unzipped my floppy business case and replaced the tiny

hymnbook in its tiny cardboard cover it was then my shoulder felt the gentle tap and

I1 turned to face the branch president

elder gallup I1 have an experience id like to share with you you know

chen rai shin dont you

of course I1 know him the president looked a little excited I1 asked if all

was right

oh everything is great hes fine this last wednesday night he just showed

up at my house after which we talked for a good couple of hours elder gallup this

mans greatest desire in life is to receive baptism and become a member of the true

church of jesus christ he has known the church for a little over four years now and

has spent the last two years preparing his children to become members of it but it is

with bitter sweetness that he sees the blessings of the gospel flow into their lives as he

must choke down his own desire knowing there is no way for him to receive of the

same but as he sat in my living room on wednesday night and we cried together I1
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I1 softly replied what is it that scares you the most

his voicevolce it came from somewhere deep low and heavy oh I1 dont know

im scared of a lot of things I1 know that when they all find out ive joined the church

my daoistdanist friends my customers they wont come to me anymore and my business

will die I1 need my job to support my family I1 know I1 need to have faith but I1 also

need to work at least a few more years and then after they stop coming to me they

will never stop attacking me they will tell me I1 am a liar and a hypocrite and they

will curse me and I1 will have no one to protect me from their hate

betbel

meymel

voicevolce
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think he found an answer I1 think he found a way I1 think he found his faith he is

willing to try the lord use his faith in all the savior promised himhin knowing that the

lord will give him all he needs to overcome the greatest obstacles he faces and with

his children enjoy the blessings of the truth so he is ready to hear the gospel he

wants you to come to his house this week and start teaching him the truth 11

I1 could only nod my hearts consent I1 had never felt so unworthy to teach a

man the truth
4

you knowknowl im getting baptized tomorrow

we both sat in the older rented apartment that served as our areas small

chapel I1 looked at rai shin from across the wooden table and even though we were

in serious conversation I1 had to smile arat the man I1 loved the way he always made me

feel so good about everything I1 loved his simple faith his humility his strong desire

to learn he had taught me much these last months of our togetherness and as I1 had

sat in his home every night for the last week and learned with him the gospel I1

marveled at his faith and his desire to know the truth I1 marveled at how much I1 had

been taught

I1 knowknowl rai shin

im scared his voice tightened a little there will be repercussions he

simply prophesied

I1 looked down in my sadness wishing that I1 could help we knew there

would be

he stopped I1

could see real fear in his eyes as the scene played out before us it was tomorrows

tomorrowtomor androwl they were here gathered in his living room he stood in front of them

and they began the hurt

my heart was wrenched why must he suffer so I1 looked across the table at

this man my friend and thought how strange it was he a daoistdanist priest for almost as

long as I1 had lived and me a young mormon missionary from a very different place

and yet the gospel had somehow made up for our differences this night we sat

together in his home as brothers and as I1 knew of the pain that could follow his

decision on the morrow I1 asked him one more time

in serious

in
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I1 didnt ask to doubt the

testimony that burned within his heart I1 knew that he had asked of god who had

given to him liberally but at such a costacost9 the room was silent and I1 felt him

searching in himself he looked for a long time as we sat there and then finally he had

found it

I1 am getting baptized I1

hotlnotl

aslusl
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rai shin why are you getting baptized thentheng

he beganbeizanbaizan and then began again I1 am getting

baptized because I1 know that only in this church is the full truth of god to be found

upon the face of all the earth I1 know that this churchhurch contains the truth the eternal

laws of godgodlgody the precepts by which he created the universe and the reasons why we

came to earth to live I1 know that joseph smith is a prophet of god that he restored

to us these truths that god before had taken from the earth I1 love the truth he began

again I1 love the truth because it took me so long to find it I1 love it because I1 am

learningleaming how to recognize it and I1 love it because it brings me and my family

happiness when you can know what is true and what is not when you can know

what things are of god and what are not that is real happiness

he looked up at me but through his smile I1 could still see pain behind his eyes

but for some of us truth is not so easy to be found is it9ita he asked me innocently

he stood and walked to the blackboard he drew only four long straight lines

and with them made a square I1 sat in silent curiosity

this square he began represents my brain and right now my head is full of
these he took the chalk and drew many squiggly lines inside the box its filled

with untruthstruthsun confusion and symbols that don t mean anything to me to anybody

they have no purposepur theyposeyposel draw no picture they only take up space so that the real

things cant come in he reached again and drew a tiny wooden horsehorsey and then he

turned and looked at me

when something real comes in something true I1 cannot recognize it and I1

dont know what it is I1 cant tell its any different from the squigglessqui becauseggles

everything has just been squiggles for as long as I1 remember lost in thought he

stopped and stood still for a moment but since I1 found the gospel I1 am trying

everyday to slowly take the squiggles from my mind so there is room for truth room

for more real things so now when I1 see something real like this horse I1 still dont

really know that its a horse but at least I1 know its not a squiggle when I1 first found

the truth I1 didnt know what it was or even that I1 had found it but I1 could tell that it

was different from all the other things that were floating in my mind truth brings

hopehopelhopet he ended but it also brought me pain

at first I1 didnt understand his meaning so he began to explain its like

having two best friends he put his pen down walked toward the burnished tabletabie

and sat down in the wooden chair across from me its like having two best friends

and youve known them since you were small you grew up with them you played
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I1 replied softly you take the truth

youve found and you begin your life anew you kneel down and thank your heavenly

father for giving us jesus christ who gives us a chance to start over again to be made

clean to be born again to start a new life because before we didnt know the old life

wasnt right it wasnt his way it wasnt true because the savior paid the price for our

sins and died for us we have a chance to change and to become better he is hoping

we can find the truth and then we can use his sacrifice to start again and live our lives

according to that truth

I1 quickly reminded him and silently promised

myself

I1 Z

come9comee
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with them you trusted them and then one day someone comes up to you and tells

you that all this time they have been lying to you and all the things you gave them

and the things they had given you the secrets you told them the experiences you

shared with themtheml are I1worth nothing they are wasted time because it was all a lie

and so then you look at yourself by now you are old your time is wasted it is up

all you worked for believed in it was all wrong so what are you going to do his
thought unfinished he ended the sentence anyway I1 slowly answered for him

so you are going to start over again

ae

his fouryearfour questyear had finally ended his baptism over he stood before them

they listened to hear him speak he stood tall and simply for a moment as he cast his

eyes upon his friends and then bowing his head low he gently placed it in his hands

and he began to cry some moments later he raised his eyes again and smiling

through his emotions spoke

my friends I1 have waited morfor this moment for so long you are indeed my

friendfriends because you know me and you lovesoveiove me I1 hope for your forgiveness my

friends I1 hope that god forgives me for the work I1 do I1 must work because I1 love

my family not because I1 love those gods I1 love my children very much that is why I1

sought the gospel I1 started out just wanting my children to be happy I1 saw the

church and what it gave to people I1 saw the happiness it brought into peoples lives

as they learned they have a heavenly father who loves them unconditionally so

thats what I1 decided to give my children and as they learned why they came to earthyearth

their life truly did develop more happiness and meaning and purpose they know why

they are here and what they are to do and that if they do what is required they have

an eternity of happiness to look forward to we have an eternity in which we can be

together again death cannot separate us now because I1 now too have found the

truth and am happy because of the blessings it has given me I1 need only look at my

children he paused for a moment and smiled down at them to know they have
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rai shin began to smile again will tomorrow never come he asked me like

an excited child

its not much longer now
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I1 sneaked a look at rai shins children as they sang the closing song and the

great god has had mercy on us and made these things known unto us that we might

not perish

88 A fathers truth

the truth he continued is my greatest joy I1 love jesus christ and I1 know that he is

my savior thank you for helping me know

because he loveth our souls as well as he loveth our children alma

2414 1I hoped my childrens father would be a lot like theirs
3jc

is

in
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rai shins search for the truth ended when he found the gospel but it hasnt ended his
desire to study and progress he is constantly studying the scriptures and reading
books about the church in an effort to leamlearn all he can about the savior and about the
restored gospel he and his two children are strong active members in their little
branch his current work situation may be uncertainuncer buttainI his faith is firm and strong
he knows the lord watches over those who put his work and glory first and trust
him with their lives
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I1

ifyeicye milwillmii come unto me ye shall have eternal
life behold mine arm of mercy is extendedewellevell towardsded you and whosoever will come
him will I1 receive and blessed are mosethose who come unto me

3nephi914

wait a second stop

I1 cant stop here were in the middle of the road

im serious stop pull over a second not here across the street over there

by that building

atlitl

COMING BACK TO HIM

14 yea verily I1 say unto you if ye

she grabbed his arm and helped steer them over to the side of the

road

fang ting youre going to get us both killed what are you doing

but she was already ignoring him she rolled down the window and took a

good long look it was beautiful standing tall on the comer its whiteness sparkled in

the afternoon light its spires going up and up and up to heaven she softly

whispered as her gaze followed them up into the sky

he tugged her arm again fang ting what are you doing he pulled her

head back in the car youre starting to make me nervous

would you just look at this temple she said excitedly oh and look

theres a chapel next door too no there she motioned with her arm over there

on the left

finally spotting the blue roof of the chapel he only nodded impatiently well

so he trailed off
so im a member of this church she slowly finished for him he started

to laugh and then saw that she was serious

I1 didnt know you believed jesus he started to say but was interrupted as a

flow of people began pouring out of the blueroofedblue chapelroofed church must just be

over fangting guessed outloudoutlordout sheloud spotted a young woman in a black and white

skirt and before she knew it had already opened her mouth hey miss excuse me

she yelled from the car window but are you a member here

the woman gave them a curious look then started towards the car yes she

said upon reaching the window im a member here do you know our church

where do you live

11h10me

3 nephi 9149 14
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I1 live here in taipei fangting replied and then motioning with her handhandlhando I1III111tiltii

live up over that way im a member too she continued and then looking at him

quickly added but I1 havent been for a really long time I1 was just wondering what

time the meeting starts

it starts at nine oclock and youre always welcome to attend they
continued to talk for a few minutesminut and then the woman had an idea

I1 know here she reached deep into the bag slung over one shoulder

how about I1 give you my phone number and you can call me ill be happy to come

and pick you up and bring you here or do whateverwhaiwhal youever need

fangting stuck the card in her wallet thanks she yelled as they began to

pull away ill think about it the woman waved goodbyegood

except

bye

for his occasional humming they drove for a while in silence fangtingfang
going

ting

in and out of thought about the temple and her new friend after all I1 did

promise her id think about it fangtingfang smiledting to herself the funny thing was she

always thought about it almost everyday since the day she was baptized fangtingfang
had

ting

thought about the church the gospel baptism it seemed so long ago almost

like it had happened to a different person fangtingfang leanedting back closed her eyes and

tried to remember it all

she was fifteen and it was fun at first there were four of them her older

sister herherl and two of their friends so it really wasnt all her fault they always laughed

and talked when they were supposed to be learning about the gospel soon after their

friends left and it was just her and her sister but then they still didnt know and the

elders thought they were wasting their time and had had enough and wanted to give

up on them but for some reason never did and then one day they made elder
peterson cry and after that it wasnt ever quite the same she still remembered his

tears his words

I1 dont know if you care but I1 have to tell you that I1 know this church is true

I1 know that joseph smith saw heavenly father and jesus christ and that he was

called to be their prophet to lead us here on earth and to restore the true church of
jesus christ I1 know that the book ofmormon is true and that heavenly father wants

us to read it so we can understand how to return and live with him again I1 know that

heavenly father gave us commandments because he loves us and he knows what

things will make us most happy and what things will make us most sad and so I1

know that living the teachings of the gospel will bring us the greatest happiness

because we have a heavenly father who loves us enough to help us through this life

and then it became clear to them they saw the value of the gospel they

learned about it they prayed about it and their heavenly father had heard their

prayers As she knelt to pray she felt warmth and peace she didnt doubt she didnt
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guess the truth burned inside her heart the holy ghost spoke to her spirit it

wrapped itself around her covered her it was safe and she felt loved

so they wanted to be baptized to follow the savior and be like him and they

knew that this was the only way to become clean to start a new life to become able to

return and live with heavenly father but they were fifteen seventeen of course we

cantca17ii ask mother what is to be donedotie they gave themselves permission they signed

their mothers name because they knew the church was true and just as the elder
said the gospel would bring their lives joy

but then they thought he was wrong being baptized didnt bring joy into their

lives at first it brought them pain how was mother not to know and after she

knewknewl they fought about everythingeveryesery shethinLy forbade them from going to church but they

went anyway because thats where heavenly father was and then one day when

fangtingfang thoughtting she had misplaced her book of mormon she found it in the garbage

can she cried a little then hid it really goodooodbood her mother became an angry person

and after a little while fangtingfangfanor becameting angry too because this wasnt the way it was

supposed to be god wasnt being fair at all the missionaries told her she needed to

try to have a better attitude to get along with her mother and then she went home and

tried to do the right thing but everything ended up badly one sunday she didnt go to

church and then her mother turned into the mother she was before fangtingfang joinedting

the church that was much nicer so then she started not to go started not to know

people and started not to care then high school was over and there was a job in

taipei she took it to get out of the house she took it for new friends she took it to

get away from herself

the car braked abruptly for the light and fangtingfang rememberedting where she

was she cleared her throat and tried to think of what to say to him her mind still on

the temple on the church looks like I1 followedifollowed myself to taipei she mumbled with

a sigh
e

the telephone rang it was his voice on the other line hello fang ting its
me dont worry I1 dont want to fight I1 just want to talk to you

he sounded as though the last year had already been forgotten erased from his

memory by the long moments apart it had almost been a year now since they last

kissed a year since she really loved him not long after the day she saw the temple

they decided to take it easy have some space look around a bit since that time the

distance had deepened not abated she asked him why he was calling

I1 just wanted to see how you are ive been thinking about you lately and also

been wondering something do you remember that one day when we were driving the

car and you made us pull over and look at your church well I1 was just wondering if

you ever went to it as you said you wanted to
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fangtingfang tiredlyting closed her eyes leaned back on the legs of her chair and tried

to figure out what was wrong with this man now why exactly did you call me up

againagain9 she began and why are you asking me all these questions about my churchchurch9churchy

you hate my church rememberremember9remembert she9 remembered the weeks that followed that day

how he teased and made fun of it of her

she held the receiver in silence for a minute he seemed to be collecting his

thoughts I1 know he began but ive just been thinking about things lately and

realized that im not very happy with the waywavdav mymv life has been going I1 dont know

exactly what it is im looking for I1 just know that something is missing he paused

and tried again im just not very happy right now are youg

it was an annoyingannoy questioninginu of course im happy why wouldnt I1 beg ive
got a good job a nice apartment friends my life right now is full I1 am enjoying

myself I1 feel lucky that I1 have so many good things all around me so many fun things

I1 like to do people that I1 love its a good life

she meant it too he sat quiet for a minute and then began again then
fang ting I1 really want to know why didaidald you join that church in the first placeplace9placed you

life was happy before you met the church wasnt itait9 so why did you want to leamlearn

about itait9 why did you want to join it9ita why did you get baptized a member of itait9

his questions were hard there was nothing she could say why did you get

baptized that wasnt a fair question or had she just forgotten the answersanswer9 her
thoughts turned homeward and she once again remembered her baptism she

remembered the elder who cried who said that he knew his church was true she

remembered the questions she had herself knelt and asked her heavenly father herself

if the church was truetrueltruet if the book ofmormon was his word if he wanted her to be

baptized and then she remembered the answers the feelings of warmth of being

wrapped in too many blankets of wearing too many clothes through her prayers she

found out that the elders words were true it was all true living the gospel and obeying

the commandments would bring her life much more happiness because heavenly

father did know what things would make his children happy and what things would

make them sad

As fangtingfang thoughtting about his questions she realized she was already happy

she hadnt lied to him it was a good life full of work and friends and interests and fun

things to do but she couldnt lie to herself either she knew inside her heart

somehow she had always known that living the gospel was the best way to live her

life because she knew the church was true it was all true she knew that following

the commandments of heavenly father would save her from some pain would lead her

to more happiness more peace more purpose in life more sense of direction what

was it the elders had saidsaid9saldsaida we must follow the commandments in order to return to

live with heavenly father that had always been her goal and what about now9nowa
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his voice jarred her thoughts back to the phone fang ting I1 get the feeling

youre not listening to me she tried to focus on his words but he had already gone

on without her all im saying he continued is that id like to visit your church

with you sometime I1 want to go and see if maybe I1 can leamlearn some things that would

make my life happier I1 want to see what its like and see if it can help me change

some things that are making me sad so im asking you to come with me and help me

understand what it is all about do you still have that womans numbernumberg9

fangtingfang couldting see no way out of this one besidesBeside he was still her friend

and she wanted him to be happy too I1 think I1 can find it somewhere she hesitated

then voiced his name

whatwhat9whata he answered

fangtingfang hesitatedting again then didntal know what to say nothing ill call you

back later goodbyegood bye she hung up the phone and began to cry

two days later she finally reached for her wallet and pulled the once white

namecardnam fromecard its zippered pouch the sides were now grey with fingerprints and the

number almost illegible from wear she gently rubbed the card along the inside of her

palm the fraying edges as soft as tissue paper why didnt I1 ever throw this thing

awayaaway9 she wondered to herself at first she almost did every time she emptied her

wallet to clean the urge had been there but for some reason she just never could

and so the card became a trusted friend she looked for it whenever she opened her

wallet and then later sometimes when she was depressed or worried or when she just

wanted to think about things she would pull it from the wallet and read chen ming

ju 02 365485536548551365 485548551 ext 14 and then the scribbled blue across the bottom co me if

you want to and so the namecardnam remainedecard with her a year but she had never been

able to call until now she took a deep breath picked up the receiver and began to

dial
t

had she waited only a few seconds more she would have seen them coming

ming ju stood in the doorway of the chapel anxiously watching the road and greeting

the few latecomers that came stragglingstraggliner in she looked at her watch again 9 06 she

said they d hebe here at nine nervously walking in and out of the big glass doors she

waited a few more restless minutes and then slowly turned and walked back inside the

church music suddenly sounded from the large room on her left theyve started the

opening song she thought in dismay ming ju glanced once more through the open

doors and out into the street then she turned and softly walked inside the chapel

they sat in the back because they were late thats okay fangtingfang thoughtting I1
wanted a chance to look around anyway she glanced up as the chorister ended the

opening song and then the prayer was given after the prayer she raised her head and

began to look around the small children already tiring were lying on the floor or

away
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sitting quietly looking at picture books some held crumbling cookies in their hands

others bottles of milk some of the older children seemed intent on exploring the

pages of their parents copies of the book of mormon A few old men dozed in the

row behind themtheml while a nervous looking mother up in front tried to still her crying

child

it was all as she remembered it fangtingfang lookedting over at the young people

occupying three or four benches on the lefthandleft sidehand some sat with scriptures open

others constantly fidgeted to find a more comfortable piece of wood and still others

heads bent low were recovering from a long night of study that7hat7 washat me last time

she seemed to remember I1 sat there I1 was young that was me and her sistersister9sisters yes

she would have been there too it was her sister who liked to sing whose hands held

the hymnbook and mimicked the choristers dance what was that song they had

lovedloved9lovedy she thought a moment for the words though deepeningdeep trialsning throng your

way press on press on ye saints of god though tribulations rage abroad christ

says in me ye shall have peace christ says in me ye shall have peace unable to

remember all the words she had to smile at herself that was all right she had never

got it right before either

it grew reverent as the sacrament was passed she felt the hush fall as the

room remembered the savior repented of their mistakes and covenanted to think

better to do better to be better people she had forgotten the taste of the bread but

she still remembered the feelings they came again to her now oh how she wanted to

do better too she longed for a rebirth for a chance to once again be made clean her
life was good but it could be better she could be cleaner she could do better she

could be more like the savior suddenly longing for comfort fangtingfang reachedting for

the hymnbook in front other she randomly turned the page and found the hymn she

loved fill our hearts with sweet forgiving teach us tolerance and love

fill us with forgiving the words sounded loud in her head oh heavenly

father she pleaded pleaseillpleasefillpleasplease meeillfilleiliaali with thy thyforgivenessforgiveness she looked down at the small

child in front other returning his curious stare he was so young and she was so old

A feeling of panic began to rise within her heart but I1 havebave forgotten everything I1

have forgotten this life these feelings1feelingsneelings I1 have forgottenjorgotten the commandments I1 cannot

start to live them now not now not after such a long long time fangtingfang tingtinor could not

stop the tears from falling as she plead with god to take away the pain you cannot

ask this of me f there are too many obstacles too many commandments I1 am no

longer able to live she bowed her head and tried to think of something else she had

been wrong church wasnt quite the same as she remembered it

ilitc

the window turned from rice fields to high rises to mountains and to greens

she sat back on the trainseattrain andseat watched the transformation she was on her way

in

in

of her

of her

1 jorgotten
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home she had left her job there just wasnt anything else to do and she had left

him and the taipei chapel and now she was going home she thought back on the

last four months to the first time she had gone to church with him he had liked it

church made him feel good he said and so he met the missionaries and started to

learn but his heart wasnt really in it and so after a little while he didnt want to come

back anymore he just sort of went away theae gospel will change your life she

thought whether you want to change or not you learn about the savior and realize

how much you need to change she remembered her first introduction to the word of
wisdom the law of chastity the law of the tithe and of the fast she began to

understand why the elders had invited her to pray about each commandment and ask

god if it was true you must tindfind your own testimony she thought in order to live

these commandments from god you must know that they are his and they will bring

you peace did she know this now0nowa she remembered she had once fangtingfang feltting the

train lurching to a platform she still had three hours left she was gladgiad she needed

some time to think
sc

it was two long years later before they finally found her and fangtingfang letting them

visit when they arrived fangtingfang wasting looking out the window other office rooftops

and skyscrapers brilliant in the afternoon light the sound of the buzzer startled her

reverie and she knew it must be them she waited at her desk for a few moments

pushing the paperclip back and forth across the marbled top then she walked around

the desk and a little hesitant opened the outside door they stood there in the

doorway smiling at her may we come in they both asked in unison then laughed at

each others mistake

so youre the missionaries fangting stopped for a minute and read their

names yes do come in go ahead and sit down she offered ill go and get some

water

she still didnt know if this was a good idea letting them come over but she

knew she needed someone fangtingfang leanedting her head against the water tank in an

attempt to calm her fear its okay she reassured herself you dont have to go back to

church unless you waritwant to until you want to after a minute feeling better she

brought the cups back in placed them on the table and then they began to talk they
asked her questions about her life the past few years in taipei and what it felt like to

be home then after talking for a while they both became a little serious and the

taller one reached into the bag beside her chair

fang ting we are excited you let us come here and get to know you she

began we were also hoping we could read some scriptures from the book of
mormon with you today she pulled a copy from her bag and set it on the table

fangtingfang pickedting it up and turned it over in her hands its just like the day mother

7

musifindyour

commandmentsftom
now

gladshe

of her

in

whi ibelleike

Fang itsjust

fang ting
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threw you in the garbage can and I1 ifouldfoundifound you later she thought what jsis so special

about this book7bookbooke

the other sister continued we would also like to say a prayer with you today

before we start fang ting are you willing to offer an opening prayer for usg

heavenly father help me so I1 can pray outloudfor them fangtingfang silentlyting prayed

and then nodded her consent the sister leaned over pulled a flipchartflip fromchart her bag

opened up to a page called the steps of prayer and set it on the table in front of

fangtingfang dontting worry if you have forgotten some of the steps the sister smiled and

explained theyre all right here on this page just take your time and remember

prayer is just like talking to a friend then it was her turn and the sisters looked up

at her in anticipation

fangtingfang satting still for a second then reached over quietly closed the flipchartflip

and

chart

handed it back to the sisters thank youycu but its okay she began looking down

at her folded hands I1 still remember how to pray all these years I1 never went to

church but ive been praying everyday JUST nowhow do you think you two finally found

me hereherelherey anyway9anywaysanyway she9 said with a smile looking up

after fangtingfang foundting her own way back into activity she helped her brother become
baptized a member of the church she recently revisited the temple on the comer this
time to enter its holy doors and receive her own endowment she is currently serving a
mission for the church in part to thank her heavenly father for continually watching
over her and to help others realize that there is no mistake no problem no trial that
the savior cannot help us overcome there is always a way back to the gospel

us

is

s
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